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... Wade Lowery, Chris Clark,
Charlie Joe Cary, and Rob Holman lead the sophomores in
yelling against the juniors.
Classes met in the cafeteria before and after the scavenger hunt
on Tuesday night.

.. . Construction on the gym began during the summer when it was completely
torn down. The reopening was scheduled
for December. It was ready for practice
on December 11, 1990 but, because the
bleachers did not come in, it was a while
before games returned here.

~-__.----

Kasey Vestal, Brian
Nichols, and Lance Davis
joined the other Tomahawks and varsity cheerleaders during the last pep
rally to do a rap and form a
pyramid.
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OPENING
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"I heard that the gym wasn't going to be
ready until December."
"Yea, and they don't know what to do about
volleyball or pep rallies."
"Somebody said we might have pep rallies at
the football field."
"Hey, did you know we have a new geometry
teacher?"
... Conversations like this one are typical in
the small town of Bonham. Rumors, speculations and stories spread quickly through the
population of 6,680. Things spread even quicker
among the 480 students and 63 faculty and staff
that make up Bonham High School.
Before school began in August, stories about
the gym, new teachers, pep rallies, schedules,
and new classes began to circulate. But, as
school began on August 27, these stories became reality.
Pep rallies were unique and the weather held
out until the final two games, and outdoor pep
rallies soon didn't seem so strange.
For the first time in several years, we actually
had the same principal and vice principal, but
had gained three new teachers. A new gifted
and talented program called SEARCH was also
implemented.
Football season brought back the familiar
"Let's Go" saying as "Let's Go Six" brought us
to a district title and the honor of making it to
the playoffs for six consecutive years.
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STUDENT LIFE

OUT AND
ABOUT
. . . Before school started this year everyone
had heard that the gym was being completely
tom down and was to be rebuilt. There were lots
of speculation on the time and place we would
have pep rallies. The area behind the vocational
building was finally settled upon and we would
literally be "Out and About" the school on Friday
mornings.
Homecoming week was full of exciting and
exhausting activities such as the scavenger hunt,
flashlight parade, bonfire, hall decorations and
parade. Classes were busy coming up with hall
themes and working on their floats. The traditional drum beat was held at Clay Lowery's
house.
Before the end of football season, students participated in two spirit weeks. The first was "Beat
Wylie Week" and the second week was "Let's Go
Six".
On December 7 and 8, "Lil Miss Brooks was
performed for the yearly dinner theater by the
drama department. Because of the water in the
Kiva, this was moved to the I.W. Evans cafeteria.
Juniors were kept busy working on fund raisers for the junior senior prom and seniors just
anticipated May 30 and graduation, as well as
senior play and senior trip.
Student Life is not over at 3:05. School activities
or just hanging around with friends extends to
late in the evening, over the weekends and even
into holidays. As a general rule, students are always "OUT and ABOUT".
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. . . Raising the spirit stick high
over his head, Michael Brinlee
shows everyone that the sophomore class had enough spirit to win
the spirit stick.

WHERE ...

. . . did you get the idea to dress
up to raise spirit?
"My incredible talent for creativity! It
came to me in a flash of inspiration,"
Mrs. Cheryl Youree .

. . . did you like pep rallies better?
"I liked the outside pep rallies because
there was more room, and it wasn't as
echoey," Jason Vissage .
. . . Having to stand up for the entire pep rally was something Chris
Durham, John Carpenter, Steven
Jennings, and Josh Stevens, avoided by bringing their own chairs to
pep rallies.
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UTDOOR PEP
RALLIES LACK SPIRIT
OF GYM PEP RALLIES
When it was time for pep
rallies on Friday mornings students didn't head to the gym,
because there wasn't one. Instead, everyone headed behind
the vocational building near
where the soccer fields are located.
Pep rallies were set up like
when they were in the gym
with a slight difference, there
was no roof over our heads and
we were standing on grass, not
in stands.
"In the gym the juniors were
beside the seniors and across
from the freshmen. Outside the
juniors were beside the freshmen and across from the seniors. This was so that upper
classmen got top priority on
seeing the pep rallies," Lesa
Rayford said.

... Senior Teresa Ayers tried to
make the senior class seem louder
by ringing a large cowbell during
a pep rally.

Having pep rallies outside
took more preparation than
when they were in the gym.
"The Tomahawks had to rope
off areas for the classes, and
bring chairs for the foot ball
players and coaches from the
cafeteria. We also had to bring
the stands from the tennis
courts for the parents. Then
when pep rallies were over, we
had to put it all back and clean
up, but I didn't mind because
we got out off class longer," Kasey Vestal said.
There were lots of changes in
this year's pep rallies. The order
was changed. Instead of doing
the class battle cries and the
Bonhi battle cry back-to-back
near the end of the pep rallies,
class battle cries were done in
the middle of the pep rally and

. . . By holding up class-sized
banners, the sophomores showed
that they had spirit, and tried to
win the spirit stick.

PEP RALLIES
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UTDOOR PEP
RALLIES LACK SPIRIT
OF GYM PEP RALLIES
the Bonhi ba ;tle cry at the end.
"The rearrangement puts more
emphasis on participation
throughout the entire pep rally," Mrs. Danna Phillips said.
There were two cafeteria pep
rallies due to cold or wet weather. These seemed more enthusiastic than outdoor pep rallies.
"The noise level made you feel
more spirited. It gave me cold
chills the first time we had a
pep rally in the cafeteria," Mrs.
Debbie Clark said.
There were many memorable
things during the cafeteria pep
rallies.
"I really looked the cafeteria
pep rallies. During one, the
cheerleaders and the Tomahawks did a really funny rap
and pyramid together. It was a
little strange that "Can't Touch

This" was played for the team
entrance, but it was cool because it went along with the
theme for the shirts," Lincy
Veruguese said.
Al though there weren't as
many skits as in the past, there
were a few skits that most students thought were excellent.
"During the Commerce pep
rally the cheerleaders and drill
team officers and the flag corps
and the twirlers all switched
places and pretended to be
Commerce Tigers. The cheerleaders came the drill team, the
drill team became the flag
corps, the flag corp became the
cheerleaders and Katina Givens
was the feature twirler. Everyone was hilarious, but Katina
stole the show. She was hilarious," April Keeton said.

. . . During the Frisco pep rally
which was held in the cafeteria,
the Special Education Department
gave a presentation to the coaches.
They read a poem about coaches
and gave a copy to each one.
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... Juniors Staci Smith and Dena
Watson use coke cans filled with
rocks to make extra noise as they
try to get the spirit stick.

. . . Chief Warham Chris Clark
makes his way around the classes,
drill team and football players during a pep rally outside.

WHERE ...

. . . should battle cry be done in
the pep rally?
"I don't think they should have changed
the order. I like the way our pep rallies
used to be where we did the class and
Bonhi battle cry together right before the
spirit stick," Donna Davis.

did the freshmen learn what
to do in the pep rallies?
"We just watched everyone else. The battle cry was confusing the first few times
and no one yelled," Nathan Hale.

. . . Football players were among
the few that had a front row seat for
pep rallies and got to sit down.

PEP RALLIES
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... The juniors show their spirit
by wearing red and carrying red
cellophane covered flashlights during the flashlight parade.

WHERE ...

. . . Where did you find enough
red clothing to last throughout all
the week's activities?
"Well, I only had two red shirts and had
to wear one of them twice." Jason Fox .

. . . Where did you get the idea for
"The Dream Team"?
"Mr. Kountz was the brain behind that.
At first we were going to do a Halloween
type theme, but since our float was Halloween, we decided to do "The Dream
team", Stephanie Rodeffer.
. . . Gina Reese, Amy Compton,
And Jeanette Harper work on the
senior float during Homecoming
Week.
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LASSES SHOW
COMPE TITION
DURING RACE FOR
SPIRIT STICK
Even if you' re not into football , your
spirit had to be pumped to the extreme
because of the Homecoming week's activities.
MONDAY- Student council announced
the week's activities and each class began
working on floats and hall decorations.
" People were going to all extremes to win
the spirit stick. Each class really worked
together as a team," said Kyle Clayton,
junior.
TUESDAY- Everyone met at the high
school at 7:00 p.m. for the scavenger hunt.
Each class member has to wear their designated color or wouldn' t be counted to add
to the final score. The seniors were purple,
the juniors, red, the sophomores, blue, the
freshmen, green. The class president from
each class was given a list of twenty-five
items and autographs and everyone set out
to find everything by 9:00 p .m. "We all
thought we had no chance of placing higher that last, but when they hadn' t said the
juniors by the second place team, we knew
we had it won!" said Kim Sherer, junior.
WEDNESDAY- After it was dark, the
classes gathered at the square carrying
flashlights covered with their designated
color of cellophane. Everyone proceeded
from the square to the high school where
there was to be a bonfire. "Someone passing through Bonham wouldn' t have

known what was going on had they seen
all that went on. They might have thought
it was some strange ritual," said Kathy
Parker, junior. When everyone got to the
bonfire area, the bonfire itself was lit by
each class president. The cheerleaders
cheered, the band played, and it came time
for the drill team to dance. As they were
dancing, Anna Terry's hair caught on fire .
When asked about it she said, " I freaked
out! Carrie Morgan started banging on my
head trying to put the fire out. It left no
permanent damage to my hair, but I was
very embarrassed at the time. Later I realized it was really no big deal."
After the parade and bonfire, everyone
headed to the cafeteria to get their '89-'90
Coushatta, and then signed each other 's
yearbooks. " I liked that after the bonfire,
we got our yearbooks. That was really
neat. It added to the test of the excitement
of the activities," April Keeton, sophomore, said .
THURSDAY - By Thursday, everyone
had to have all decorations finished and
ready to go. Hall decorating began at 6 :30
p .m .
All the classes had cool themes. The
seniors hall theme was " Bury the Bearcats" . The hall was covered with lots of
black plastic sheeting. The juniors hall

... Principal V.T. Smith has the job
of presenting the spirit stick. He
chose the senior class for their spirit.

... During halftime ceremonies, Amy
Compton was crowned homecoming
queen. Seniors Stefanie Kountz, Katina Givens, and Janay Hicks were selected as princesses.

HOMECOMING
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LASSES SHOW
COMPETIT ION
DURING RACE FOR
SPIRIT STICK
theme was "Spirit Begins in the Heart"
and " Follow the Purple Path to Find the
Secret of Spirit". The sophomores theme
was "Soaring to the Top". The freshmen
hall theme was "The Dream Team". There
was foil on all the walls, clouds on the
lockers, goalposts on either end of the
hall, and purple and white balloons on the
ceiling.
FRIDAY- Who knows how everyone
kept the energy to make it to Friday. Students were at school as early as 6:00 a.m .
putting finishing touches on the halls .
The pep rally was especially exciting.
More people were involved than before,
such as the J.V. and Freshmen cheerleaders, the Tomahawks, and the Homecoming Queen nominees. Homecoming
spirit stick was to be given away to the
class with the most points from the previous activities . The seniors were given
this privilege, as well they should have, by
the way the numbers read, but all the
classes pulled together to make it a great
week . Vanetta Jones also commented, " I
felt that everyone pulled together and put
everything they had into this pep rally."
After school, many students were in the
Homecoming parade.
The floats were all very different. The

seniors float was different colors and had
the theme " Homecoming Through the
Years". Ashley Partrige said, " When we
first started working on it, it didn' t look
very good. Then things started coming together at the last minute and it was very
colorful.
The juniors float was purple and red,
and had the theme "Spirit Begins in Your
Heart" . Katie Passanisi said of the juniors
float, " Our float fell apart on the way to
'the parade. It would have been better if the
wind had not been blowing."
The sophomores float was white with
purple . The theme was "Soaring to the
Top". "We thought it was going to really
look stupid and that no one was going to
work but it turned out to look okay," said
Sara Moss, sophomore.
The freshmen float was black and orange. The theme was " Halloween Homecoming". Emily Reaves and Carrie Smith
said, " It took hours and we hated the little
paper things, but it was really fun cooperating with our class."
At last, the game came. At halftime,
Amy Compton was presented the crown
and flowers for being Homecoming
Queen. Janay Hicks, Katina Givens, And
Stefanie Kountz were princesses .

. . . Sophomore Dori Tarpley helps
with hall decorations by blowing up
balloons. Sophomores themes was
Soar High.

. . . Seniors used a memory theme for
their float and won first place. Leah
Lair works on putting flowers around
the arch.
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... Beating the drum at the senior
drum beat are Clay Lowery, Joe
Merworth , and John David Shelly.
They had it at Clay's house so they
could stay up all night.

WHERE . .

. . . did you find enough time to
sleep during the drumbea t to
make through Friday?
.. . "I went to may to my truck and slept
in the cab. I turned on the radio to drownout the sound of the drum, but I only
got about one hour of sleep." Steven Colley

. . . did the seniors find the wood
for the bonfire?
. . . "We went to Brookshir e's,
Mart, Keith Partrige's house,
Sneads house, my house, and just
every other place we thought of."
Miller

WalMrs.
about
Cody

... While decorating the freshman
hall, Carrie Smith had to stop and
make more signs to fill up their
empty spots on the wall.

HOMECOMING
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... Yolanda Ross dons a black hat
on " Hats off to the Warriors" day
during Spirit Week.

WHERE ...

. . . did you see the cutest Halloween costume?
"I thought that Sutton Helvey as Dorothy was really cute and also Emily
Reaves as Cleopatra was cute at school
that day," Mrs. Danna Phillips .

. . . do you think most people got
their hats?

"I got mine from my brother and I saw a
lot that looked like they were pretty old
hand me downs," Karen Owen .

. . . Karen Mason and Robert Ransom study in the library while
wearing purple on "Purple Day" .
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PIRIT WEEKS BOOST
EXCITE MENT FOR
WYLIE, PLAYOFFS
. . . This year there were two
spirit weeks towards the end of
the football season.
The first spirit week was
"Beat Wylie". Tuesday was
"Tie Up the Pirates" and "Hats
off to the Warriors" day and everyone wore hats and ties.
Then because Wednesday
was Halloween, it became
"Scare the Pirates" day and naturally everyone dressed in Hal1oween costumes. Ariane
Thiele, the foreign exchange
student form Germany, said, "I
wish we had such things in our
school. I really liked the costumes that were hand made."
"Beat the Pirates with No
Sweat" on Thursday was.
Sweats were allowed. "It was
comfortable being able to wear
them instead of regular everyday clothes," Rory Floyd said.
Then, because Friday was
"Purple Day". "It really showed

who had the spirit by who was
wearing purple," Amy Roberts
said.
The second spirit week was
"Beat Frisco Week". We went
up a number from last year's
"Let's Go 5" to "Let's Go 6".
people wore six of something to
represent the sixth year in a row
we were going to win district.
This week signs and streamers were hung up around town.
"When I went through town, it
made me feel proud to be a part
of why things were up," Jason
Vandygriff said.
The student Council sold
"Let's Go 6" shirts. Cody Adams said "They were pretty cool
and I thought they were a good
idea. When everyone wore
them, it really boosted school
unity." Everyone who had a
shirt wore it to school and the
game on Friday of that week.

... Kathy Parker and Kim Sherer enjoyed wearing sweats on "No Sweat"
day since sweats are no longer allowed
in the dress code.

... "Can' t Touch This 6" shirts were
sold by the Student Council. These
were worn after the Warriors had secured a district championship. Jamie
Vestal wore hers for the playoff pep
rally.

SPIRIT WEEKS
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UM CHEWERS
DEVISE WAYS
TO BEAT THE
RULES
Everyone does it. Some get
away with it, but others get
caught. The school absolutely
forbids it. Who would think
"gum" would be such a big
deal?
"Chewing gum is against
school rules because students
stick it under the desk and
throw the paper in the floor and
they make a mess with it," Mrs.
Brown said.
Students enjoy chewing gum in
class even though it is against
school rules.
"I think that chewing gum
can be very distracting. Some
people leave it lying around and
it can get on something and
ruin it, Katie Passanisi said.

While some teachers overlook students chewing gum,
others strictly enforce the rules.
"The worst thing that has
happened to me for chewing
gum is detention." Scott Ashby
Some students seem to get
away with chewing gum. They
make up excuses and say it's
paper or plastic. Often students
just outwardly lie and say they
don't have gum.
"When the teacher is not
looking, you chew the gum, but
if the teacher looks at you and
you're afraid you've been
caught, you swallow it, put
your hand to your mouth and
act like you' re coughing and get
it out." Amberly Daniel said.

... Chicle en su boca? Mrs. Elaine
Whisenhunt asks Cody Adams in
Spanish II class seventh period to spit
out the gum he has in his mouth.

. .. Taking advantage of the fact that
chewing gum in the commons is not
as big a crime as it is in the A building, Leah Lair pops some Juicy Fruit
in her mouth.
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While studying her algebra, freshman Jodi Young just can't resist
blowing a bubble.

WHERE . .

. . . do you hide your gum to keep
from getting caught?

"It sticks to the roof of my mouth or on
my gums, but I found that if you calmly
chew and don't make a scene by hiding
it, they don't notice," Amy Harris.

. . . did you hear that gum was
against the rules?
"The second day I was in school, Mrs.
Youree told me to spit it out," Britta
Fienitz .
. . . After eating lunch in the commons, Robin Franklin and Robbie
Young share gum. Lunch is a pretty
safe time to chew gum and most
people don' t get in trouble then.

GUM
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... Ted (John England) is caught in
the middle of an argument with
Coach (Ricky Robbins) and English
teacher Miss Brooks (Anna Terry).

WHERE .

. . . did you find the time to attend
all the dinner Theatre rehearsals?

"I made time. When you're in a play you
have to be devoted to your part, otherwise the play will be a flop," Hatton
Humphrey said .

. . . did you find the time to attend
all Dinner Theatre rehearsals?
"It was something I really cared about,
so I found the time to do it. It took a lot
of time but it was worth it because it is
something I like to do," Emily Whittington said .
. . . Miss Brooks (Anna Terry) fixes
Janes' (Emily Whittington) skirt
before they are to put on the play.
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INNER THEATER
PRESENTS PLAY,
"OUR MISS
BROOKS."
.. . "Our Miss Brooks" was the
play performed by the drama
students at the third annual
Dinner Theater on December 78.

The play depicted a high
school English teacher, Miss
Brooks, played by Anna Terry,
and her trials and tribulations
while trying to produce the senior play. This play conflicts
with the senior basketball players' workouts. This presents a
battle between Miss Brooks and
Coach Hugo (Ricky Robbins),
whom Miss Brooks is in love
with.
The cast rehearsed everyday
after school from 4:00-6:30 P .M.
"I put as much time and effort into this play as possible,"
Samantha Moss said. "It was
very difficult since the play was

. .. Mr. Wadsworth (Hatton Humphrey), principal of the school in "Our
Miss Brooks", is not very happy with
the situation.

extracurricular and the teachers
still assigned us homework."
The Dinner Theater was a
counted success as they were
sold out both nights.
"The play was a success due
to the great acting and actors
working together as a family
and plus the fact that we had a
great director," said Amit Shah.
Many faculty members of
Bonham High School, as well as
parents and students, enjoyed
the Dinner Theater.
" I have attended Dinner Theater all three years. I really liked
the play this year because of the
humorous atmosphere it produced," James Shockley said.
This year the play was sponsored by the International
Thespian Society.

... Marge (Chrissi Jones) and David
(Robert Standefer) question Miss
Brooks' (Anna Terry) decision while
Rhonda (Carrie Smith) and Elsie (Samantha Moss) seem uninterested.

DINNER THEATER
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UNIO RS CHANGE
HAMBURGER SUPPER
TO SMORGASBORD AT
LAKE
Now where is it going to be
held this year? No hamburgers? A volley-ba ll tournament? Wow! What a change!
On Thursday , May 16, the
junior and senior classes held
their annual pre-prom activities
with a new twist. This year, instead of hamburge rs, there was
a spread of sandwich materials,
and the activities were held at
the Lake Bonham Recreatio nal
Area; whereas, in the past, it
was held at the Golf Club.
"I liked the idea of having a
smorgasb ord and having it at
the lake. It added a little more.
There were more things to do,
and more space," Larissa Lightfoot said.
Incorpora ted with the smorgasbord was a volleyball tournament that was a huge success. Ninety juniors and sen-

... Enjoying sandwiches at the smorgasbord were Travis Caraway, Carol
Ann Cochran, Duana Janis, and Gina
Reese.
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iors entered making fifteen
teams. It was a single-eli mination tourname nt. The team that
won the tourname nt consisted
of Kevin Blain, Jeff Burnett,
Chris Nelson, Jennifer Lewis,
Stefanie Kountz, and Carol Ann
Cochran.
"I had fun playing in the volley-ball tourname nt. Especially
because my team won," Jeff
Burnett said.
To play in the tourname nt
students had to pay a dollar and
their names were put in a pot.
The class presidents drew three
girls and three boys for each
team.
"I liked the way the tournament was set up. There were
not as many little cliques or
groups. It was a nice change
from hamburge rs in the past,"
Stephanie Helvey said.

... As Bret Willis tries to block a shot
from Travis Caraway during a game
of basketball, Alando Mason and
Jason Hayes look on.

... The highlight of the smorgasbord was the
volleyball tournament. Chad Welch is setting
up fellow teammates Jessica Cavender, Kyle
Clayton, and Ron Lee.

WHERE.

. . . do you prefer to have the
smorgasbord?
"I liked having the smorgasbord at the
lake, because last year we had to have the
hamburger supper at the highschool.
There are more things to do at the lake,
and I had lots of fun," Kristie Baker said .

. . . did you find the most enjoyment at the smorgasbord?

"I had a great time playing in the volleyball tournament, especially because my
team won," Jeff Burnett said .

. . . At the volleyball tournament held during
the smorgasbord, Crystal Furrh and Melissa
Patton watch while waiting their turn to play.

SMORGASBORD
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... Working diligently to try to get the decorations completed, Melissa Patton and Jyl
Griffin work up until the last minute.

WHERE.

. . . did you go to eat for the
prom?
"The Friday night before the prom,
Stephanie Caraway, Kyle Clayton, Niki
Sitzler, Corey Baker, Todd Lancaster, and
I went to Spaghetti Warehouse in Dallas,
"Janay Hicks Said

••••

did you dance during the
prom?
"I danced in the middle of a big circle of
people. It was fun, and I danced with lots
of people," Jeff Mayfield said .

. . . One of the different forms of transportation to the prom was provided by John David
Pilliod when he picked up Emily Herrington
in a horse-drawn carriage.
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C

AFETERIA
ONVERTED TO "DREAMLAND"
"ON THE EDGE OF A DREAM

. . . At the first ring of your
alarm clock, you awake and lie
in your bed stunned, The day
when you would see the result
of several months of preparations had come. It was Saturday, May 18-the Jr/Sr Prom.
"I had waited for this day for
several months. When it finally
came, I could not believe it,"
Bonnie Parsons said.
The day was spent at beauty
salons- receiving new hairdos,
manicures, and makeovers, and
at flower shops-picking up corsages and boutenierres.
The theme of the Prom was
"On the Edge of a Dream", and
it did seem to be just that as you
stepped from your car to the
glamorous world inside the
cafeteria. At the entrance to the

Prom, you had your picture
snapped as people adored your
attire, your manicured nails,
and your hair-do' s.
"I liked the Prom the best because getting dressed up was
cool. The only bad thing was
how hot my tux was," Corey
Baker said.
The cafeteria was turned into
a dreamy world with ribbons
hanging gracefully from the
ceiling, and puffs of clouds and
horses were painted onto the
walls.
"Decorating for the Prom
was a lot of long, hard work,
but it was fun," Jennifer Harris
said. "I thought that there was
no hope for the Prom turning
out pretty, but it did."

. . . During the decorating of the
prom, Kevin Blain was obviously humored by someone or something.

. . . As the limousine that Crissy
Phelps occupied pulled up, Coach
Mike Ashby opened the door to let
her enter the prom.

PROM
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REAMLAND
CONVERTED TO
"FIFTIES" DUE TO
RAIN
. . . After the Prom, the students went home to change into
casual clothes for the breakfast.
The theme for the breakfast,
which had to be held in the
cafeteria instead of the commons because of the rain, was
the fifties. The "world of
dreams" had turned into a
world of penny loafers an~
hamburgers.
"I enjoyed the breakfast because it was different. The seniors had good ideas to go along
with their theme," Dori Tarpley
said.
Entertainment of various
sorts was provided. Senior parents volunteered to do the entertainment. Sandra and H.L.
Compton impersonated Sonny
and Cher and did a lip-sync to
"I've Got You Babe." Pat Sitzler

. . . Many kids learned to do new
dances at the breakfast. Jason Fox,
Jason Hayes, and Katina Givens practiced "The Stroll".
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impersonated the Big Bopper
and did a lip-sync to "Chantilly
Lace."
Hula-hoop and dance contests were also highlights of the
breakfast.
When not involved in a hulahoop or a "Twist" contest, time
was spent dancing to music
from different decades.
"The Carpenters and Earth,
Wind, And Fire were unnecessary. We needed more modern
music," Chad Welch said.
"It was really sad when you
had to throw everything away
and clean up. It was a slight let
down because there was no
more excitement to look forward to after it was over," Randy Atchley said.

... As part of the theme, Sandra and
H. L. Compton dressed as Sonny and
Cher and lip synced "I Got You Babe".

... The breakfast held a big surprise for everyone when an Elvis impersonator came into
the cafeteria. Misty Brown sang along with his
songs and therefore got his attention.

WHERE.

. . . did you find most of the excitement at the breakfast?
"I had the most fun during the breakfast
once the contests got started and I won
2nd place in the twist," Shelly Garner
said.

. . . did you find entertainment
for the breakfast?
"Since our theme was 'The 60's', we decided to get an Elvis impersonator. We
got other people to perform, to." Carol
Ann Cochran .

. . . Hula hooping contests were held during
the breakfast and Brett Lancaster had to sit
down because he lost his hoop.

BREAKFAST
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On a visit to where Mr. Burnside lived,
Marnes riding skills were tested. Kristie Baker, Ashley Partridge, Jennifer Lewis, and
Tammy Nichols "watch" Marne riding to save
a fox .

WHERE.

. . . did you practice for and perform the senior play?
"It was really hot at the auditorium.
Nearly all of us got sick from being so
dose together and being so hot during
the play," Gina Reese .

. . . did the senior class get one of
their last chances to work together?
"The senior play was the last project our
class did together as a whole before we
graduated. We got to be together and
have fun," Brett Lancaster.

... The Man in the Moon is Marne?
After the depression hit, Marne found a
job in a theater with her friend, played
by Lisa Frarnbes which ended up a disater.
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ENIOR PLAY IS A
CHANCE TO BE
TOGETHER BEFORE
GRADUATION
.. . It is one of the last activities
you do with your class before
you graduate. You spend countless hours practicing, learning
lines, staying late at the auditorium, and trying to keep up
with the rest of your life. It is
the senior play.
This year the senior class
performed the play "Mame" , a
play about a single woman who
gets custody of her brother's
son after his death.
The play starred Stephanie
Kountz as Mame, Chris Sacco
as the young Patrick, and Daniel Terry as the grown-up Patrick. Co-stars were Gunter Rodriguez, Ricky Roberson, and

Lisa Frambes.
" The cast was great, and everyone worked well. I appreciated all of the hard work and
effort," Mr. Ricky Gatlin said.
Once the play was cast in
March, the seniors practiced
Monday through Thursday
from 7:00 at night until as late
as 11:00 or midnight.
"I found that trying to find
time to for rest and study and
the play was not very easy,"
Jean Paul Infante said.
The play was performed for
the public on the nights of May
23, 24, 25, and in the afternoon
of May 26, as a matinee.

. . . Mame forgot to warn her maid,
played by Katina Givens, about the
risk s involved in living life by
Mame's philosophy.

.. . The dance scene at the Burnsides'
plantation was one of the hardest to
get together.

SENIOR PLAY
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ENIOR PLAY IS A
CHANCE TO BE
TOGETHER BEFORE
GRADUAT ION
.. . Some scenes were more difficult to get together than others.
"The dance scenes took longer to get together because there
was a large number of us working to do the same thing at the
same time. We had special practices that lasted a long time, but
it was fun getting to be with
friends," Robin Franklin said.
There were many comical
scenes throughout the play.
One particular scene that got
lots of laughs happened when
Katina Givens, Mame's maid
and Patrick's nanny, went on
stage dressed up to be pregnant.
"When Katina went on state

. . . Seeing what a cool chaparone
Mame was, the kids at Patrick's girlfriend's coming-out party Cody Miller, Brett Lancaster, and Travis Moss
watch as Mame teaches everyone the
Charleston.
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looking pregnant the audience
died laughing, but when the
other people went on stage
pregnant, too, it got more
laughs," Jason Dudley said.
The funny parts of the play
didn't have the same effect on
the cast as it did on the audiences.
"There were funny parts in
the play, but once you've practiced and gone through a play
so many times, you don't realize that the scenes are funny,"
Daniel Terry said.
Mr. Gatlin and Mrs. Clark
directed the play. Duana Janis
was stage manager.

. . . Writing letters to Mame from
school, the grown-up Patrick, Daniel
Terry, finds out that Mame' s husband
has died.

. . . Soon after Patrick is taken in by Mame,
the question of where to send him to school
comes up . Patrick's case worker, (Gunter Rodriguez) wants him at boarding school.

WHERE .

. . . did you get your wardrobe for
the play?
"I bought my clothes for the senior play
at Goodwill so that they would look
more like they came from that time period" Lisa Frambes .

. . . did you get find embarrassment during the play?
"It was embarrassing being a fag for four
days," Jody Caraway .

. . . Patrick (Daniel Terry) grows up and falls
in love. His first love, Ashley Partridge, tells
Mame about washing her " beautiful hair"
with beer.

SENIOR PLAY
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. . . During the Invocat ion, seniors
bow their heads and listen to the
words of the prayer.

WH ER E.

did you find pride at graduation?
" It felt really good to finally get my diploma. I was glad to actually be a graduate and not sitting in the stands
watchin g everyon e else," Gaylan d Williams .

. . . did you find pride at graduation?
" I really enjoyed singing " Hymn of
Promise " to my fellow classma tes. The
song is special to me and I am glad that I
was able to share it with them," Kristy
Shenold .
. . . Waiting their turn to be announ ced and
get seated Lisa Allen, Maria Anders son, and
Randy Atchley try to be patient while each
face their own emotion s.
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ENIORS '91 ENDURE WIND
TO CELEBRATE 98TH
COMMENCEMENT
EXERCISES
Baccalaureate for the 103
member graduating class was
held Sunday, May 26, at the
auditorium.
Seniors Kristie Baker, Lisa
Frambes, Brett Lancaster,
Kristy Shenold, and Daniel
Terry sang a song entitled " Heroes" for their fellow classmates, parents, and friends .
" I was really nervous because
the auditorium was packed
with people. It was hard not to
cry because the song had such a
special meaning," Lisa Frambes
said.
The 98 annual graduation
ceremonies for Bonham High
School were completed on
Thursday, May 30. A breeze
blew the tassles on the seniors'
caps as they proudly proceeded
onto the field while the band
played " Pomp and Circum-

stance."
The graduation began with
an invocation given by Gina
Reese. Salutatorian, Jonna Wallace, gave the welcome address.
Robin Franklin read a letter to
the seniors which spoke of Operation Desert Storm and the
appreciation for the freedom
that exists in the United States .
" I really enjoyed singing
" Hymn of Promise" to my fellow classmates. The song is
special to me and I am glad that
I was able to share it with
them," Kristy Shenold said.
Valedictorian, Niki Siztler,
gave the farewell address to her
graduating class.
" It felt really good to finally
receive my diploma. I was glad
to actually be a graduate and
not sitting in the stands watching everyone else," Gayland
Williams said .

. . . Smiling big and feeling glad to
finally be graduating, Darrell Weherrman waits for the ceremony to begin.

. . . As each student heads for hi s seat,
Mrs. Snead cues them on their turn .

GRADUATION
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As a person, Danny Darwin seems to have a good image
everywhere he has played. As a player, he is above average and
has a better grasp of morals than most other players that I've
been in contact with,
/ /
Richie Hilliard.

When the Sam Rayburn
Library unveiled the
bronze statue of Sam Rayburn, Lady Bird Johnson
was among many of the
dignitaries attending.

Lady Bird Johnson Visits For
Rayburn Ceremon ies
Claudia Alta Johnson, better known as
"Lady Bird", was one
of the famous people
who recently visited
Bonham for the Sam
Rayburn Library dedication.
"I know of no other
source that gives such
an evocative and accurate picture of Mr.
Sam Rayburn than
Lady Bird Johnson,"
Glenda Meador said.

Darwin Returns
As Grand Marshal
Of Fair Parade
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Danny Darwin, relief-pitcher for the
Houston Astros, visited Bonham on September 26, 1991, where
he was Grand Marshall of the Fannin
County Fair. Danny
and his parents lived
in Bonham, and his
parents have always
encouraged him to do
his best in baseball.
Jeff Burnett said, "I
thought that it was
pretty cool that a big
leaguer came from
Bonham and then
took the time to come
back to where he came
from."

In the fall, Danny Darwin
visited Bonham to be
Grand Marshall of the Fair
Parade.

/ /

The are intelligent and they seem to have adjusted to life in this
I I
country, Coach Don Anderson.

... Foreign exchange students , Britta Feintz, Ariane
Thiele, and Maria Andersson are happy to be attending Bonham High School.

Four Cultures Meet In Bonham To Learn
About Life As Foreign Exchange Students
Maria Andersson,
Ariane Thiele, and
Britta Feintz were our
exchange students this
year. Maria was from
Kristinehamn, Sweden, and was a senior.
Her host family was
the Lees. She participated in band, tennis,
and was a Totem Poll
member. Araine was
from Dortmund, East
Germany. She was involved in volleyball
and tennis. She was
living with the Zoppis, her host family .
She was a senior.
Britta was a junior.

She was from Ribe,
Denmark, living with
the Crutchers , her
host family. She was
involved in the annual
Christmas Dinner
Theatre and in the UIL
One-Act Play. JeanPaul Infante was a semester exchange student from Cali, Colombia. His homeaway-from-hom e was
with the Hale family.
When asked how
they liked school here
in Bonham compared
to back home, there
were mixed reactions,
but each one said Bon-

hami tes were good
people.
Jean-Paul replied, " It' s
just different. At home
I have more friends at
my other school, but
the people here are
nice." Britta said, "I ts
pretty cool here, but
it' s boring at times."
Maria answered, " I
like this place a lot
better. There are many
more activities to enjoy such as football,
drill team, and cheerleading. All of these
things add so much
fun to school. "

... Taking time out of his
day, foreign exchange student, Jean Paul Infante
poses for a picture.
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" It makes me mad beca use it's such an exact n um ber an d w hen yo u' re used to a quarter;
it's a ha ss le."-Amberly D an iel

Persian Gulf Crises Hits Home With Local
Servicemen In Operation Desert Storm
The Persian Gulf
Conflict started August 2, 1990 when
Iraqi · President Saddam Hussein invaded
Kuwaiti territory. This
angered U.S. President
George Bush and
caused him to send
troops to Saudi Arabia. Many families
were distraught over
the departure of their
loved ones. Rory
Floyd, freshman, said,
"I was really sad and
scared of what might
happen to my broth-

er." Others protested
at the idea of the war.
President Bush had
told Saddam Hussein
that he did not have
the right to invade Kuwait and to withdraw
his forces or face the
con sequences. But
Hussein was stubborn
and would not remove
his troops, therefore,
Bush gave him a J anuary 15 deadline to be
out of Kuwait. Bret
Willis, junior, said, " It
was a good idea, but
the deadline should

Due to escalation in mail se rvice
expenses the price of the U.S.
stamp went from .25¢ to .29¢ .
The " F" stamp made up the .04¢
during the transitional period .
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have been earlier."
On January 16, allied forces began a
massive aerial assault
which severely crippled Iraq's air force.
This was the downfall
of the Iraqi forces .
There were few
American casualties,
and therefore made
the people in America
more confident.
The war was over in
a few short weeks, and
Americans were looking forward to the
troops ' homecoming.

" It's too much trouble to dig around for four pe nn ies when you already have a .25¢ stamp." - Audra Wi n kler

During th e Persia n Gulf confli ct, Ameri ca n s beca m e m ore
patriotic. The tree the Student
Council decorated w ith red ,

wh ite, and b lue and yellow
sig n ified how we backed up
the troop s in the Gulf.

Mrs. Glenda M eador took the
opportunity to talk with governor-to-be Ann Richard s.

Richards Victorious After Mudslinging Governor's Campaign
November 6 ,
1990, the most expensive gubernatorial
election in Texas history was held. Democrat Ann Richards was
elected the new governor of Texas. She is
the first woman elected to governor and
will succeed two-term
Republican Governor
Bill Clements. Republican Clayton Williams, a wealthy Texan, was Richard' s opOn

ponent.
" I thought the governor's race was a very
bad joke to begin
with. Both candidates
were a national embarrassment to Texas, in
my opinion. I sincerely hope Ann Richards
has better virtues and
leadership talents than
what was shown in the
campaign, " senior
Lisa Frambes said.
Both candidates
were attacking their

opponents instead of
debating issues. They
began hurling misleading accusations
and tossing insults to
one another.
Williams ' forces
born barded the electorate with commercials linking Richards
to lesbianism and liberalism. Richards
blasted the airwaves
with poorly substantiated spots suggesting
that Williams is a

"deadbeat" guilty of
shady business deals.
With much humor,
Williams wondered
whether Richards ,
who was a problem
drinker until ten years
ago, is tippling again.
" I thought that neither Clayton Williams
nor Ann Richards
were suitable candidates for governor,"
junior John Carpenter
said.
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"I am glad that my class was going to be the first to use the new gym for its first full year of
school." Shelly Garner, Junior

One of the features of
the new gym was the
use of bright purple
and lavender paint on
the walls.
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AT LONG LAST . ..
After a long wait, the
once condemned gym
was finally finished
with construction. Once
again , the basketball
teams could play and
practice in their own
gym instead of having to
drive to Windom or
practice in the smaller
Junior-High gym. Although the finishing
date was much past football season and the pep
rallies, the improvements were worth the

wait. There were many
things that were added
and changed. The court
flipped and instead of
running east-west it ran
north-south. The electronic stands were another addition that were
really " cool" . When the
stands were retracted,
there was room enough
for the basketball teams
to play as if there were
two courts.
It will be appreciated
for years to come.

I I

I would much rather write a report than spend a Saturday up at the school. I'd rather spend
the same time I usually do homework writing a report than waste my weekend when I can do
other, funner things,
I I
Cynthia Pate said.

Televisions Add ''Cool'' To School
During Christmas
break, the school was
furnished with televisions in almost every
classroom. The purpose for these televisions was to view
"Channel One", a progr am prepared for
kids and done by
young adults.
Administrators decided that the T.V.'s
would help the students who did not
keep up with current
issues at home to better understand what
was happening in
their world. The administrators were approached by a salesperson who told them
that if 90% of the student body watched the
televisions on a regular basis, the school

would own them in
five years. Mike
Reece, assistant superintendent, said, "We
contacted many other
schools around the
state of Texas and
asked about the feelings the other school
officials had about it,
and all of the comments were very positive, so we decided to
try it."
The televisions were
provided through
Whittle Communications. Another good
aspect of the TV's is
that instead of needing a VCR with another television you
can watch the television . already in the
room.

Saturday School Makes Some Yawn
. . . Are you crazy?
Get up on a Saturday
morning to go to
school? You have got
to be kidding! No, this
isn't a bad dream. This
is reality for those students who have
missed just too much
school. A new program was started for
students who had
missed seven or more

days of school in that
semester. They must
get up and get ready
for school on a day
that is usually set
aside for sleeping late
and being lazy. They
are to report to the
kiva a 8 a. m. sharp
and are dismissed at
12 p. m. Students who
have been assigned to
Saturday School defi-

Between first and second periods, history students watch Channel One.

nitely have no plans of
having to go back.
"It is horrible. You
have to go and sit in
that Kiva in one spot
with only two breaks.
They are so strict and
you can't move and
can't talk. I would
much rather write a report or go SAC," Sam
Moss said.
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WHAT?

What did you enjoy the
most about competition?
. . . I enjoyed meeting all the
new people from the different
places. Rick Jamieson

What did you enjoy the
most about competition?
. . . I enjoyed the anxiety and
suspense of the competition.
April Keeton.
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... After the Sulphur Springs practice
meet, Amberly Daniel enjoys a lunch
out.
. . . On May 4, Mark Landers competed in the state UIL competition in
Austin, placing fifth in current
events.

... These students placed in the district UIL competition in Sherman, at
Grayson County College.
. . . After placing third in district,
Crystal Furrh spells a few of her
words at the Spring Banquet.

LANDERS COMPETES AT
AUSTIN
On March 26 and 27, many
BHS students loaded up on two
vans and headed towards Grayson County College for the UIL
competition.
Once over at Grayson, time
passed slowly for some until
the events started.
"Mark Landers and I were
waiting for the Current Events
competition to begin. It was an
hour late and we were getting
impatient. When we finally got
into the room we had to wait
another thirty minutes before
we took the test. Mark missed
Number Sense and I missed
lunch." Chris Durham stated.
A new competition was added to the already rigorous
agenda. Current Issues and

Events consists of forty questions and one essay question.
Mark Landers and Chris Durham placed first and third in
this event. Mark went on to receive first in the regional competition, also. After making his
way to state Mark placed fifth
in the named event.
"I felt that going to state was
really exciting. I loved sitting in
the test room psyching out my
opponents. Unfortunately, I
only placed fifth in state, but
everybody seemed to think that
was great." stated Mark
Landers.
BHS had more students to
advance to regionals this year
than any other year.

Accounting
Katie Passanisi
Ashley Partridge
Calculator Applications
Lincy Varaghese
Amit Shah
Jimmy Carpenter
Current Issues and Events
Kristel Vaught
Mark Landers
Chris Durham
Keyboarding
Kathy Parker
Courtney Ely
Emily Whittington
literary Critisism
Lincy Varaghese
Ron Lee
Ready Writing
Melissa Duncan
Ron Lee
Niki Sitzler
Science
Richard LaBurda
Amit Shah
Mark Landers
Number Sense
Aaron Sims
Amit Shah
Mark Landers
Informative Speaking
Melissa Duncan
John Carpenter
Leslie Smith
Prose Interpretation
Mellissa Patton
Kristel Vaught
Dustin Kountz
Feature Writing
Richard Hilliard
Crystal Furrh
Misty Hix
Editorial Writing
Richard Hilliard
Amit Shah
Amberly Daniel
Headline Writing
Amberly Daniel
Kari Edgar
Amit Shah
News Writing
Amberly Daniel
Richie Hilliard
Persuasive Speaking
Chris Durham
Gina Reece
Poetry Interpretation
Sara Moss
Brynne Meador

UIL
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C/,1.,,. FJvorite ...
Freshmen- Jodie Young
Sophomore- Karen Ma .. on
Junior!t• Jamie \'estal
Seniors- Cuol Ann Cochran
All School• Favorir,s
Amy Compton
Janay Hicks
ik1 Sitzler
Jamie \'e,.tal
Robbie Young

. . . Receiving top honors were Niki
Sitzler, Valedictorian; Jonna Wallace,
Saluditorian; and Gina Reese, ranking
third high .

Lance Davis
Wade Lowrey
Aubrey Gil.,trap
Alando Mason

Corey Baker
Aubrey Gilc;;trap
Clay Lowrey
Alando Ma.,on
Gunter Rodriguez

M, .. ~ BflS• Carol Ann Cochran
Mr. BHS- Jody Caraway
l\/,1tion,1/ Honor Societ_v
~niors sele(ted Junior year· Carol Ann Cochran, U,a
Frambes, Robin Franklin. Jeanette Harper. Chad
M1.Lerron, Alando Mason, Travis Moss, Niki Sitzler,
Le.,l1e Smith, Jonna Wallace
Seniors elected senior year: Randy Atchley, Clint
Backus, Jimmy Carpenter, Stephanie Kountz, Richard
LaBurda. Ashley Partridge. Melissa Rushing. Darrell
\.'Vehreman, Robbie Young
Juniors Scott A,hby John Carpenter Jason Fox. Jyl
Griffin, Kathy Parker Katie Passanisi, Meli.,sa Patton.
Kri.,tel Vaught, Jamie Ve!ttal, Bret Willis
UIL .'xho/,1r Aw,1rd5: James Carpenter, Lisa Frambes,
Robin Franklin, Jeanette Harper, Stephanie Kountz,
Travis Moo.;.s, Cina Reese, Leslie Smith, Niki Sitzler,
Jonna Wallace
SAT 1000 Club, Am,t Shah, Daniel Gorman, Lisa
Frambes. lmcy Varughese, Robin Franklin, Kri-.tel
Vaught, Jeanette Harper. Richard Laburda, Travis
Moss. Cina Ree~e. Kris Stubsten. Jimmy Carpenter
Carol Ann Cochran, Niki Sitzler, Jonna Wallace
PAL Meml,.,rs (90-9lr Scott Ashby, Stacey Andrew,
Jody Caraway, Jason Dudley, Stacy Lehde, Alando Mason, Kathy Parker, Le<.;a Rayford. Jamie Ve5,tal. Don
Younger, JHnette Harper, Robert Ransom
PAL Memb,rs (91-92), Aubrey Gilstrap, Rob Holman,
Sabrina Howrey. Ashley Park, Cynthia Pate. Katie
Passanisi, Ashley Wright, Kellie Young
Returning. Stacey Andrew, Scott Ashby, Stacy Lehde
Kathy Parker. Lesa Rayford, Jamie Ve~tal
Rotary Award- Lincy Varughese
Ac,1demic Awards
Business- Katie Passanisi
Business Computer Applications- Leslie Smith, Robyn
Darton
VO£. Teresa Caylor, Tracy McCutcheon
Engli!,h /. Jeff Garcia, Dustin Kountz
Engli<h JI Kristie Crowley, Matt Richard~on, Lincy
Varughe.,e, Sara Moss
Engli<h J/1. Kathy Parker Jamie Vestal
Engli"h JV. Chad Mclerran. Jimmy CarJ>('nter Niki
Sitzler, Melissa Rushing
SEARCH /. Jodi Baxter
SEARCH JJ. Lisa Frambes
College English- Jonna Wallace
Fine Arts
&nd-Jodi Baxter, Chris Sacco, Patricia Yeager, Dustin
Kountz
Choir- Li!.a Frambes
Art- Kari Edgar
Advanced Art• Jason Hayes
Acting- Anna Terry. Reid Wilson
Technic,1/ Theatre~ Duana Janis
French /. Jeanette Harper, Ron lee. Ryan Case
Fren,:h JI. Lincy Varughesse, David McDonald
Spanish / . Cri!.si Clement, Sarabeth Ruffner, Dustin
Kountz, Chari Chamberlain
Sp,1nish JI- John Carpenter, Crystal Furrh, Cynthia
Pate, Amit Shah
Spanish JV. Niki Sitzler
Drafting• Bart Biggers
Drafting Spe-c,,1/ Pro;«t- Steven Jenning!t
Arc-h. Dr,1ftlng- Sean Horton, David McDonald
Journa/J~m /. Sharon Dewoody
Couc,hJtt,1- Shelly Garner, Crystal Furrh
Tor,m Poll• Amberly Daniel, Richie Hilliard
M,1thematics
Algebra J. Matt Richardson
Algebra JJ. Amit Shah, David McDonald . Lincy Var•
ughec.e
Geometry• Kellie Young, Ryan Case, Amit Shah, Bret
Willis
Trignometry and Elementary Analysis- Niki Sitzler
Physical £duc·at,on- Jeremy McMillen, Kenny Smith,
Rachel Maxwell , Rory Floyd
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... Leslie Smith lights Chad McLerron's candle as part of the National
Honor Society ceremony.
Past president Jody Caraway
hands over the gavel to new Student
Council President Ashley Wright.

TEACHERS RECOGNIZE TOP
ACADEMIC STUDENTS
On May 6, the Awards Assembly was held. To honor students for excellence in student
leadership, academics, scholarships, and other areas of school
life.
The assembly opened with
Stephanie Kountz giving the
history of the American flag.
"I didn't realize how many
versions of the flag there were. I
also didn't know what the colors of the flag symbolized the
dimensions of the flag. I really
learned a lot," said Stephanie
Kountz.
Mr. Smith presented the first
awards beginning with the
class and all-school favorite.
Others honored were the National Honor Society members
and the new junior members

were given membership cards.
The UIL scholar awards were
presented as was the 1000 Club.
PAL was recognized at the assembly, also. The current members were honored and the new
inductees were announced as
anticipation mounted.
"It felt honored to be in such
a helpful class. I was surprised
and excited because I've always
wanted to be in that class. I was
also disappointed because I
won't be here next year," said
Kellie Young.
This year Lincy Varughese
won the Rotary International
Four-Way Speech contest. This
award entitled Lincy for a $500
scholarship. Lincy was also accepted into the Texas Academy
of Math and Science at the Uni-

versity of North Texas.
"I was so happy when I
found out that I got accepted
into the Academy. As my mom
was telling me that she got a
letter from the University of
North Texas, I had a big smile
on my face and my heart was
beating_ very quickly. She did
not say anything for a while,
and I kept on wondering if I got
accepted or not. Then my mom
calmly said that I did get accepted. I was so excited and my
heart just continued to race. It
took a while before I got calm
again," said Lincy Varughese.
During the Student Council
Awards, Jody Caraway was given an honorary gavel for all the
hard work and effort he gave as
being president of the Student

. . . Students were recognized for
achieving 1000 or over by being accepted in the SAT 1000 Club.

AWARDS ASSEMBLY
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CONT.

Council.
"I was very proud for getting
the gavel but I knew when I got
it then my time was finished
for president," said Jody Caraway.
The foreign exchange students were recognized. This
year BHS had four exchange
students. Britta Fienitz, from
Denmark; Maria Andersson
from Sweden; Paul Infante
from Columbia; and Ariane
Thiele from Germany were
honored.
Scholarships were awarded to
the graduates. These scholarships ranged from $250 to all of
college being paid for. Robin
Franklin was awarded a scholarship from the Air Force
R.O.T.C. Out of 17,000 applicants only 4,000 receive this
prestigious scholarship.

H••lth- Chad Mclerran
Science

Physic•/ Science- Meredith Gibson
Phy~ic'•I Science Honors- Carrie Reaves , Kristen Renfrow
Biology I- Kristi Crowley, Karen Mason
Biology/. Honors- Lincy Varughese
BiolOffY II- Jonna Wallace
Chemistry- Kathy Puker , Kris Stubsten , Bret Willis

C~/ogy- Randy Atchley
Phy!tics .. Jonna Wallace
M•rine Science- LttAnn Higginbotham
Environmental Science- Jyl Griffin
Social Studies
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"I was really excited because
I've wanted to be in the Air
Force for as long as I can remember. The scholarship will
help me pay my way through
college and then help me get
through medical school. Hopefully, one day it will also help
me with my dream of becoming
an Air Force pilot," said Robin
Franklin.
Honor graduates for 1991
were introduced. Honor graduates are distinguished by being
recognized as the top 15% of
their graduating class. They
were given drapes to wear for
graduation.
The top three students in the
class of 1991 received medals
for their outstanding achievement. Ranking third high was
Gina Reece. Salutatorian was
Jonna Wallace, and Valedictori-

Americ•n History Honors- John Carpenter
World History- David McDaonald, Kristi Crowley
World Geography- Jodi Baxter
Amerk.1n Government- Honors- Jonna Wallace
Economics Honors- Niki Sitzler
American Government- Jennifer Lewis, Mary Travanty
Economics- Stephanie Kountz , Melissa Duncan
Agriculture
Intro. to Agri Science- Kevin Brown
Applied Agri- Matt Gibbs
Agri Metal Fab- Chris Spindle
Horse Science- John Carpenter
Animdl Science- Rob Holman

an was Niki Sitzler.
A touching last farewell was
given to the seniors of 1991.
They were called down to the
foot of the stage and sang the
school song. Lisa Frambes led
the audience in singing the
song.
"At first, I was just concerned with pitching it right,
but then I stepped back from
the mike and watched my class
sing the Alma Mater. It's hard
to describe exactly how I felt. I
think it was a combination of
anticipation of the future and
love for my class. When I found
out later that some were crying,
and how moving it had been
down there, it made me feel
special to be a part of it," said
Lisa Frambes.

Wildlife Managem,nt - Stuart Hall
Intro. lo Agri Mec:h - Michail Springer
Plant and Animal Produ,:lion - Danny Leather.,
Farm Power ,1nd Mat.A - Jeff Valimont
Home Economics
Comprehen.,,ive- Jennifer Dudley
Hou;ing Interior Oec.ign • Robbie Young , Steve Peter!.
Ch,ld O.velopm,nt - Cynthia Pate
Food Sc,enc,- Kelli• Young

0£- Tricia Brigance
Cosmotology- Stephanie Robison
Auto Me<:h- Darrell Wehrmann

. . . Students were given certificates
for excelling in certain academic areas.
Deana Janis represents an academic
student.

WHAT ...
SCHOLAR SHIPS
Health Professional - Misty Hix;
PTO - Chad Mclerran, Jason
Dudley, Amy Compton; Edna
Hendrix Hilliard Memorial Robbie Young; APTE - Lisa
Frambes, Beth Hopp, Stefanie
Kountz, Don Phillips, Niki
Sitzler; Bonham Police Officer
Assoc. Tammy Nichols; Jack
McElhannon - Jody Caraway;
Annie Sue Oats Mem. - Katine
Givens; Rotary - Niki Sitzler;
Rotary Best Citizen - Jonna Wallace, Lanny Mason, Robbie
Young; Chi Lambda Ashley Partridge, Janay Hicks, Jeanette
Harper, Travis Moss, Chris
Broiles; Kiwanis - Lisa, Frambes,
Gina Reese, Jimmy Carpenter;
Student Council- Travis Moss,
Jody Caraway, Janay Hicks,
Amy Compton, Brett Lancaster,
Niki Sitzler, Gunter Rodriguez;
Bonham Food Service - Jason
Dudley; Band Boosters - Chris
Sacco; Lions Club- Brad Nichols;
Joe Paul Crutcher Mem. Tammy Nichols; Progressive
Citizen - Alando Mason, Katina
Givens; First Methodist Church
- Lisa Allen, Kristie Baker, Brett
Lancaster, Travis Moss, Leslie
Smith, Daniel Terry, Rachel
Warren; Southwest Pump - Jimmy Carpenter; Mason - Tammy
Nichols; Bonham Business and
Professional Women - Kari Edgar, Lisa Allen; War DancersAshley Partridge; Fannin County Sheriff Womens Stuart Hall;
Air Force ROTC - Robin Franklin First Presbyterian Church Gunter Rodriguez, Jody Caraway, Amy Compton, John
Shockley, Roy Netherly, Brad
Nichols, Jason Dudley.

senior Student Council members
were presented with $1,000 dollar
scholarships by Mr. Gatlin for their
dedication.

AWARDS ASSEMBLY
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. . . English IV displayed their projects at the front of the building during the Open House week.

. . . Holdin::, her English IV project,
Stephanie Helvey displays the old
English ways.

English Projects Add To Class Assignments
Mobils, videotapes, advertisement tapes, shields, and
models, all come with the territory of High School English.
Being a freshmen add to the
stress of everyday high school
life. So, to help relieve some of
the pressure, projects were not
assigned to the freshmen class.
Unfortunately, the projects
start when you become a sophomore.
Mrs. Hunnicutt's sophomore
English class made mobils over
non-fiction books. Chris Clark
did his mobil over the Vietnam
War, and Micheal Brinlee's was
over witchraft.
Mr. Gatlin' s English Honors
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class had many exciting pro- Literature- Amberly Daniel
jects assigned this year. Mo- Crissy Clemens, Stacy Andrew,
biles were done over different Amy Harris, & Katie Passanisi;
Era's in American Literature. Romanticism to Realism-Jamie
The students paired up, and Vestal, Cody Adams, Kathy
Parker, Melissa Duncan, &
came out with mobils.
Videotapes were also made in Ashley Wright; Modern EraH. English III, depicting differ- Todd Lancaster, Corey Baker,
ent periods in American Litera- Jeff Burnett, Kevin Blain, &
ture. The tapes and the students Jason Fox:
Mrs. Knight's senior English
were as follows: Early American- Courtney Ely, Steven Jen- classes participated in making
nings, Josh Stevens, Patricia shields, models, and mobils
Yeager, & LeeAnn Higgin- this year. The 1st period seniors
botham; The American Revolu- made shields over the backtion- Brian Crawford, Bret Wil- grounds of their family names
lis, Scott Ashby, Aubrey Gil- or a family that represents
strap, & John Pilliod; National something that interests them.

ENGLISH PROJECTS

WHAT .

. . . was the most interesting thing you did in English this year?
"Studying about prejudice and
reading Black Like Me." said
Maria Anderson.

. . . Studying the history of English
Literature, Cody Miller and Kathy
Pinkston seem to enjoy Mrs. Knight' s
English IV class.
... Students in English III try to pay
attention and take notes at the same
time.

. .. was the most interesting thing you did in English this year?
"The tape we did over the Modern Era and listen to Mr. Catlin's
words of wisdom," said Todd
Lancaster.

ACADEMICS
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WHAT .

. . . was the most interesting fact you learned in
your science class?
"The most interesting thing I
learned was about reflection and
refraction. It was really fun
when we proved this with the
mirrors," Brynne Meador.

. . . Dissecting a worm, Carmen Ball
and Vonetta Jones discover the true
meaning of what biology is all about .
. . . In her marine science class, Maria
Andersson discovers some new aspects of the underwater world .

. . . was the most interesting fact you learned in
your science class?
I learned about the reproductive
organs of a human being. Very
interesting," Michael Brinlee.
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PROJECTS LEAD TO DISCOVERY IN
SCIENCE
. . . Volcanoes. Time charts.
Leaf notebooks. Wildflower notebooks. Inkibaters. What's the
connection? They are science
projects, of course.
Physical Science. The class
nightmares are made of until
you've experienced it. After all,
what can possibly go wrong in
the lab with a class full of freshmen? Nothing? Think again.
"Bart [Biggers] and I were
finishing a lab and accidentally
set fire to a paper towel! Physical Science is one of the most
fun classes this year." Jodie
Young said.
For most sophomores, having
a science class means dreading
a leaf, insect, or wildflower notebook. The agonizing hours of
searching for that one special
leaf type or finally catching that
bug begin to affect a student
mentally.
The day biology students

have anxiously awaited has arrived. The day notebooks are
turned in. Having all index
cards in place and all the information on them, the notebooks
are shoved in a locker until the
class arrives.
"Brandon Reynolds has fifteen flowers completely done in
his notebook. A few days be-•
fore it was due, he put it in his
locker and it got stolen," Kenny
Johnson said.
Chemistry. Labs. Chemicals.
Smoke. Glass. A nerve-racking
time for most students (Mr.
Eagleton, too).
"Under the venthood, I was
stirring a test tube of sulfur
chloride. There was a hole in
the test tube. I told Mr. Eagleton there was a hole in my test
tube. He said, "Oh no!" He
spun around with an evaporating dish. The dish had an unknown liquid in it which

spilled all over my leg. The two
of us stood there for about five
minutes trying to determine the
nature of the liquid. Finally, we
decided it was just water."
Chris Durham said.
Geology and marine science
do lots of projects. One of the
most memorable projects is a
video tape advocating pollution.
"Randy Atchley and I were
doing the video a tape at the
water treatment plant and Mr.
Shockley drove by.
The next day at school Mr.
Shockley asked me what I was
doing out in that neck of the
woods. He had said he was out
for a Sunday afternoon drive. It
was hilarious." LeeAnn Higginbotham said.
Science projects may be hard,
tiresome, and time consuming,
but they are an experience you
will never forget.

... Lab projects give practical hands
on experience. Don Phillips examines
a fish in Marine Science .
. . . Julie Skotnik works diligently on
her flower notebook for Coach
Ashby's biology class.

SCIENCE PROJECTS
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. . . Chris Broiles tries to even out his
chocolate cake in food and nutrition
class by spreading on more icing.

. . . On an interior design field trip
Tamika McFail, Kari Edgar, Shelly
Barnes, and Jennifer Lewis listen to
the speaker.

LEARNING THE BASICS IN HOME EC
Learning how to cook,
sew, and design different
things are all a part of the
Home Economic department at
Bonham High School.
In each of these different lessons students become more
aware of life outside of the
classroom.
"People don't see the importance this program has on people's lives. It really helps you to
see what the real world can be
like," said senior Tammy Partridge.
They discover more about the
responsibilities an adult has to
acquire in the outside world.
Each student has to take on different activities to accomplish
the goals put forth by the teacher.
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Not only does Home Ee allow
for you to understand more
about life as a housewife or
home interior, but it allows you
to discover the major responsibilities of raising a child. Child
Development classes help you
to discover everything about a
child's needs and the financial
background that goes with it.
"Before I took Child Development, I didn't realize how
much goes into raising a child.
It really helped me to understand more about it all," said
sophomore Lori Arie.
Home Economics is a very
important department at high
schools all around the world.
Students are taught to be aware
of the life that they are going to
come in contact with when they

graduate from high school.
"When you are in these
classes, it is like you learn to
part participate more with what
is going on around you. You are
in touch with more of the realistic items in your life," said
Jennifer Childress, senior.
All of these classes combined
together teach most of the students how to handle their responsibilities in a more mature
manner.
"Most people consider these
classes as blowoffs, but all in
all. I really got as much from
them as I did from any other
class that I took. Maybe even
more," said sophomore Cynthia
Pate.

WHAT .

. . . What do you remember most about Horne Ee
this year?
... "It would have to be those
films of the babies being born,"
said sophomore Misty Brown
about her Child Development
class .

. . . Watching intently, Misty Hix listens to the guest speaker in Interior
Design class.
... Watching intently, Misty Hix listens to the guest speaker in Interior
design class.

. . . What do you remember most about Horne Ee
this year?
. .. "It would have to be listening to Mrs. Simpson gripe at us
everyday," said sophomore Shelly Barnes about her Interior Design class!

HOME ECONOMICS
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WH AT .

do you like better
about being in Search rather than in a regular English
class?
"We don't have to do busy work.
The novels we read are more interesting. We also discuss more
openly about everythin g," Kristel Vaught.

. . . SEARCH students Chari Chamberlain, Kristen Renfrow, Jodi Baxter,
Carrie Smith, and Jennifer Dudley
participate in a class discussion .
. . . Chris Durham makes his point
during a report over the Romantic era
of English literature given in the junior-senio r SEARCH class second period.

do you like better
about being in Search rather than in a regular English
class?
"We get to do more projects like
interviewi ng the City Council
candidates . We also don't diagram sentences ," Jennifer Dudley.
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CURRICUL UM ADDS
SEARCH
In the year of 1990-1991
there was a new program introduced into the Bonham High
School curriculum. The new
program was SEARCH. The top
few people in each grade were
chosen and they had to take a
test to be admitted. The instructor Pat Reece said "SEARCH is
an acronym for Students Excelling Academically and Reaching Challenging Heights. It's a
program designed to challenge
the students critical thinking
abilities. Much independent research is required of the students; however, group projects
are also a part of the SEARCH
curriculum."
J arae Porter explained some
of the different projects that the
SEARCH students have done,
"We have read three books and
on each one we have written a
paper or some type of presentation representing the book. We
have completed three research

papers and have worked with
city council members on a recycling project."
Not only did the SEARCH
students work with city council
members, they had an interview session with the city council candidates. The SEARCH
class agreed that it was informative and interesting. They
also said it was nice to know
where city council candidates
stood on certain issues.
SEARCH is not the same as a
normal English class or even a
Honors English class. The students in the class this year were
the first to experience it up
close.
"It has been interesting and
exciting at times and stressful
at others. There is so much expected of us, we can not just
half-way do any assignment. I
have enjoyed this class because
it has given me a chance to express myself more than a normal English class would," said
Jodi Baxter.
"I think this class will help
me in my college preparations
because Mrs. Reece grades like
a college professor, and it does
not have a curriculum set for
it," said Mellissa Patton.
. . . Third period SEARCH class is
composed of freshmen and sophomores. Mrs. Pat Reece, Emily Whittington, and Julie Skotnik discuss a
philosophy question.

SEARCH
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Band Members performed at the
pep rallies and at football games.
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Student Council members Brett Lancaster, Jody Caraway, Gunter Rodriguez,
Amy Compton, and Janay Hicks decorate
the Christmas tree for the cafeteria during
the holidays.

FOR ONE
AND ALL
... When do students find time to be a part of any
of the numerous organizations at BHS! Students
divide their time between going to school, doing
homework, having a social life, or participating in
sports after school and on weekends. Many are
involved in organizations, too, which requires
time during the summer, during school, after
school, and even on weekends.
Drill Team saw its third year. At camp they
won the Grand Champion trophy. They won
sweepstakes at competition doing a novelty routine to "Green Acres" dressed as cows and farm
girls.
All Band members who received a rating of I at
-district competition performed at state.
PAL attended a summer conference about helping their peers. They also set up a buddy system at
I,W, Evans.
Student Council sponsored many fundraisers;
shirt selling, Valentine's King and Queen, and the
dances.
Students were sure to find a group to belong to
because organizations were FOR ONE AND ALL.

DIVISION PAGE
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... Stage band members practice during their seventh period class for the
awards assembly on Tuesday night.

. . . " Emperata Overture" was a part
of the bands halftime performance
and their UIL show for the season.

Marching Ratings Disappointing
Long hours of practice
through the summer and during school made it possible for
the band to successfully coordinate its large group of fifty
members. They began in the
summer to prepare for the
school year of performances.
The band practiced each day
Monday through Friday from
8:00 a.m. until 12:00 p.m.
"Summer practice gave me
the chance to get a tan and improve my playing ability all at
the same time," said Amy Harris.
The beginning of the school
year the band continued to
practice after school to prepare
for early morning Pep Rallies
and Friday night football
games.
Many of the band members
enjoyed playing High Sierra.
"I enjoyed playing High Sierra. It had a lot of spirit and the
band was really together," said
Dustin Kountz.
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Marching competition was
held on October 27th in Longview, Texas. The judges rated
the Warrior Band a III. The
band worked extremely hard
and they were very disappointed.
1 really think the judging
was unfair, but it really is just
one persons opinion, over another. I feel we at least deserved
a Il, Robin Franklin said.
The band may have been disappointed, but on April 25, at
U.I.L. Concert competition in
New Boston, Texas.
"In our concert music performance, the three judges three
judges gave us a I and two II's.
We were really excited, because
this was the first time Bonham
band had ever been considered
to deserve a 1 Lincy Verughese
said.
The band also got received an
overall of II for their sight-reading.
11
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. . . Trombone player Kenny Cupp
performs during a halftime show at a
home game.

WHEN.

. . . When did you have a
funny moment in band?
"The two funniest moments that
happened during summer band
were when Mr. Richardson exclaimed," Tough Noogies," out
of anger, and Mr. Ashcraft
stumbled down the hill while
trying to mark time." said Chari
Chamberlain.

. . . When did you enjoy
band the most?
I enjoyed band the most when
the band had learned all of the
drills for marching band contest.
Leslie Smith, Drum Major
Marching in parades was one of
the many activities band members
participated in. Leslie Smith, drum
major, led them in these performances.

BAND
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... Twirling new and unusual things
was the job of the feature twirler.
Tammy Nichols twirled the glow baton at a pep rally.

WHEN ...

. . . when does being on
the flag corps become most
frustrating?
"I hate when we really mess up
on the field and have to make up
for it with three hour practices
after school," Kari Edgar said .

. . . were you ever intimidated by other twirlers?
"When I went to UIL competition, the other girls were really
good. Some were twirling three
to four batons at a time,"
Tammy Nichols said.
. . . Performing at pep rallies
was one of the obligations flag
corps members Stefanie Kountz,
Misty Hix, Jodie Baxter, and
Kari Edgar enjoyed.
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. . . Football game crowds enjoyed a
new twist when Tammy Nichols
twirled things such as; knives, two batons, and a glow baton.

... Who ever said that summer
vacation meant totally erasing
all thoughts of school and
school activities from your
mind must not have been in
any type of extra-curricular activity. For the flag corps and
feature twirler summer meant
extra work preparing for the
upcoming school year.
"Being the only twirler has
its advantages and disadvantages. I like being able to practice any time I want, but I miss
all of the fun we used to have as
a group," Tammy said.
Tammy went to New Boston,
Texas in early October to participate in the UIL competition.
She performed her routine "Express Yourself" and received a
rating of I and an invitation to
Austin, Texas, to compete in
the state competition.

. . . Although football game performances were more rigid than pep rallies, Kendra Deets, Stefanie Kountz,
and Amy Harris enjoy themselves.

On a similar note, Flag Corps
was busy learning routines
from an ETSU instructor. The
corps also spent many hours
making up other routines to
perform at football games.
"I really enjoyed the routine
to the song "The Warrior". I
felt it was an appropriate song
for our team. It was a faster
paced routine with better execution moves. We received a lot of
compliments," Amy Harris
said.
Once the year kicked into action, their efforts paid off. The
flag corps enjoyed many
memorable experiences.
"The funniest time was at the
Springtown game. The wind
was blowing so hard that we
could hardly keep our flags up
and our skirts down," Stephanie Kountz said.

FLAG CORPS/TWIRLER
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. .. Hard work paid off when the War
Dancers won the Grand Champion
trophy at line camp in Denton this
summer.

... At pep rallies the Drill Team performed a novelty routine "Coach".
They wore team jerseys and fluorescent caps.

... Consisting of 30 members,
the War Dancers began their
third year with drill team camp
which was held at the University of North Texas in Denton.
For four days the girls went
through rigorous routines on a
schedule from 5:30 a.m. to 12:30
a.m.
"We never stopped. It was always work, work, work, work,"
Jarae Porter said.
The War Dancers learned
three dances per day and practiced their routine that would
be performed for evaluation
and competition. A Grand
Champion Trophy was received
for their efforts.
"Winning the trophy was so
exciting. We saw other drill
teams who could have won,"
Emily Reaves said.

The summer passed quickly
and before they knew it, the
time had come to perform at
games and pep rallies.
"While standing in Victory
Line formation, doing contagions, I jumped, slipped on the
grass and fell flat on the
ground. I was so embarrassed,"
Emily Reaves said.
Karon Baker commented,
"Performing at the pep rallies
was difficult because there was
so little room for thirty girls."
The War Dancers were
awarded the Sweepstakes Trophy.
"It was a learning experience.
We all realized that we were not
just a group of girls from a
small town, but a great drill
team," Michelle Brewer said.
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... During the Commerce pep rally,
the Drill Team officers dressed up as
Commerce's flag corps.

WHEN ...

. . . was Drill Team most
rewarding?
"We worked on our routines for
competition and after all the
work, we came home with a trophy," Kristel Vaught said .

. . . was drill team the hardest?
"Drill Team was the hardest for
me when we went to officer
camp and three days after we
came back, we went to line
camp. We were totally exhausted," Lee Ann Higginbotham
said.
. . . Meals and sleeping were just
about the only times drill team members had a break from their rigorous
work routines at camp.

DRILL TEAM
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. . One-Act Play receives some last
minute instruction from Mr s. Youree
before their performance of " Elizabeth the Queen."

WHEN .

. . . was drama most stress-

ful?
"The most stressful times were
right before we opened shows.
Everyone was nervous and no
one really knew how we were
going to do," Julie Skotnik said.

was drama most
memorable for you?
"Some of my fondest memories
would have to be of Dinner Theatre this year. I had some of the
best times with my friends during those months," Anna Terry
said.
In " Elizabeth the Queen", Jason Vissage makes actor, John England, bow
to the queen. The drama department
performed the play in UIL One-Act
competition.
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... The play "Our Miss Brooks" was
performed at the Dinner Theatre.
Anna Terry and Ricky Robbins
played the lead roles .

... Costumes are a big part of making
a performance come alive. Jana Turner, Stefanie Kountz, and Christina are
wearing authentic looking costumes
in "Elizabeth the Queen."

. . . Plays, performances, acting, and theatre history are just
a few things that knit a family
of drama together.
"The best thing about theatre
is all of the friends I've made.
We have all become so close. I
met one of my best friends and
a boyfriend through theatre.
We're like one big happy family," said Anna Terry.
Rehearsing scenes over and
over to perfection, costumes,
fittings, and make - up; all just
for one performance, can be exciting as well as stressful.
"In Drama we are always told
to be fresh and spontaneous.
The more outrageous we are,
the more the people seem to enjoy it," said Samantha Moss.
Performing in front of an audience can be one of the most
difficult things to do. All eyes
are on the stage and on the ac-

tors. One misread line can
throw everyone else off.
"The hardest thing about being in drama is the stress of
people counting on you so
much. If your performance is
not up to par, it may end up
affecting everyone else," said
Julie Skotnik.
The drama department includes: One act play, Dinner
theatre, Public speaking, International Thespian Society, and
the drama class. Mrs. Cheryl
Youree is head over this department.
"Being in drama is a big responsibility, it is a large organization and covers many areas. It
takes a lot of hard work, dedication, and team work to be a part
of this special group. This is a
great organization and has gotten many positive results over
the years," said Mrs. Youree.

... In order to have carnations delivered on time, members had to get off
to an early start. Some arrived as early
as 7:00 a.m.

During homecoming, senior
members Robbie Young and Amy
Compton help prepare float decorations.

Success and Student Council walked hand-in-hand
this year. They saw success in activities such as; selling T-shirts and carnations, sponsoring dances, the
food drive, the Halloween carnival, the Valentine's
Day king and queen , and organizing the Homecoming
Activities.
"Student Council is very time consuming and some
late nights, but at times it was fun getting out of class
and being with associates while working on projects,"
Jody Caraway said.
One of Student Council 's first responsibilities of the
year was to schedule Homecoming activities .
" Homecoming is one of the school's biggest events,
and we were in charge of the activities. We sponsored a
bonfire-pep rally, a flashlight parade and the scavenger hunt. We also came up with the new idea for each
class to have a float in the parade," Ashley Wright
said.
Just before football play-offs in the fall , Student
Council came up with a new fundraiser . They designed a T-shirt with " Let's Go Six" on the front and
students' names on the back .
"As a football player, I was proud to see that our
accomplishment of being the sixth team in the playoffs was so widely appreciated that T-shirts were
made. I think that other people appreciated this, too,
and that this prompted them to buy one which
brought in a considerable amount of money for our
Student council fund, " Gunter Rodriguez said.
When Halloween came around Student Council was

on the job again by sponsoring the annual Halloween
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carnival.

"The Halloween carnival was a safety project to
keep the kids from roaming the streets and so that
they know where their candy comes from . It was a lot
of fun to put on," Janay Hicks said.
During the holidays, they sponsored a food drive. In
order to make the food drive a success more successful,
the Council offered a pizza party to the third period
class that had the largest percentage of boxes filled
with foods that would make a complete meal.
"Student Council was in charge of the canned food
drive during Christmas for those in need . It was a big
success," Heather Hope said.
After the holidays and football season ended , and
most organizations had finished their work, Student
Council was still on the job. For Valentine's Day, they
sold carnations and sponsored the Valentine's King
and Queen. They earned about $650 from the carnations and $1000 from the king and queen.
"Collecting the money for Valentine's King and
Queen caused some big competition between the
classes, but it was really fun and brought everyone
together," Cody Adams said.
Student Council's success was to the advantage of
the entire school. "Student Council earned approximately $5000. This money goes back into the school
making small repairs or improvements. Most people
don ' t even know the good use this money is being put
to," Mr. Ricky Gatiln said.

ORGANIZATIONS

Members Brett Lancaster and
Brad Nichols sort out canned food
during the Christmas fodd drive for
the pastors association.

WHEN .

. . . did you have the most
fun during Student Council?
"The most fun was when we went on the
hayride. It was so cold but we still had
fun . We roasted wieners and ate chips
and all. It was so exciting, Katina Giwens said .

was the busiest time of
the year?
" Homecoming is the busiest time because we have so many activities. We
have to do the homecoming float and be
at all the homecoming activities," Lesa
Rayford said .

. . . Student Council officers and executive members dressed in their Halloween costumes and visited the elementary schools.

STUDENT COUNCIL
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. . . Part of preparing the newspaper
took the use of the computer. Amberly Daniel, editor, is preparing an editorial for the newspaper.

. . . Do you feel satisfaction on a job well done?
" I like knowing that we 've printed stories or told of some events that will be a
part of someone's memory forever ,"
Stephanie Caraway said .

. . . was a serious moment
that happened in Totem
Poll?
" We ran out of glue and had to scrape it
out of the bottles with our fingers. It was
disgusting!" Richie Hilliard said .

. . . After staff member, Amit Shah,
wrote his stories, he knew his job was
only half done. The story had to be
typed on the McIntosh and then cutout and laid out in order to have everything ready to be run-off.

... It took lots of cutting and pasting after
everything was typed in order to prepare the
paper to be printed. Foreign exchange student,
Britta Feinitz, learned that language was no hi ndrance when it came to doing her part for the
Totem Poll.

Be tween deadli nes, Totem Poll staffers
spent lots of time discussing new story ideas.
Mary Travanty, Kari Edgar, and Amit Shah
learned that finding a good topic wasn' t always
easy.

ave really kept u
lines and are on

s.

. . . Although there are only
nine members responsible for
producing a paper each month,
staff members of the Totem
Poll say they thoroughly enjoy
the responsibility.
"Mrs. Caylor gives us all of
the responsibility. She doesn't
try to take over the paper. She
tells us when the work is due
and it is up to the staff to get it
done," Mary Travanty said.
This year Totem Poll will
have completed a total of nine
papers. This is the first year in a
long time to have this many
editions.
"We are really keeping up
with deadlines and staying on
top of things. We are a more
mature group this time," Richie
Hilliard said.

Rushing to meet deadlines
can cause chaos and sometimes
even mistakes.
" In a hurry to meet a deadline, we filled up a blank page
with cartoons that were offensive to some people. We ended
up having to apologize to the
whole school," Michelle Brewer
said.
Freedom of the press is a big
issue among some Totem Poll
staff members.
" I feel that if it's news it
should be printed as long as it
does not directly harm someone's reputation or feelings, "
Kari Edgar said.
" I think we have enough
freedom in what we print. We
have to be careful picking our
subjects," Michelle Brewer said.

TOTEM POLL
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. . . "Where are those pictures?
When is my deadline? Did Samantha come to school today?
How do I crop this picture?
What is a pica?"
Coushatta has under gone
many changes and improvements over the past year. Many
members feel that more work
has gotten accomplis hed due to
a larger staff.
"I think we have gotten more
done this year. We aren't as
rushed and will have an index,"
Kristel Vaught said.
Having a larger staff made it
easier to meet deadlines, come
up with story ideas, and put
layouts together.
Having a variety of different
personalit ies on the Coushatta
staff made it easier to cover

... Writing a story can sometimes
take several days of class time to complete. LeeAnn Higginboth am is working diligently to complete her story.
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more individua ls and more
events.
Over the years more stories
and more writing have been required according to U.I.L. rules
in order to compete with other
yearbooks .
"Having a larger staff this
year will probably help next
·year's year book a lot. I think
people will be more pleased
with the yearbook because
more people are featured due to
the different variety of people
on staff." Crvstal Furrh said.
"I feel that Coushatta could
still improve in many ways.
The staff needs to work together as a team. Results would be a
happier staff and possibly a
better yearbook, " said Cressie
Renfrow.

Correcting copy sheets is one of
the jobs that Kristel Vaught has to do
before her pages are complete.

ORGANIZATIONS

.. . Drawing up a layout is a stressful
and eye-straining job for Cynthia
Pate. She has to draw everything the
right size and label things correctly.

WHEN.

did you get that writing style?
"In all actuality, Coleridge had
an adverse effect upon the style
of writing that we use in our
everyday lives," Chris Durham .

. . . was Coushatta rewarding?
"Putting together the Coushatta
was hard work, but knowing
that I helped publish the my
school yearbook made it feel
worthwhile," Stacey Andrew .
. . . During a Christmas party at Mrs.
Caylor's house, Melissa Patton and
Richie Hilliard find time for leisure
and entertainment.

COUSHATTA
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.. . PAL members learned that helping buddies could be fun for them as
well as their buddies.

WHE N.

was PAL most rewarding for you?
"Out buddy program is very self- rewarding. Helping the kids from I.W. Evans and Bailey Inglish with their work
and study habits is exciting," Scott
Ashby said .

. . . did you learn about the
purpose of PAL?
"The PAL Conference was beneficial because we became aware of different problems that other schools faced," Kathy
Parker said .

. . . Members of PAL attended a PAL
conference during the summer at
ETSU in Commerce to learn more
about the purpose of PAL.
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Discussing wise responses to
Dear PAL letters was one of the many
things members did during their PAL
class.

... During weekly trips to I.W. Evans, Jamie Vestal often helped her
buddy with his homework .

...

choose the bud

ost like us.

Pal started off its second year by attending
the PAL conference at ETSU in Commerce, Texas. Members learned to use activities such as
the Buddy System and Dear PAL to help peers.
"The most exciting thing that happened
while we were at Commerce was about 2:30 a.m.
one morning when the fire alarm went off! The
intercom came on and said there was a fire on
the ninth floor and to evacuate the building
immediately. We were on the eleventh floor. I
ran out into the hallway and began to beat on
all of the doors to tell the others who were still
asleep about the danger. After I got everyone
out and downstairs, I remembered I had left my
roommate Jamie Vestal in our room and had to
go back for her. We ran the eleven flights of
stairs only to discover it was a false alarm," said
Lisa Rayford.
The buddy system is designed to help younger students in other schools. A Pal member is
paired with a chosen student to help with

homework and problems.
"We go to I.W. Evans and Bailey Inglish every Thursday to tutor kids with problems. Buddies filled out a questionnaire and we chose that
one that was most like us," said Stacey Andrew.
Pal members also helped people by having
Dear Pal boxes in the offices and the library. Pal
people write about their problems and members
take the letters and discuss wise solutions, then
post them in the West hall on the first floor.
"We get notes from students who have a
problem and we answer them on the bulletin
board outside our room. We have also received
positive notes about PAL," said Jamie Vestal.
Pal members not only help others but have a
good time and it helps themselves.
" In PAL we have learned to properly communicate with other people. It is fun being in PAL
and getting to know each other," said Stacey
Lehde.

PAL
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BAND•lst row: Kendra Deets, Kristin Renfrow, Amanda Hall , Daneasha Bittle, Karon Mason , 2nd. Tammy Nichols, Patricia
Yeager, Amy Garner, Ricky Brewer, Tony Crawford, Nancy Dunlap, Maria Andersson , Chari Chamberlain, 3rd-Amberly Daniel,
Amber Williams, Chris Mereworth, Lincy Yerughese, Dianna Zoppi , Rachel Warren , Leslie Smith, 4th-Tim Gilstrap, Jodie Baxter,
Kari Edgar, Jessica Cavender, Amy Harris , Stephen Murden, Michael McVay, Karen McDonald , Karen Newton , Aaron Simms,
Stefanie Kountz, Misty Hix, Robin Franklin, Carlos Gilstrap, 5th-Gerald Bruner, Hatton Humphrey, Brice Kennedy, Dustin Kountz,
John Putman

SENIORS SELECTED AS JUNIORS NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY-Alando Mason, Robin
Franklin, Travis Moss, Lisa Frambers, Niki Sitzler, Carol Ann Cochran, Jeanette Harper, Leslie
Smith , Chan Mclerran .

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION-lst row: David Langford, Joe Thomas, Chad Ray, Jason Dudley,
Stephanie Nichols, Rodger Furtch, Scott Dobbles, Tricia Brigance, 2nd-Chris Gowens, Brian Deets,

Devi Haggard, Larisa Lightfoot, Tina Clark, Melissa Traylor, 3rd-Mark Keene, Brad Nichols,
Brandon Hibbard, Jeff Robinson, Jason Biggs, Jeromey Lightfoot, Delno Sewell, Greg Ballard, Keith
Partridge, Kevin Cox, Jeff Valimont

JUNIOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLUB-1st row: Crissi Clement, Stacey Andrew, Kathy Parker, Crystal Furrh, Courtney Ely, Melissa Patton , Kristel Vaught , Carrie Morgan , Shelly Garner,
Michelle Brewer, Donna Davis, Amy Harris, Jessica Cavender, 2nd-Carlos Gilstrap, Robyn
Darton, Katie Passanissi, Tamara Davis, Daneasha Bittle, Melissa Hutchins, Connie Deleon,

Audra Winkler, Stacy lehde, Kristy Babers, Mrs. Marsh, 3rd- Tim Brown, Ashley Wright,
Kevin Blain, Cody Adams, Ty Latham, Chad Welch, Jarrett Munger, Jeremy McMillen, Mark
Landers, 4th- John David Pilliod, Brian Crawford, Bret Willis, Ron lee, Scott Ashby, Chris
Durham

CHOIR-1st row: Jamie Sa.linens, Jessica Partridge, Christie Wells, Lori Shensed, Amanda Hall ,
Ruthie Pittman, Jonna Wallace, 2nd-Lisa Frambes, Vonetta Jones , Sara Danner, Kalilah Wilson ,

Carmen Ball, Debra Jeffcoat, 3rd-Patrick Roberts, Tony Prasil, Andy Wood, John Carpenter, Hatton
Humphrey, Kenny Cupp, David Todd, Karen Bennet, Mr. Phillip Seawell
AUTO MECHANICS-Carl Motley, Jason Dudley, Darrell Weirmann, Justin Crawley, Rodney
Polansky, Mr. Bobby Godbey
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FLAG CORPS -1st row, Jodi Baxter, Jessica Cavender. 2nd - Kendra Deets, Misty Hix,
Stefanie Kountz, Robin Franklin, Kari Edgar, Amy Harris

FRESHMAN FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLUB-1st row, Mrs. Marsha Marsh, Terri Jones, Courtney Russ, Heather Hope, Emily Reeves, Heather Wright, kevin Whitehead, 2nd-Chuck Neighbors, Sharon Dewoody, Sarabeth Ruffner, Jennifer Dudley, Tony Crawford, Jeff Garcia, Carrie
Reaves, Carrie Smith, Monica Rodriguez, Rory Floyd, Amy Roberts, 3rd-Julie Baccus, Kim
Packard, Amy Garner, Angela Raison , Chari Chamberlain, Dustin Kountz, Korey Green,
Dominique Dilbeck, Emily herrington, Matt Gibbs, 4th-Cecilia Kennedy, Meredith Munger,
Jonathon Barton, Don Colley, Charla Ritchey, Jodie Young, Nellie Salizar, Chris Mereworth,
Keith

DRILLTEAM - 1st row, Dori Tarpley, LeeAnn Higginbotham, Ashley Partridge, Carrie Morgan, Sara Moss, 2nd row-Kristie Baker, Melissa Patton, Karon Baker, Melissa Hutchins, Danielle Hyatt, 3rd row-Dawn Walker, Emily Whittington, Anna Terry, Jarae Porter, Bonnie
Parsons, Michelle Brewer, 4th row-Jennifer Case, Emily Reeves, Kellie Young, Shelly Garner,
Lana Fitzwater, Nicole Gallagher, Misty Brown, 5th row-Robbie Young, Carrie Smith, Kristel
Vaught, Brynne Meador, Julie Skotnik, Cecilia Kennedy, Crissy Jones, Courtney Ely

SENIOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLUB-1st row-Kristie Baker, Mary Travanty, Misty Hix, Kari
Edgar, Jeanette Harper, Ariane Theile, Maria Andersson, 2nd-Jean Paul Infante, Lisa Allen, Jennifer
Lewis, Robin franklin , Robbie Young, Mrs. Marsha Marsh

COSMOTOLOGY-1st row, Sue Beth Kirk , Donna Clark, Stephanie Robison, Dena Watson, Crissy
Phelps, 2nd-Jennifer Todd, Rachel Farris, Sabrina Maples

SOPHOMORE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLUB- 1st row, Nancy Dunlap, Karen Mason, Dianna
Zoppi, Sam Moss, Christie Armstrong, Jarae Porter, Sabrina Howery, Carmen Ball, Lincy Verughese, Emily Whittington, Julie Skotnik, Jodi Baxter, 2nd- Mrs. Marsh, Vonetta Jones, Charles Applin,
Michael Story, Amit Shah, Rick Jamieson, Dawn Walker, Ashley Park, Misty Brown, Lori Arie,
Kellie Young, Jana Turner, Heather Nix, 3rd- Jason Fox, Heath Clement, Scott Payne, John Puttman,
Chris Shastid, Carrie Lawson, Sara Moss, Cynthia Pate, Robin Petty, April Keeton, 4th-Matt
Richardson, Shawn Wegley, Lee Michael Bowman, Josh Shockley, Joe Alaniz, Cody Murray, Sean
Horton, Allison Wright, Racheal Maxwell, Angela Phelps, 5th-Josh McBroom, Wade Lowrey, Chris
Clark, Jason Stevens, Jon Sisk, Quincy Wilson, Kristy Crowley, Christie Givens, Paula Dennis,
Meredith Lamb

GROUPS
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FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA (FRESHMAN/ 50PHOMORES)-1st Danny Leathers,
FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA UUNIOR,'SENIORS)-15T ROW Stuart Hall, Kristy Babers,
Clay Lowrey, Cody Miller, J D Killion, Chris Spindle, 2nd-Jason Dudley, Kody Russell, Delno
Sewell, Jason Biggs. Jeremy McMillen, John Carpenter, 3rd-Stephanie Nichol s, Jeff Valimont, John
David Pilliod, Kley Smith, Michael Springer, Amy Barker

Carrie Lawson , Misty Brown , Bury Stephens, Dusty Spencer. Doug Leathers, Jason Hewitt ,
Shane Clement, 2nd-Casie Partridge, Brandon Reynolds . M1t<,: hell Bennett , Juon Spindle.
Preston Blackman, Kevin Brown, Joe Gentry, Jason Castle, Shawn Wegley . 3rd-Josh Hilliard ,

Bobby McMillion, Wayne Phillip, Carry Stephens, Bryan Nichols, Allen Garcia , Danny King,
4th-Josh McBroom, Shane Johnson, Rob Holman, Blake Goode, Kenny Johnson, Dona Crittenden , Misty Wilson , Meridith Lamb, Tony Prasil

FUTURE HOMEMAKERS OF AMERICA-1st row, Lori Arie, Sara Danner, Kim Packard, Carmen
Ball, 2nd-Rory Floyd, Shelly Barnes, Tricia Brigance, 3rd-Sharon Dewoody, Tamara Davis, Samantha McCawley, Robin Franklin, Jessica Partridge, Kristie Brewer, Dona Crittenden, Michael
Palmer, Brett Lindsey

INTERNATIONAL THESPIA

SOCIETY-1st row, Teresa Ayers, Stefanie Kountz, Anna

Terry, 2nd-Lisa Frambes, Jodie Baxter, Duana Janis , Mrs . Cheryl Youree, Charles Applin , John
England, Reid Wilson , 3rd-Kenny Cupp, Jason Vissage, Emily Whittington , Jana Turner

MATH SCIENCE CLUB (SENIORS)-1st row, Jennifer Lewis, Robbie Young, Robin Franklin,
LIBRARY ASSISTANTS-seated Jyl Griffin , Chad Welch, Audra Winkler, Jennifer Lew,s, Ashley
Partridge, Rick Jamieson , J.D. Killion , Charlie Joe Cary, standing-Vonetta Jones , Dianna Zoppi ,
Jennifer Todd, Christy Givens , Angela Phelps, Doug Phillips, Tim Brown, Carrie Morgan , Bonnie
Parsons, Kody Russell , Kenny Jonson , Leslie Smith , Jennifer Harris
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Ariane Theile, Stefanie Kountz, Katina Givens. Travis Moss , Brett Lancaster, 2nd-Niki Sitzler,
Carol Ann Cochran, Mary Travanty, Jam Carpenter, Misty Hix , Kari Edgar, Kristie Baker,
Jeanette Harper , 3rd-Cina Reese, Stephanie Helvey, Richard Laburda , Doug Phillips, Lisa
Frambes, Leslie Smith , Ashley Putridge

MATH SCIENCE CLUB JUNIORS-1st row Kris Stubs ten, Crystal Furrh , Courtney Ely, Kathy
Parker . Stacey Andrew, Melissa Patton, Kristel Vaught, Ron Lee, Carrie Morgan, Shelly Garner,
Michelle Brewer, Melissa Hutchins, Kim Sherer, Jyl Griffin. 2nd-Mark Landers, Chris Durham.
Robyn Darton, Katie Passanis si, Stacy Lehde. Bonnie Parsons, Lesa Rayford , Lee Ann Higgin botham , Karon Baker. Jennifer Harris, 3rd-John Carpenter. Jeremy McMillen , Ty Latham , Cody
Adams, Brian Crawford , Kyle Clayton, Jason Fox, Tim Brent

MATH SCIENCE CLUB (SOPHOMORES) 1st row Amit Shah, Jodie Baxter, Sam•nth• Moss. Jaru
Porter, Carrie Ulwson, Rick Jamieson, S.brina Howrey, Sean Horton, 2nd-Julie Skotnik. Emily
Wh1tttngton Jana Turner. Kelly Felmet. S.rah Lintz, Kellie Young, Ashley Park. Lincy Verughe,;e,
3rd-David McDonald , Charles Applin , S.ra Moss, Dawn Walker, Kristi Crowley, Karen Mason .
Vonetta Jones. Dianna Zoppi , 4th-Jorge Ventura , Heath Clement , Jason Fox, Lori Arie, Cynthia Pate,
Racheal Maxwell

MATH SCIENCE CLUB (FRESHMAN)-1st row , Rory Floyd, Carrie Reeves, Heather Hope.
Kasey Vestal, Courtney Russ, Bart Biggers, Todd Towe, Glenn Carpenter, Ryan Case, 2nd-Sarah
Beth Ruffner , Jennifer Dudley, Angie Raison , Chari Chamberlain, Dustin Kountz, Don Colley,
Kevin Whitehead, Korey Green, Ricky Brewer , 3rd-Julie Baccus, Amy Carner, Stephanie Rodeffer, Aaron Sims, Karen Newton, Chris Mereworth, Billy Broom, 4th-Eddie Noga, Chuck
Neighbors, Sharon Dewoody, Charla Ritchey. Sutton Helvey, Kim Packard, Mrs. Linda Hopp,
Mr Mike Ashby

SADD--(Seniors)- lst row: Jeanette Harper, Robin Franklin, Misty Hix, Teresa Caylor Kelly Towery,
Tammy Partridge, Kari Edgar, Alando Mason and Brett Lancaster, 2nd- Katina Givens, Jennifer
Lewis, Mary Travanty, Kristie Baker, Lisa Allen, Stacy Hance, Roy Neathery, 3rd- Mrs . Billie
Manhart, Teresa Ayers, Clint Baccus, Richard Laburda . Robert Ransom . Jason Hayes . Don Phillips

OFFICE WORKERS- Seated Kan Edgar. Coro! Ann Cochran Robbie Young. T•mmy Partridg,.
standing-Misty Hix, Kristy Babers, LeeAnn Higginbotham , Robin Franklin. Alando Mason. }.son
Fox, Katina Givens, Chris S.cco. Jamie Vestal
PEER ASSISTANCE AND LEADERSHIP (PAL)-1st row Kathy Parker, Stacey Andrew, Stacy
Lehd,, L,sa Reyford , Je,nette Harper, Mrs . Donna Rich , 2nd-Scott Ashby. Jamie Vestal, Robert
Ransom, Jody Cauway, Alando Mason

GROUPS
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JU IORS SELECTED AS JUNIORS ATIONAL HO OR SOCIETY-Jason Fox,
Brett Willis, Jamie Vestal, Scott Ashby, John Carpenter, Kathy Parker, Melissa Patton,
Jyl Griffin, Katie Pusinissi

SADD-(FRESHMA )-1st row: Eddie Noga , Kevin Whitehead, Billy Broome, Lance Davos, Ryan Case, Todd
Towe, Heather Hope, Kasey Ves tal, Bart Biggers, Courtney Ru ss, Nathan Hale, Chrissie Jo nes, Lana Fitz-

water, Nicole Gallagher, 2nd-Khalilah Wilson, Sarabeth Ruffner, Sutton Helvey, Charla Ritchey, Julie
Baccus, Pam Garrett , Dona Crittenden, Kri stie Brewer, Amy Garner, Amy Roberts, Dominique Dilbeck,
Brynne Meador, 3rd-Sharon Dewoody, Carrie Reeves, Monica Rodriguez, Tammy Ottmo, Jessica Partridge,
Lori Shenold, Cecilia Kennedy, April Miller, Ashley Vass

SAOD-(Sophomores) - 1s t row · Amy Tomlison, Sam Moss, Anna Terry, Jarae Porter , Sabrina Howery,
Carmen Ball , Christie Armstrong, Sara Danner, Jana Turner, Kelly Young, and Sara Moss, 2nd- Rachel

SE IORS SELECTED AS SENIORS NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY- Randy Atchley, Richard LaBurda , Durell Wehermann , Ashley Partridge, Stefanie Kountz, Clint
Backus, Robbie Young, Jimmy Carpenter

COUSHATTA-1st row: Sean Horton, Shelly Garner, Chris Durham, Crystal Furrh,
Lori Arie, 2nd- Stephanie Caraway, Courtney Ely, Samantha Moss, Lee Ann Higginbotham, Melissa Patton, Kristel Vaught , Stacey Andrew, Cynthia Pate, Bryan Crawford, Robert Ransom

Maxwell, Allison Wright, Angela Phelps, Lincy Verughese, Dori Tarpley, Cynthia Pate, Lori Arie, Paula
Dennis, and Joey Samp, 3rd-Scott Payne, Roy Ann Par, Amit Shah, Michael Stoiry, Heather Clement, Rob
Holman, Chris Clark, Jason Fox, 4th-Tamika McFail , Karon Mason , Venetta Jones, Yolanda Ross, Nancy
Dunlap, Christie Givens , Quincy Wilson

SADD-(luniors)- 1st row, Shelly Garner, Melissa Patton, Courtney Ely, Kristel Vaught, Melissa Hutchins,
Bonnie Parsons , Kim Sherer, Jessica Cavender, 2nd- Kyle Clayton, Kevin Blain, Michelle Brewer, LeeAnn

Higginbotham, Karon Baker, Amberly Daniel, Amy Harris, 3rd- Tim Brown, Ashley Wright, Bret Willis,
Jeremy McMillen , Katie Passanissi, Chad Welch , and Travis Caraway, 4th-George Applin , Ty Latham, Robyn
Darton, Jason Fox, and Jarrett Munger
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STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVE COUNCIL-1st row, Jody Caraway, president, Niki Sitzler, vice•president; Amy Compton, secretary; Gunter Rodriguez, treasurer; Ashley Wright, parliamentarian; Janay Hicks, historian. 2nd-Mr. Ricky Gatlin, sponsor; Travis
Moss, Brett Lancaster, Kristel Vaught, executive council

STUDENT COUNCIL JUNIOR/ SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE-1st row, Robert Ransom, Jason
Dudley, Leslie Smith, Robbie Young, Ashley Partridge, Katina Givens, Carol Ann Cochran,
Chris Broiles, 2nd - Jennifer Harris, Jamie Vestal, Kathy Parker, Jennifer Todd, Cody Adams,
Lesa Rayford, Travis Caraway, Tim Brent, 3rd-Ty Latham, Jeff Burnett, Todd Lancaster, Corey
Baker, Jason Fox

VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION-1st row, Kelly Towery, Roy Neathery, Teresa Caylor, 2nd-Beth Hopp, Tammy Nichols, Tracy McCutcheon, Stacy Hance, Melissa
Rushing, Mrs. Billie Manhart

STACE HAND-1st row, Matt Gibbs, Gerald Bruner, Bobby Mercer, Dudtin Kountz, Debra Jeffcoat,
Karen Mason, Ricky Brewer, Danesha Bittle, Chari Chamberlain, 2nd- Angela Raison, Aaron
Simms, Stephen Murden, Michael McVay, Travis Roll, Mr Roger Ashcraft, Meredith Lamb

TOTEM POLL-1st row: Stephanie Caraway, Mary Travanty, Michelle Brewer, Kari Edgar, Misty
Hix, Amberly Daniel, 2nd-Richie Hilliard, Maria Andersson, Amit Shah

STUDENT COUNCIL FRESHMAN/ SOPHOMORE REPRESE TATIVES-1st row, Sean Horton,
Allison Wright, April Keeton, Kellie Young, Dawn Walker, Ashley Park, Lincy Verughese, 2ndChris Clark, Carrie Reeves, Carrie Smith, Bart Biggers, Ryan Case, David Mc Donald, 3rd-Emily
Reaves, Heather Hope, Sharon Dewoody, Todd Towe, Casey Vestal

GROUPS
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Friday night Tomahawk faces lik
portrayed purple and white ~pirit
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nie Helvey is focused o
ing in the di.,trict meet
hanie went on to win th
regionals.

SOMETHING
TO BRAG
ABOUT

... Athletes at BHS definitely had something to brag about for their seasons, winning 6 district titles.
Volleyball started things off by winning
nine games and were in the running for a
district place. Football with "Let's Go Six"
pulled another district title for the warriors .
Cross Country teams won the district
race with their largest numbers ever and
remained the only district 3A champs for
Cross Country since it began.
Boys basketball finished 4-10 and 3rd in
district missing the playoffs by one game.
They were also back home again with the
completion of the new gym.
Boys track, boys golf, girls golf, boys
tennis, and girls tennis won district. It was
a trip to state for the boys golf team and
girls track member Lesa Rayford.

SPORTS DIVISION
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V

ARSITY CHEERLEADERS COMPETE
AT NCA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

with six members
returning from last
year's squad and two
new members, the
Varsity squad was better prepared for the
year that lay ahead.
Q: What was your
proudest accomplishment this year as a
squad?
A: "Togetherness
which is something
the Varsity squad
hasn't had in a long
time, and of course
making it to Nationals
after conquering Regionals," said Katina
Givens, senior. Sophomore, Ashley Park
said, "When our squad
went to Regionals and
was the only small
Varsity squad to ad-

vance to Nationals."
Q: The Varsity squad
did very well in competition, did you feel
the squad performed
well enough or were
you expecting to do
better?
A: "I thought we did
well. Everybody said
they did their best and
every one of our fans
also said we did," responded senior, Niki
Sitzler.
Q: Taking in consideration the condition of
the gym, how did you
enjoy the outdoor pep
rallies and what were
the advantages and
disadvantages if any?
A: "They were O.K.,
but nothing like in the
gym. One advantage

was it was cooler, but
there were a number
of disadvantages. The
bad weather caused
problems, and kept us
from doing stunts because the ground was
wet," said senior, Jennifer Lewis.
Q: What are some
things you have
learned this year from
being a cheerleader?
A: "Lots of patience!"
said Janay Hicks, senior.
Q: Do you feel that the
time and effort it takes
to be a Varsity cheerleader is worth it?
A: "Yes!" All eight
Varsity cheerleaders
unanimously agreed.

... Varsity Cheerleaders: Ashley Park, Jennifer Harris,
Jamie Vestal, Carol Ann Cochran, Janay Hicks, Katina
Givens, Niki Sitzler, Jennifer Lewis
. . . Ashley Park, and Katina Givens, practice a
dance routine after school.
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The Varsity squad
earned a rating at NCA
National Championship.
Even though they did not
make the finals they gave a
fine performance .
. . . Jennifer Lewis concentrates during a tense moment at a pep rally as she is
preparing herself for a
dangerous stunt.

. . . Showing her support
for the Warriors, Jamie
Vestal flies high during the
pep rally before the bi-district playoff game agai n st
Spri ngtown.

VARSITY CHEERLEADERS
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s
Q:

A:

Q:

A:

QUADS WORK TOGETHER
FOR FRESHMAN AND JV
SPIRIT

How did you feel
about having one of
your teammates
move in the middle of
football season affect
your cheering?
Jennifer Dudley,
Frosh, said, "It was
hard trying to change
cheers and do stunts
that required six people. Also, cheering
never felt the same
without Jamie Huffman. We always felt
as if a big part of us
was missing."
Do the crowds respond to you as much
as you would like
them to?
Carrie Reeves, Frosh,

.. . Shelly Barnes, Cynthia
Pate, Cressie Renfrow, Allison Wright, and Lori Arie
march around the square
during the Homecoming
Parade.
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Q:
A:

Q:

A:

said, " You have got to
be kidding! We can't
even get our moms to
yell."
What type of work is
involved in cheerleading?
Allison Wright,
Soph., said, " A lot of
practice, getting up
early in the mornings
in the summer and
having to practice a
long time in the hottest part of the day!"
Do you think cheerleading should become an official
sport?
" No," said Cynthia
Pate, Soph., "but I
think more people

... As a tradition, the junior varsity and Freshmen
cheerleaders get together
and do a cheer during the
Homecoming pep rally.

Q:

A:

Q:

A:

should get involved."
What do you personally think constitutes
a good cheerleader?
" I think her ability to
jump and her knowledge of cheering techniques. Also the way
she represents her
school, and the loyalty to her team," said
Lori Arie, Soph .
How do you feel
about the everyday
stereotype of cheerleading?
" I think a cheerleader
needs to have a good
personality and the
ability to be herself,
and not FAKE," said
Cynthia Pate, Soph.

... Freshmen cheerleaders
try to work out a stunt at a
after school practice.
Heather Hope and
Courtney Russ help the
Freshmen cheer during the
battle cry.

. . . JV cheerleaders wereLori Arie, Cynthia Pate,
Shelly Barnes, Crystal
Furrh, Allison Wright, and
Cressie Renfrow .
. . . Freshmen cheerleaders
were- Carrie Reaves,
Courtney Russ, Heather
Hope, Jamie Huffman, Julie Baccus, and Jennifer
Dudley.

CHEERLEADERS JV-FRESHMAN
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OMAHAWK S, CHIEF
WARHAM RAISE SPIRIT
FOR WARRIORS
For the third year, the
Tomahawks helped the
Warham and cheerleaders
boost crowd and team spirit.

they would just stare at us
like we were stupid!" said
Reid Wilson, sophomore.

Q. What was the most
memorable game for you?

Q. What was it like being a
Tomahawk first game of
the season?
A. "I felt kind of nervous.
It seemed like I just didn't
know what to do," said
Wade Lowery, sophomore.

Q. How do you feel about
the fans participation?
A. "Sometimes they would
be very enthusiastic towards us, but other times

A. "The Wylie game sticks
out in my mind. Coach
Clark caught us mouthing
at a Wylie player and we
got into a lot of trouble."
said Josh Shockley, sophomore.

Q. What do you consider to
be the most important
thing about being a Tomahawk?
A. "I feel that the most im-

Tomahawks- L to R:
Bryan Nichols, Kasey
Vaestal, Lance Davis, Ryan
Case, Bart Biggers, Chris
Clark, -Chief War ham, David McDonald, Wade
Lowery, Josh Shockley, ·
Kenny Johnson, Reid Wilson.
. . . Kenny Johnson and
Josh Shockley "beat box"
during a spirit rap that the
Tomahawks and cheerleaders made up.
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portant thing is helping
the team. Whether it's
boosting their spirit, getting water for them, or letting them use your towel to
wipe their face during a
game, because when I am
on Varsity I hope the
Tomahawks are there to
help me," said Lance Davis, freshman.

Q. Did you feel that by being Chief Warham you
were carrying on a tradition?
A. "Yes, by being Chief
Warham I felt like I was
carrying on tradition and I
was very honored," Chris
Clark, sophomore.

Sideline spirit was
raised on Friday nights by,
Lance Davis, Reid Wilson,
Ryan Case, and Kasey Vestal as they waved their towels and rally rags.

... Chief Warham, Chris
Clark, concludes his warham dance during a morning pep rally with the traditional toe touch .

. . . Before the homecoming parade, mom, Debbie
Clark, adjusts Chris's war
bonnet .
. . . Tomahawks stand during a cafeteria pep rally
while the War dance is being done.

TOMAHAWKS / WARHAM
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Go Srx!

THE TRADITION CONTINUES
with determination, dedication, and
hard work Warrior
football tradition continued as the Bonham
Warriors made it to
the playoffs for the
sixth straight year.
Q: What were your expectations as the year
started?
A: "I expected us to
win district and go as
far into the playoffs as
possible," said senior
Randy Atchly.
Q: Did you feel that
you had a tradition to
carry on by going to
the playoffs for the
sixth year in a row.
A: Junior, Kevin Blain

said, "Yes, because I
didn't want to be remembered as the team
that broke the streak.
Q: How did you feel
this year's team compared to the ones of
previous years?
A: "It was a very
strong team but we
had·a few weak points.
The teams before
seemed to have more
heart but when heart
was needed we pulled
together and went
down deep and
brought forth more
heart than believed,"
said senior Carl Mottley.
Q: Did you feel that

injuries slowed down
the team?
A: Clint Backus, senior said "No because
we had enough talent
to fill the positions
were injuries hurt us."
Q: What were your
feelings after the loss
against Springtown in
the first round of the
playoffs?
A: "I felt terrible after
the loss. It was one of
the worst times of my
life,' said Cody Adams, Junior.
Q: What was your
most memorable
game?
A: Junior, Scott Ashby
said, "Frisco, because

... Varsity Warriors (1st row)- Ashley Wright, Ron Lee, Chad Welch, Jeff Burnett, Carlos Gilstrap, Alando Mason
Chris Redd, Aubrey Gilstrap, Kevin Blain; 2nd row - John Shockley, Scott Ashby, Chris Spindle, Todd Lancaster
Jason Fox, Clay Lowery, Don Phillips, Ty Latham; 3rd row- Travis Moss, Gunter Rodriguez, Jarrett Munger, Core]
Baker, J .D. Killion, Cody Adams, Brad Nichols, Randy Atchley, Carl Motley, Brett Lancaster; 4th row- Clint Backus
Chris Broiles, Jody Caraway, Travis Caraway, Brett Willis, Brian Crawford, Cody Miller, Justin Crawley, Jason Hayes
Robert Ransom; Top row- George Applin, Ronnie Brinlee, Larry MacFarlin, Tony Richardson, Joe Smith, Nick Jones
Glenn White, Don Anderson, Mike Ashby, Warren Fain, Loy Dean Clark, John David Shelly
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. . . Safety, Chris Broils
cages a Commerce Tiger
with a flying tackle. This
assisted the Warriors in a
21-14 win against a tough
opponent.

OPPONENT
Clarksville
North Lamar
North Dallas
Pottsborow
Princeton
Commerce
Sanger
Whitesboro
Wylie
Frisco
Springtown

BHS
35
17
7
7
0
13
7
16
31
14
21

12
14
28
55
49
20
28
44
28
21
7

. .. Running Back, Aubrey
Gilstrap rushes for a first
down against the North
Lamar Panthers. Unfortunately, it was not enough
to overcome a 31-28 defeat.

VARSITY FOOTBALL
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LETS

Go Six

THE TRADIT ION CONTIN UES
even in the trying
times like the fourth
quarter we stuck by
each other and came
out district champs."
Q: Did you learn anything from playing
Warrior Football that
will help you later in
life?
A: "Yes, I learned that
if you don't play to
win what is the use of
playing," said Clay
Lowry senior.
Q: How did you feel as
a senior knowing that
this would be your last

. . . Running Back, Carlos
Gilstrap fights for that extra yard against the Commerce Tigers . After a hard
fought game the Warriors
came out victorious .
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time to play Warrior
Football?
A: "It was real sad for
me knowing that this
was the last year that I
would be able to play
football in high
school," said senior,
Jody Caraway.
Q: Did you feel it was
worth all the effort
and hard work put
forth? If given the
chance would you do
it again?
A: Alando Mason,
senior said, "I felt it
was worth the effort. I

... Defensive End, Chris
Redd and Defensive Tackle, Clay Lowery shows how
teamwork works by stopping a North Lamar Panther in his tracks.

would do it all again
because few things
can compare with
achieving a common
goal that you set out to
do as a group of people." Gunter Rodriguze, senior said, "I
would give my left
arm just to strap on a
helmet and go one
more quarter . . . I'd
give anything just to
play one more down.

. . . Receiver, Clint Backus
runs for a touchdown
against the Princeton Panthers. This assisted the
Warriors in their win over
Princeton.

. . . Safety, Travis Moss
stopped a Whitesborro
Bearcat short of a first
down. This helped to secure a win for the Warriors.

Line backer, Alando
Mason stopped any hopes
of the Whitesboro Bearcats
winning with this interception which came late in
the third quarter.
Quarter Back, Jody
Caraway is brushing up
the rough spots for the district championship game
against the Frisco Coons.

VARSITY FOOTBALL
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UNIOR VARSITY AND
FRESHMAN TEAMS IN
DISTRICT TITLES

J

the JV and freshman football teams took their respective district titles with a combined record of 13-4-1 and
showed that the proud tradition of the varsity team will
carry on.

Q: There are many reasons for
playing sports, why do you
play football?
A: "To get a chance to hit
someone when I play in
the game," said Jason
Sutherland, sophomore.
Q: What was the most important thing that the team
learned this year?
A: "We learned that by playing as a team and through
hard work we could accomplish our goals, said sophomore, Kenny Johnson.
Q: Winning a district title was
most likely a major goal
for the team, what goal did
you set as a player?

Freshmen- First Row: Mike Richey, Bryan Nichols, Jason Vandygriff, Kasy Vestal, Travis Roll,
Jeff Garcia, Don Colley, Shane
Clements, Bart Biggers, Lance Davis, 2nd Row- Scott Harrison,
Danny Justice, Claude Lewis,
Ryan Case, Nathan Hale, Will
Smith, Tony Crawford, Allan
Garica, Eddie Noga, John England, Casie Partridge, 3rd RowAndel Brown, Tim Gilstrap, Jason
Spindle, Chuck Neighbors, Dusty
Spencer, Mitchell Bennett, Bobby
Dress, Jon Kirkpatrick, Justin
Long, Andrea Smith
. . Andy Wood, Jon Kirkpatrick,
Brian Nicols and Jason Vandygriff pull an offensive play
against Sanger.
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A: Josh Hilliard, -sophomore
said, My goal was to just
play to the best of my ability.
Q: Practices are alot different
in high school than in junior high, list a few of the
differences.
A: In junior high we did not
have to practice as hard as
in high school. Practice in
high school was not only
harder but much more serious. The coaches really
pushed us to do our best,
said freshman, Nathan
Hale.
Q: What were some of the differences in practices when
you won in comparison to
when you lost?
A: The team spirit was not as
high when we lost as when
we won. When we did win,
we still had to work hard to
correct our mistakes, said
Andel Brown, freshman.

Q: Teams and players have
been known to have superstitions which they do before or after to help them
win, did you and/or the
team have any and what
were they?
A: My superstition was wearing the same Texas A&M
shirt and hat to the fieldhouse on gamedays. Our
team superstition was
touching the sign a hove
the varsity door as we went
onto the field, said sophomore, Rick Jamieson.
Q: What were your most
memorable moments of
the season?
A: Going undefeated in district and winning the district title were my most
memorable moments of
the season, said Tony
Crawford, freshman.

. .. A surpri sed Princeton defender watches as Clint H emby, rushing into the open field for a long
gain .
. . . A determined Ryan Case pursue s after a Princeton running
back near mid-field of a home
game.

Freshman
BHS
14
0

6
13

6
32

0
0

36
26
6
6

0

0

6
0

Opponent
Clarksville
North Lamar
Durant
Pottsboro
Princeton
Commerce
Sanger
Wylie

Junior Varsity
Opponent
BHS
6
Clarksville
7
6
North Lamar
0
12
Durant
6
0
Princeton
21
6
Commerce
14
6
Whitesboro
26
7
Wylie
47

Junior Varsity- First Row: Reid
Wilson, Chris Clark, Shawn Wegley, Blake Goode, Burney Roberts ,
Shawn Stephens, Charles Applin,
2nd- Josh Shockley, David Mcdonald, Josh Hilliard, Rob Hol man , Matt Richardson , Josh
McBroom, Brandon Reynolds ,
3rd- Charle s Motley , Clint
Hemby, Shawn Andrews, Jason
Sutherland, Wade Lowry, Kenny
Johnson, and Lee M icheal Bowman.
Quarterback Bobby Dress
goes back for a pass as Jeff Blain
and Jason Vandygriff block the
Sanger Indians.

JV/ FROSH FOOTBALL
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TEAM IMPROVES
. . . For the first time
in several years the
Warriorettes had a
winning season. A
combination of teamwork and determination carried them in to
the top five in their
district.
Q: What were practices like in the summer?
A: Kathy Parker said,
"They were very extensive but the team
members had indurance and the self-discipline to achieve our
goal of becoming a
good team."
Q: How did you feel
about the competition
in district?
A: "I felt that we were
equal with the competition in our district,

. . . with an outstanding
vertical jump, Kathy Parker spikes the ball to put the
Warriorettes on top 9-7 .

even though there A: "It felt great! Our
were some pretty team was ready for the
tough teams," said Pa- game and spirits were
tricia Yeager.
high. There was no
Q: What was the way we could loose,"
toughest team you said Kathy Pinkston.
played in district?
Q: How was high
A: "The toughest team school volleyball difwe played was Frisco. ferent than what you
They gave us some- though it might be?
thing to play against. A:"lt was much harder
They made us sweat," than what I thought.
There was a lot of fine
said Connie Deleon.
Q: How do you feel points that needed to
the season went this be perfected," said
Jodi Young.
year?
A: "I think the season Q: What was your
went very well this most memorable
year. I feel the team game?
made the improve- A: "When we played
men ts needed to make Commerce. It was a
a successful year next very intense game. We
year," said Kim Pack- played our hardest and
ard.
won against the disQ: How did it feel to trict champs," said
Lisa Allen.
beat Wylie?

Of THf

PURP
WARRJ .
. . . VARSITY: Coach Mary Smith, Jyl Griffin, Kathy Pinkston, Lisa Allen, Teresa
Ayers, Patricia Yeager, Kathy Parker, Connie Deleon, Kim Sherer
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. . . Lady Warrior Kathy
Pinkston bumps the ball,
while her teammate Kathy
Parker is ready to lend her
assistance .

VARSITY
OPPONENT
Wylie
Sanger
Pottsboro
Whitesboro
Princeton
Frisco
Commerce
Wylie
Sanger
Pottsboro
Whitesboro

BHS
0

1
1
2
2
2
2
0
2
0

1

2
2
2
0
0
0

1
2
0
2
2

JV
OPPONENT
Sanger
Whitesboro
Frisco
Wylie
Pottsboro
Commerce
Princeton

BHS
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

1

FROSH
OPPONENT
Sanger
Frisco
Pottsboro
Whitesboro
Wylie
Commerce
Princeton

BHS
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
0
0
0

1
0
0

Varsity player,
Kathy Parker digs the
ball as her teammates
Patricia Yeager, Lisa
Allen, and Jyl Griffin
prepare to back her
up.
With a great defensive play, Lisa Allen stops her opponents ball at the net.
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INNING TRADITION
CONTINUES AS CROSS
COUNTRY ADVANCES

. . . A winning tradition
continued this year as the
boys team claimed another
district title while the girls
hoped for advancing to regionals were crushed by a
loss at the district level.

Q.
A.

Q. How did you feel toward practices?
A. I enjoyed the practices
because I liked to rub
and we usually had a
good time, said Tim
Brown, Junior.
Q. What were the Leonard
Hills like?
A. " The hills were so
hard! You would start
out running slowly
and about half way
you would be dragging
along just to make it

.. . Lance Davis checks his
shoe laces while Don Colley, Glenn Carpenter, and
Jorge Ventura prepare to
warm up for the district
race.
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Q.

A.

up the hills. " Samantha Moss, Sophomore.
When you won the
Web Hill meet, how
did it make you feel?
" I felt great because I
have never came close
to winning a meet before and it gave me a
good feeling about myself." Mary Travanty,
Senior, said.
What was it like being
a freshman and competing in cross country
for the first time?
" Being a freshman and
getting the privilege of
running in the regional meet makes you feel
pretty good. The race
was hard but I was

. . . Josh Stephens is running the boys' practice
cross-country course.

proud just to be running in it," said Lance
Davis, Freshman.
Q . Do you feel your season was almost unsuccessful because you did
not make it to state?
A. " No, because we were
such a young team
with many freshman
members. We also had
to share our people
with so many other activities so we did not
have a lot of time to
practice. It takes a lot
of training to be really
successful although we
have won district all 5
years we have competed," Daniel Gorman,
Junior.

.. . The girls' cross-country team cheers on Daniel
Gorman and Seth Gorman
as they finish in District.

District Results
Girls Total- 11 Points
Terri Taylor- 17th
Jennifer Dudley- 18th
Mary Travanty- 19th
Sharon Dewoody- 28th
Racheal Maxwell-29th
Amy Roberts- 32nd
Boys Total- 18 Points
Tim Brown- 1st
Daniel Gorman- 2nd
Lance Davis- 3rd
Seth Gorman- 5th
Jorge Ventura- 7th
Glenn Carpenter- 8th
Lance Davis-1st Team
J.V.
Don Colley- 2nd Team
J.V.
Regionals
4th place - 146 points

. . . Placing first in District, Tim Brown advanced
to Regionals where the
team placed fourth overall.

CROSS COUNTRY
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OYS FINISH SECOND HALF
ONE GAME OUT OF PLAYOFFS

B

... even though the year
was not as successful as
in the past, the Varsity
made improvements and
came together as a team.

Q : The team did not
make the playoffs
this year, what do
you feel was the major reason(s)?
A: Kevin Blain, junior,
said " We were a
young team and had
not played together
before."
Q: Do you feel the team
improved this season? How?
A: Yes, because a lot of
the players on the
team received playing time, which
helped to prepare
them for next season," said junior,
Chris Redd.
Q : How do you feel
about the new gym?

A: Senior, Chad Mclerran said, " I think the
new gym is great,
but I wish they
would have built it
sooner."
Q: Which game this
season was your favorite and why?
A: " The game with
Sanger was my favorite because we
went out as a team
and got the job
done," said sophomore Chris Clark.
Q : Was there a game
that you would like
to forget? Which one
and why?
A: Travis Caraway, junior, said, "Pottsboro was the game
that I would most
like to forget because
they should not have
beaten us. It was
very embarrassing to
lose like that to a

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

team in front of your
home crowd."
Do you feel that you
improved as a player? How?
"Yes, I have learned
to play under the
pressure of the game
and not let it effect
me," said junior,
Chris Redd.
Do you feel the team
will make the playoffs next year?
John David Pilliod,
junior, said, "Yes,
this year the team
was young and inexperienced, but next
year we will have
players back who
have played Varsity
Basketball and will
know what to expect.
This experience will
help the team pull
together and make
the playoffs .

Varsity- L-R top: Coach White, Chris Broiles, Darrell
Whereman, Chad Mclerran, Travis Carawya, Kevin
Blain, Coach Hembree, Bottom: Chris Clark, Chris Redd.
Tim Brent, Kyle Clayton, and John David Pilliod
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. . . During time-outs , Coach
Hembree tells the Varsity team
the vitals to help win the game.

... Timmy Brent dribbles past a
Commerce defender in their home
meeting with the Tigers this year.

Opponent

Bonham

Paint Rock
Royse City
Prairieland
Rains
Pottsboro
Princeton
Commerce
Sanger
Whitesboro
Wylie
Frisco
Pottsboro
Princeton
Commerce
Sanger
Whitesboro
Wylie
Frisco

60
54
54
56
63
55
84
54
42
67
48
58
68
58
67
60
73
78

38
60
51
65
76
59
65
56
57
58
56
56
57
42
77
64
62
79

. .. Travis Caraway goes up for a
lay-up against Frisco in the new
gym .

VARSITY BOYS BASKETBALL
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UNIOR VARSITY, FRESHMAN
BASKETBALL TEAMS IMPROVE
PLAY

J

. . . Coach Fain instructs
Clay Smith, Kevin Blain,
Kyle Clayton, and other
boys on the team during a
time out.

Freshman team members
were: 1st row, Jeffery Garcia,
Todd Towe, Kasey Partridge,
Kasey Vestal, and Shane Clemen ts. 2nd row, Andel
Brown, Bart Biggers, Jake Elliott, Korey Green, Aaron
Simms, Ryan Case. 3rd row,
Dustin Kountz, Jason Spindle, Doug Leathers, Kevin
Whitehead, Chuck Neighbors, DeShawn Elliott, Coach
Don Anderson .
. . . Junior Varsity team members were: 1st row, Charlie Joe
Carey, Jon Sisk, David Morgan, Kyle Clayton, Jeff Kinkade, Shawn Stephens, Back
row, Coach Glen White, John
David Pilliod Klay Smith,
Chris Shastid, Jeff Mayfield,
David McDonald, Quincy
Wilson.

... Quincy Wilson drives
for a basket at an out of
town game.

Freshman
9B 30 Princeton 66
9B 45 Commerce 50
9B 23 Commerce 29
Junior varsity
JVB 63 Pottsboro 40
54
JVB 60 Rains
JVB 43 Princeton 46
JVB 51 Commerce 46
JVB 42 Commerce 46

... While practicing in the
new gym, Quincy Wilson
shoots a jump shot and
Charlie Joe Carey and David Morgan wait for the
ball.

JV /FROSH BOYS BASKETBALL
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V

ARSITY GIRLS PULL
RECORD UP IN SECOND
HALF OF PLAY

After a first half
struggle, the varsity
girls pulled out a 4-3
second half to end
their season with a record of 9-14.
Q. Do your workouts
differ whether you
win or lose?
A. When we won, we
would work on
what we messed up
on the most. When
we lose, we would
run more than in a
normal practice,
but we would also
work on the things
we played poorly

... Sabrina Howery
scrambles with a Frisco
Coon for the ball which
ended up in the Coons
hands.
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. .. Carrie Lawson catches
the ball as it is thrown inbounds, while Sharon
DeWoody tries to guard
the Frisco Coon.

on," Tammy Partridge.
Q. What was your
most memorable
game?
A. "The Commerce
game was because
there was 7 seconds left when we
inbounded the ball
and we were losing
by one. We inbounded and with
.02 seconds left, I
shot and we won
by one point,
Kathy Pinkston.
A. Pottsboro was the
game I most re-

member because
Julie Brown, which
was the team, expected to cream us
and instead she got
some of her own
medicine," Stephanie Helvey.
Q: Were you satisfied
with your season?
A: "I wish we could
have done better,
in some of our
games. But, being a
freshman and to
play on varsity I
am pretty much
satisfied," Sutton
Helvey.

. . . During a home game,
senior Stephanie Helvey
goes for two points while
being guarded by a Com-

merce Tiger. Charla Ritchey backs her up in case
of a rebound .

Varsity Girls

BHS
57

so
46
36

56
55
47
49
51
47

39
73
36
93
57
63
57
52
46
56

Opponent
Royce City
North Lamar
Royce City
Paris
Forney
Lake Dallas
Community
Bland
Royce City
Wylie

. . . Practicing during 7th
period in the new gym facilities, Angie Pinkston
worked on pivoting .
. . . It is a free throw attempt by Carrie Lawson
against the Frisco Coons.

GIRLS BASKETBALL
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JV -FROSH
Gain Experience During Tough Season
. . . with the new
gym being completed,
the freshmen and
sophomore girl basketball teams looked
forward to opening up
the season.
Q: How did you enjoy
playing in the new
gym?
A: "It was an experience and a real good
one too. It was nice to
know that I was one of
the first to play in it,"
said sophomore Sabrina Howery.
Q: What was the transition like from junior
high to high school?
A: "High school basketball is harder because there are not as
many people on the

team. The practices
were also a lot harder
because of lifting
weights, which we did
not do last year," said
freshmen Sharon
Dewoody.
Q: How did you feel
toward practices?
A: Sophomore, Carrie
Lawson said, "I loved
practices as much as
anyone. They can get
pretty rough but that
is what it takes."
Q: Did you feel you
worked well together
as a team?
A: "Yes, all of us have
noticed how much
better we are working
together. Everything
just seems to fall into
place," said sopho-

freshmen team: Sharon Dewoody, Sarah Beth
Ruffner, Jodi Young, Julie Baccus, Kim Packard, Coach
Mitchelle, Karen Newton, Coach Smith
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more Dawn Walker.
Q: Did you feel that as
a sophomore the
freshmen tried to pattern themselves after
you?
A: "Not really. I think
a lot of us learned
from the freshmen.
One thing we learned
was that hard work
was the only way to
get what you wanted,"
said sophomore Kristie Crowley.
Q: Are you looking
forward to basketball
next year?
A: Julie Baccus, freshman said, "Yes, just
because I love to
play."

... JV team: Angel Spagnola, Carrie Lawson, Robin Petty, Angie Pinkston, Shelly Barnes, Sabrina Howrey,
Coach Mithchelle, Cristy Crowley, Dawn Walker

.. . during the JV game Carrie Lawson attempts to retrieve the ball from a Frisco Coon.

JV

Opponent

42
18
30
22
30
37
20
41
27
43
34
26
27
35

Royce City
North Lamar
Royce City
Pottsboro
Prairiland
Commerce
Princeton
Commerce
Sanger
Commerce
Wylie
Whitesboro
Wylie
Frisco

Frosh

Opponent

20
35
16
49
29
37

North Lamar
S&S
Pottsboro
Commerce
Wylie
Commerce

28
45
41
34
59
38
27
51
49
47
18
26
34
31

25
38
33
16
25
13

. . . Shelly Barnes tries to
keep her opponent from
inbounding the ball.

JV/FROSH GIRLS BASKETBALL
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Bovs CAPTURE
NINTH STRAIGHT TITLE
. .. the Warriors continue their winning
tradition as they win
their ninth straight
year in district titles.
Q: Do you feel you
had a tradition to carry
on for winning district
the ninth year in a
row?
A: "Yes, we (the team)
were under a lot of
pressure knowing that
we could be the team
or not be the team to
break almost a decade
of champions" said
Carlos Gilstrap.
Q: How did you feel
once the team won the
district title?
A: "I felt that I had accomplished one of my
goals for the season.
This goal is just one

step away from a decade of champions "
said Aubrey Gilstrap.
Q: How did you feel as
a freshman getting to
run on the Varsity
sprint relay?
A: Timmy Gilstrap
said, "To run on any
track team is a privilage to me, but being a
freshman and getting
the chance to run with
the Bonjam Warriors
is a little bit more."
Q: How do you feel
you performed this
year?
A: "I think we performed well. Knowing
that we ran in the fastest an toughest region
made me feel good
about myself," said
Chris Broiles.

Q: Knowing that you
made it to State last
year and not making
out of regionals this
year, how did it affect
you?
A: "I just took it the
best way I could and
told myself if I tried
my best that was all I
could do," said Jason
Hayes.
Q: What goes through
your mind as you are
waiting for the starting gun?
A: Kevin Blain said,
" You are just concentrating on all the
things you learned
through the year, and
think a bout doing
your best."

... VARSITY TRACK (1st row) George Ventura, Wade Lowery, Jeff Burnett, Carl
Motley, Don Phillips, Aubrey Gilstrap, Chris Redd; (2nd row} Eddie Noga, Quincy
Wilson, Cody Adams, Justin Crawley, Kevin Blain, Timmy Gilstrap, Dusty Spencer,
Brett Lancaster, Ron Lee, Seth Gorman, Carlos Gilstrap, Daniel Gorman, Jason
Hayes
... Distance runner, Danial Gorman hussles to pass
his opponent to capture
second place.
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... Long jumping for the
Varsity boys, Chris Redd
captured first place at the
district meet

VARSITY BOYS
High Jump
3rd Chris Broils
6th Chris Redd
Pole Vault
1st Kevin Blain
3rd Ron Lee
6th Wade Lowery
Long Jump
1st Chris Redd
5th Chris Broils
Triple Jump
2nd Chris Redd
3rd Chris Broils
4th Quincy Wilson
3200m Run
1st Timmy Brown
2nd Danial Gorman
5th George Ventura
400m Relay
1st-43.10
Aubrey Gilstrap
Timmy Gilstrap
Carlos Gilstrap
Jason Hayes
800m Run
3rd Jeff Burnett
110m HH
1st Kevin Blain
5th Don Phillips
100m Dash
2nd Aubrey Gilstrap
3rd Carlos Gilstrap
400m Dash
3rd Jason Hayes
4th Carlos Gilstrap
300m H
1st Kevin Blain
2nd Don Phillips
6th Travis Moss
200m Dash
3rd Jason Hayes
4th Aubrey Gilstrap
1600m Run
1st Danial Gorman
3rd Timmy Brown
1600m Relay
4th - 3:35.13
Timmy Gilstrap
Don Phillips
Quincy Wilson
Jeff Burnett

. .. Varsity hurdler, Kevin
Blain walks off the track
after a disappointing loss
at Regionals

VARSITY TRACK
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YOU NG WARRIORS
WIN DISTR ICT TITLE
hard work is the
key to success. With
hard work and dedication the young warriors claimed their
first district title.
Q: How did it feel
winning the district title?
A: Nathan Hale said,
"It was a time-stopping experience. It felt
great knowing that all
our team work really
paid off."
Q: Do you think you
will continue the tradition of winning district titles or be the
team to break the tradition?
A: "I think we will
keep on winning because the pride we

have for being a Purple Warrior will not
let us loose," said Ashley Wright.
Q: How do you feel
being part of the Purple Warrior winning
tradition?
A: "I think it is an
honor being able to
run under the name of
this team," said Lance
Davis.
Q: What was the transition like from junior
high to high school?
A: Bart Biggers said,
"Corning up from junior high was very
tough. There is a lot
more expected of you
in high school in order
that we may keep a
winning tradition."

... Training is a key element in track. This is what
Joshua Stephens is doing
in order to get in shape.

Q: What goes through
your mind as you are
starting your event?
A: "I am just concentrating on doing my
best and corning out a
winner," said Nathan
Hale.
Q: How do you feel
you performed this
year as an individual?
A:"I think I done well,
but if I had tried
harder I could have
done better," said
Kenny Johnson.
Q: Are you looking
forward to next year?
A: "Yes! I want to be
part of the team that
will be a decade of
champions," said
Chris Clark.

JV (1st row): Brian Crawford, Charles Motley, Ashley Wright, Bumy Roberts,
Kenny Johnson; 2nd row: Blake Goode, Corey Baker, Josh Hilliard, Chris Clark, Jason
Sutherland, Rick Jamieson; 3rd row: Matt Richardson, Brett Willis, Chris Spindle,
Jason Fox, Josh McBroom
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DISTRICT·
Freshmen team

... Running anchor leg for the mile relay, Jeff Burnett just passes his opponent to take
a second place win.

Discus

1st Chuck
Neighbors
High jump
2nd Casey Vestal
4th Jason
Vandergriff
5th Lance Davis
Long jump
2nd Lance Davis
Triple jump
5th Ryan Case
Pole Vault

1st Case Vestal
3rd Allen Garcia
3200m run

1st Lance Davis
2nd Bobby Dress
3rd Don Colley
400m relay

2nd Allen Garcia
Bart Biggers
Ryan Case
Chuck
Neighbors
800m run

1st Ryan Case
3rd Jason
Vandergriff
6th Justin Long
110m HH

4th Shane Clements
5th Danny Justice
6th Nathan Hale
100m dash
1st Chuck Neighbors
3rd Casey Vestal
4th Bart Biggers
400m dash
1st Allen Garcia
300m IH
2nd Shane Clements
4th Danny Justice
200m dash
4th Casey Vestal
5th Jason
Vandergriff
6th Bart Biggers
1600m run
1st Lance Davis
2nd Bobby Dress
3rd Don Colley
1600m relay
1st Allen Garcia
Ryan Case
Casey Vestal
Chuck
Neighbors

JV

. .. Frosh row 1: Jeff Garcia, Casey Vestal, Shane Clements, Lance Davis; 2nd row: Allen
Garcia, Nathan Hale, Bobby Dress, Ryan Case, John England 3rd row Jason Vandergriff, Bart Biggers, Danny Justice, Chuck Neighbors, Don Colley, Justin Long

400m relay
3rd Ashley Wright
Chris Spindle
Corey Baker
Chirs Clark
100m dash
4th Ashley Wright
400m dash
4th David Morgan
6th Burney Roberts
200m dash
4th Chris Spindle
1600m Relay
4th David Morgan
Blake Goode
Burney Roberts
Chris Spindle

JV /FROSH TRACK
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R

AYFORD JUMPS INTO
STATE MEET, PLACES
FIFTH

... Although the girls
track teams were
small, this year with
only two Varsity
members and an exceptionally small junior varsity number,
the teams did well and
there were many individual successes.

Q: How do you feel
about three being
only two people on
the varsity team?
A: "I was very disappointed. We have a
lot of good athletes
in High School
that can run. After
having been a two
successful track
teams, it's a big let
down to go from

. . . Taking a time-out
from the meet to rest and
get a ray or two of sun before the finals start are Jennifer Dudley, Terri Taylor,
and Mary Tavanty.
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. . . Lesa Rayford takes a
time out to smile before
preparing herself to run
the finals at Regionals held
at Commerce, Texas.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

state material to no
state." Lesa Rayford, Varsity.
Did you enjoy running junior varsity
track?
"Yes, I looked forward to running
track because it is
one of the only
things I do well."
Jennifer Dudley,
Junior Varsity.
What meet did you
remember the
most?
"The meet I remembered most
was district because of the tornado warning and it
getting postponed
until Monday."
Carrie Reeves, Ju-

nior Varsity.
Q: Do you plan on
running track next
year? Why or why
not?
A: "Yes, because it
was a lot of fun at
the meets, even
though practice
was kind of hard."
Terri Taylor, Junior Varsity.
Q: Were the workouts
hard?
A: "The workouts
were very hard at
the beginning of
the season, but as
we got in better
shape they just
seemed to get easier and easier."
April Miller, Junior Varsity.

. . . Jennifer Dudley, freshman, runs the 200m dash
with an effort to ward off
the Farmersville girl. Jennifer placed third at the
Frisco Coons meet .
. . . With an effort, Mary
Travanty approaches the
end of her race.

Varsity Girls
Team Finish
7th Bonham 35pts.
Triple Jump
1st Lesa Rayford
Long Jump
4th Lesa Rayford
800m
6th Mary Travanty
100m
1st Lesa Rayford
200m
1st Lesa Rayford
(1st and 2nd places
advance to regionals)
Regionals
Triple Jump
2nd Lesa Rayford
State
Triple Jump
5th Lesa Rayford
36'6" ¾

. . . Crystal Furrh, Mary
Travanty, Terri Taylor,
and Sharon DeWoody
walk through the infield
preparing themselves for
the 800 meter run.

GIRLS TRACK
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. . . Stephan ie Helvey tries
to get under the ball on the
return of a serve at a Sherman tournam ent.

..

.

. . . While playing at the
net, Don Phillip s approache s to make a volley.
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. . . Jason Dudley focuses
on the ball as he serves
during the district tournament.

.

.

. . . David McDon ald follows through after a shot
from the baseline .

T

ENNIS TEAMS SWEEP DISTRICT MEDALS
AND ADVANCE TO REGIONALS

Tennis teams dominated the district meets
winning a majority of
the medals given away.

Q:
Q: Do you feel that the
Varsity team did
well in district this
year? J.V.:
A: "You can't do much
better. J.V. won 23
out of 24 medals given away, and Varsity
won district. I want
to do the same thing
next year," Mrs.
Phillips.
Q: How did Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtle
Pies affect the outcome of the tournament?
A: I began eating them
before each tournament. Everyone
thought they gave us

... After hitting a powerful groundstroke, Bret Willis staggers to stay on his
feet.

A:

Q:
A:

good luck, so everyone stated ea ting
them. Brett Willis Jr.
- Varsity
Do you plan to continue your tennis career after you graduate?
"Yes, I would like to
play in college and I
plan to keep playing
the rest of my life."
Stephanie Helvey
Sr. - Varsity
"Did the weather effect the practices and
tournaments much?
"The practices were
mostly conditioning
practices if it rained.
We were fortunate
enough to have sunny days most of the
season, so we could
get on-court practice." Ty Latham Jr. -

J.V.
Q: Do you feel that a
Fall season tennis
program would help
the team play better
during the district
competition in the
Spring?
A: "Yes, In tennis, the
more practice you
get the better we can
become. It helps a lot
to play tournaments
year round. David
McDonald Soph. Varsity
Q: Did you achieve all
you wanted to this
year?
A: "I achieved a lot by
winning in district.
Going to regionals
was one of my
goals." Jason Dudley
Sr. Varsity

... Varsity tennis team: 1st row: Kellie Young, Jamie Vestal, Kirn Shereer, 2nd row:
Leslie Smith, Kathy Parker, Stephanie Helvey, Sutton Helvey, Ariana Thiele, Courtney
Ely, Robbie Young, 3rd row: Danna Phillips, Jeff Burnett, David McDonald, Seth
Gorman, Bret Lancaster, Bret Willis, Don Phillips, Jason Dudley, Ian Daubach, and
Travis Moss.
Junior Varsity tennis team: 1st row: Bonnie Parsons, Jyl Griffin, Shelly Garner, Janay
Hicks, Sean Horton, Kristel Vaught, Chrissy Clements, Sara Moss, Robin Franklin,
Jennifer Harris, Mana Anderson, Todd Towe, 3rd row: Mrs. Danna Phillips, Cody
Murray, Corey Green, Todd Lancaster, Scott Ashby, Dustin Kountz, Ty Latham, Jason
Stephens.

DISTRICT GOLF
Boys
1st Bonham 643
2nd Wylie 707

1st Kyle Clayton-156
2nd Jon Sisk-160
3rd Chris Clark-162
Tim Brent-166
Ryan Case-172
Charlie J. Carey-179
Girls
2nd Bonham
3rd Jennifer Lewis-98
Julie Baccus-105
Shelly Garner-109
Melissa Patton-111
Dawn Walker-118
Misty Hix-128
REGIONAL GOLF
Boys
Team finished-2nd

G

OLFERS PLACE FIFTH AT
STATE CLAYTON TIES FOR
SIXTH

... Yet another trip to
state was made by the
boys golf team and the
girls advanced to regionals.
Q: What were some
goals the team had?
A: " Our goal was to get
back to the state
meet. It was what we
all wanted ," Tim
Brent said.
Q: When did you first
realize what you
could accomplish?
A: "After the first day
of regionals and I
was at a [oint and
we realize that state

6th Kyle Clayton-155
7th Jon Sisk-157
Chris Clark-161
Tim Brent- 164
Ryan Case-171
Girls
Team finished-11th

Julie Baccus-200
Milissa Patton-219
Dawn Walker-230
Shelly Garner-237
Jennifer Lewis-237
State Golf
Boys
5th place tied
with Hardin-Jefferson
T earn score-666

Kyle Clayton-157
Tim Brent-179
Chris Clark-168
Jon Sisk-169
Ryan Case-177
Individual competition
6th Kyle Clayton
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... Boys Golf team members were Kyle Clayton,
Timmy Brent, Jon Sisk,
Coach Steve Hembree,
Chris Clark, Ryan Case,
and Charlie Joe Carey.
. . . Timmy Brent hits a
few balls and warms up before the state tournament
begins.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

could be a reality,"
Chris Clark.
What did it feel like
to go to state?
" It was an experience
and definitely something to remember.
It was the third year
in a row for the team
to go so that was also
special," Chris Clark
What were the goals
of the girls' golf
team?
" Our goal for the
season was to make
it through district
and at least take second in the meet,"
Melissa Patton.

Q : When did you realize your success?
A: "We thought we had
a chance to advance
to regionals all year,
but we really realized
our chances when we
totalled and our
score after the first
round of district,"
Shelly Garner.
Q : How did it feel to go
to district?
A: It was a little scary
because the girls we
were competing
against were really
good," Melissa Patton.

. . . Ryan Case and Chris
Clark practice teeing off in
prepara tion for the days'
tournam ent.

. . . Girls golf team members were Shelly Garner,
Julie Baccus, Dawn Walker, Melissa Patton, Jennife r
Lewis, and Misty Hix .
. . . Before the state meet in
Austin, 6th place individ ualist Kyle Clayton hits a
few balls with Jon Sisk.

GOLF
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B
. . . Making a hit against
the Wylie Pirates, Chris
Broiles follows through on
his swing.

Darrell Weherm ann
checks the signals from
first base before coming up
to bat.
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ASEBALL TE AM PULLS
TOGETHER FOR WI NN ING
SEA SO N

... The team changes sides
after an inning and prepare
to bat against the Wylie Pirates.

Baseball
BHS
3
11
7
6
1
7
9

13
2

10
10

. . . Cody Miller heads for
third base guarded by
Whitesboro player as
Coach Nick Jones signals
him to slide.

5
5
9
4

11
10

6
6
7
7
7

Opponent
Wylie
Commerce
Sanger
Princeton
Frisco
Pottsboro
Whitesboro
Commerce
Wylie
Princeton
Sanger

... After the inning, players prepare to take the field
against the Wylie Pirates.

BASEBALL
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.. . Football Banquet Award Winners: Gunter Rodriquez, Sportsmanship award; Chris Broiles, Outstanding
Defensive Back; Jody Caraway, MVP and Warrior Award; Chris Redd, Outstanding Offensive Back; Alando
Mason, Outstanding Offensive Lineman; Cody Adams, Outstanding Defensive Lineman; Brad Nichols, Purple
Heat Award.

••••

. . . At the Spring Banquet Jyl Griffin and Darrell Wehrmann received the KFYN Sportsmanship Awards.
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.. . Winning the Progressive Citizen Athletes of the year
were Chris Redd and Lesa Rayford .

. . . Spring Sports Banquet winners were: Kathy Pinkston, Girls Basketball MVP; Theresa Ayers, Volleyball MVP; Jason
Dudley, Tennis MVP; Jennifer Lewis, Golf MVP; Kyle Clayton, Golf MVP; Terri Taylor, Cross Country MVP; Daniel
Groman, Cross Country MVP; Mary Travanty, Cross Country MVP, Track MVP; Stephanie Helvey, Tennis MVP,
Basketball MVP; Timmy Brown, Cross Country MVP; Lesa Rayford, Track MVP; Chris Broiles, Baseball MVP; Jyl
Griffin, KFYN Sportsmanship; Jason Hayes, Boys Track MVP; Lisa Frambes, Choir; Chriss Redd, Boys Basketball;
Darrell Wehrman, Sportsmanship, KFYN .

SPORTS AWARDS
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. . . Football Sweetheart
nominee s were Nik i
Sitzler, Amy Compton, and
Carol Ann Cochran.

State
Competitor s

Girls Track
Lesa Rayford

Boys Golf
Chris Clark
Kyle Ckayton
Jon Sisk
Ryan Case
Timmy Brent
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... Senior Jody Caraway
escorted Senior Amy
Compton who was
crowned Football Sweetheart during halftime ceremonies.

BONH AM SCHO OL
STAN DINGS 1990-9 1 FOR
DISTRICT l0AAA
Football Champions
Varsity ... 6 consecutive trips to the playoffs
Junior varsity
Freshman
Boys Track Champions
Varsity ... 9 consecutive titles
Junior varsity
Freshman
Boys Golf ... 9 consecutive titles
Girls Golf Regional Qualifiers
Boys Tennis
Varsity ... 3 district titles
Junior Varsity
Girls Tennis
Varsity
Junior Varsity
Boys Cross Country
Only district champs since lOAAA cross
country began.

BOYS CLAIM ALL-DISTRICT
HONO RS
The 1990 l0AAA
All-Distric t awards
were announce d
Thurs. Nov. 29.
First team offense
were as follows: junior
Travis Caraway, tight
end; senior, Jason
Hayes, wide receiver;
junior, Chris Redd,
running back; and junior, Carlos Gilstrap,
running back.
Those on the first
team defense were as
follows: senior, Clint
Backus, defensive end;
junior, Cody Adams,

defensive lineman;
senior, Alando Mason,
linebacker; and junior,
Aubrey Gilstrap who
was a unanimous
choice in the secondary.
The Warrior coaching staff was also honored by receiving the
Staff of the Year along
with the Sanger Staff.
On the second team
offense were: senior,
Carl Motley, offensive
lineman; senior, Travis Moss, wide receiver;
and junior Aubrey

Gilstrap, running
back.
The Second team
defense players were
as follows: junior,
Chris Redd, defensive
end; and senior, Jason
Hayes, secondary.
Those who were
honorable mention
were as follows: senior, Justin Crawley,
offensive tackle; senior, Brad Nichols, nose
guard; and senior Clay
Lowery, de fen si ve
tackle.

•

All-Distr ict
Awards
Volleyball
First teamSr. Teresa Ayres
Second teamSr. Kathy Pinkston
Honorable Mention
Sr. Lisa Allen

Boys Basketball
First Team
Jr. Chris Redd
Jr. Travis Caraway
Honorable Mention
Sr. Chris Broiles

Girls Basketball
First Team
Sr. Stephanie Helvey
Sr. Kathy Pinkston
New Comer of the
Year
Sutton Helvey
Honorable Mention
Sr. Katina Givens
Sr. Tereas Ayres
Charla Ritchey

Baseball

. .. During one of the final
pep rallies, Coach Mary
Smith presents her senior
volleyball players, Teresa
Ayres, Kathy Pinkston and
Lisa Allen with roses.

First Team
Jr. Jarrett Munger
3rd baseman
Jr. Corey Baker
Catcher
Second Team
Sr. Chris Broiles
Pitcher
Sr. Darrell Wehermann
First Baseman
Honorable Mention
Jr. Kevin Blain
Shortstop

SPORTS AWARD S
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oming activities were a new expe
en as they chant before the sea
n.
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erry and M~. Kim
isappointed over not
ing contest at Christm

ON E OU T
OF MA NY
0

0

0

This has been the year for change, and for individualis m among the students of this school. This
year has meant to them, and what it was like. The
reactions received were basically continuo us, but
some were out of the ordinary . Students generall y
reflected on the good aspects of their year, but a
few chose to tell the bad points.
Seniors tell of their plans for the future, and are
also explaine d what to expect. Also, a number of
the senior class rememb er for us what it was like
to have that first wreck. What you will find out
can be rather humorou s and interesti ng.
Juniors are asked to tell about what they eat and
how they think it affects their moods during the
day. The selection of food definitel y differs from
person to person and from mood to mood.
Sophom ores describe the new unisex styles and
give their views on how they differ from other
styles. Some people believe it is a way of showing
individu alism, and other think it is a way to rebel.
The new freshme n class doesn't get out of the
house as much as the older students , so they
watch a lot more televisio n. Do they become T.V.
junkies? Well, we asked them first and then told
them what one was. Freshme n have to adjust to
the new school and some of the things that go
along with it. A big problem is the lockers. Size,
location, and locks all come into affect when describing the conflicts .
As you grow older and grow wiser, you begin to
realize that you are One Out Of Many and that is
what is happeni ng to the students of Bonham
High School.

membunce of t
udents serving 1n
sert Storm . Mn, G
speci• l edun110

•d th• bull•11n

DIVIS ION
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My senior year has been one of learnin g
the realities of life
/ /

... do you admire the most
as a senior?
"The senior I admire most is me.
The reason being because I like
me. Even though there is area for
improvem ent, I admire me the
most," Robert Ransom.

.. . do you admire the most
as a senior?
" I suppose the person I admire
the most as a senior would be
Robin Franklin for being able to
handle all the responsibi lities
handed to her when her parents
left for Germany during the crisis in the Middle East," Kari Edgar.
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My senior year has been
one of the most interesti ng
years of my life. I think is that
all if the cliques that students
and parents spend so much
time forming start to diminish .
Everyon e realizes that there is a
place beyond Bonham High
School. My only regret is that I
·could not have made these
friends sooner. My senior year
has been one big stress test.
Bonham High School is a good
place to learn the realities of
life. My senior year has been
the year to deal with a few of
them.
Stephan ie Helvey
. .. To tell you the truth-yo ur
senior year is nothing you expect it to be! All you believe it
should be is exactly opposite of
what you get. The only asset is
you're cruising out of ol' BHS.
You gain new friends- you lose
some old friends, you lose some
new friends, and you renew
some old friendsh ips. But why?
You may never see them again.
Just don't expect too much!!!
Daniel Terry
.. . Your senior year is not at all
what you plan it to be. I had
always planned to have a blowoff schedule so I could take it
easy, but I don't have any easy
classes. I am constant ly busy. It
was also a let down not having
a gym for pep rallies or anything!! There have been some
good parts through the year;
like dances and the Senior Play.

The all-night bonfire and all of
Homeco ming week was O .K.,
too!!
Niki Sitzler
. .. My senior year has been
fun and sad at the same time. It
was sad knowing that this
would be my last year to play
football or run track. It would
be my last bonfire and things of
that nature. It has also been fun
because of the Homeco ming
week and the Senior play. All
and all, it has been a fun year.
Don Phillips
. .. I have to admit my senior
year holds many precious
memorie s of its own. It is something to look forward to, live it
while you have it in your
hands, but let it go when the
time comes. We have followed
many and there are many more
followin g us. Achieve and do
all you want before your senior
year ends, or you will be very
disappoi nted.
Stefanie Kountz
.. . My senior year has been
thrilling , exciting, fascinati ng,
a blast, a waste ... and all the
other adjective s I don' t have
time to write!
Chad Mclerra n
My senior year has been a
total blast. Nothing but good
times and wild times. I
wouldn' t trade them for the
world.
Clay Lowrey

Lisa AllenVolleyball, Basketball, Track,
Young Life, SADD, Foreign
Language Club
Maria AndersonBand, Tennis, Totem Poll,
Foreign Language, Math/
Science.
Randy AtchleyFootball, FFA, Rodeo Club
Teresa AyersSADD, ITS, Track, UIL,
Basketball, Volleyball

Clint BaccusFootball, SADD
Kristie BakerRodeo Club, Cosmotology,
VICA, SADD, Drill Team,
Young Life, Math/Science,
Foreign Language
Greg BallardD.E.
Tricia BriganceFHA, DECA, Rodeo Club

Chris BroilesGolf, Football, Basketball,
Track, Baseball, Student
Council, Campus Life
Jody CarawayFootball, Track, Student
Council, Baseball, PAL
Jimmy CarpenterM ath/Science, UIL, Campus
Life
Teresa CaylorRodeo Club, SADD,
Coushatta, Totem Poll, BPA
Jennifer ChildersSADD, FHA, Drill Team,
Campus Life, Math/Science,
Cosmotology, Rodeo Club
Donna Clark
Katina Clark
Carol Ann CochranCheerleader, Class Officer,
Student Council, Campus Life,
Rodeo Club, Track, Math/
Science, Homecoming Queen,
NHS, FHA, SADD, Who's
Who

Steven Colley
Amy ComptonStudent Council, Basketball,
Track, Cheerleader, Football
Sweetheart, Homecoming
Queen, Class Officer, Campus
Life
Justin CrawleyFootball, Track, Warham
Michael Crumby

SENIORS
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James Daniel
Sharon Davis
Brian Deets
Scott Dobbles

Jason DudleyStudent Council, Football,
Tennis
Kari EdgarTotem Poll, Track, SADD,
UIL, Math/Science, Flag
Corp, Campus Life, Foreign
Language
Stephanie Estepp
Lisa FrambesNHS, UIL, ITS, Choir, Math/
Science

Robin FranklinTennis, Foreign Language,
SADD, Math/Science
Katina GivensStudent Council, SADD,
Basketball, Track,
Cheerleader, Math/Science,
Campus Life, Class Officer,
Homecoming Princess
Chris Gowens
Devon Haggard

Stuart Hall
Stacy HanceBand, VOE, SADD, BPA,
Basketball manager, Campus
Life
Jeanette Harper
Jason HayesSADD, Student Council,
Track, Football, Basketball,
Campus Life

Stephanie HelveyBasketball, Math/Science,
Tennis, Who's Who
Brandon Hibberd
Randy HibberdFootball, Track, Drama Club,
Spanish Club
Janay HicksStudent Council, Cheerleader,
SADD, FHA, Who's Who,
Homecoming Princess, UIL,
Class Officer, Math/Science,
Campus Life
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WHO ...
Billy Higgin~
Misty Hix- Band, UIL Flag
Corps, Totem Poll, SADD,
Math/Science

Beth Hopp
Andrea Jebens- DECA

. . . do you consider to be
the class clown?

" Katina Givens because she
likes to "clown" around.' Janay
Hicks.
Mark Keene- DECA
Joe King

Have You Had Your First Wreck?
There always comes that dreaded time in a teenagers life when
they have their first wreck. But, you have to ask yourself this
simple question: Is the wreck the worst part, or the phone call to
your parents?
"Well, I have to say the wreck was the worst part, because my
dad seemed understanding about it," said Kristie Baker.
Almost everyone has a little fender bender in their lifetime, but
it always seems to be much worse when you are a teenager.
Especially to the parents!
"My parents were mad because someone else wrecked my car,
and I had let them drive," said Rachel Thompson.
Excuses come in handy when little incidents occur. Teenagers
always seem to blame the other person. Why do they do this?
"Teenagers will do what they have to do to stay out of trouble,"
said Daniel Terry.
All in all, after it's over with, and your parents come around,
you still ask yourself this question: Why Me? Well, who knows!!
So, drive carefully.

. . . do you consider to be
the class clown?
"Brett Lancaster because he is always making people laugh,"
Robin Franklin.

SENIORS
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WHO.

Mary King
Stephanie KountzStudent Council, Band, Flag
Corp, Math/Sc ience, Track,
Cross-Country, UIL, ITS,
Campus Life, Homecoming
Princess, Who's Who

Richard Laburda
Brett Lancaster- Student
Council, SADD, Math /Scie nce,
Football, Basketball , Track

... Who do you think best
dresses for the nineties?

"Daniel Terry, because he has
style!" Stefanie Kountz.
David Langford- FFA, D.E.
Robert Lehew

WILL YOU GO TO YOUR 10 YEAR
CLASS REUNION?

... Who do you think best
dresses for the nineties?
"Arny Compton, she keeps up
with the latest fashions," Leslie
Smith.
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Some people look at their ten year reunion with mixed emotions. When you are a senior, most people have high expectations
of what the future will hold for them.
"I want to have a big house, a lot of money, and a nice family,"
Cody Miller.
Maybe you will be a doctor, lawyer, or a successful business
person. If you do become successful, sure, you are going to look
forward to going to your reunion and showing everyone what you
have become. Other people who don't turn out so successful
hesitate about going.
"I would go no matter what, because if they are your friends it is
not going to matter if you are successful or not," Stephanie Caraway.

Some people go just to see how others turn out. Like the people
you never expected to have a family or be so well off. Over ten
years there will have been lots of changes. Some may not be so
good, but others will be for the best. Through all the comparing of
lives, the reunion is just a time to get back in touch with old
friends, and just have a good time!!

Jenny LemonsRodeo Club, Campus Life,
Tennis, Totem Poll
Jennifer LewisRodeo Club, Track, Campus
Life, Student Council,
Cheerleader, Math/Science,
SADD, Class Officers, Foreign
Language, UIL, Who's Who
Larissa LightfootBTO, Campus Life, DECA,
Drama Club
Jeremy Lightfoot
Clay LoweryRodeo Club, FFA. Football,
Class Officer
Alando MasonFootball, Student Council,
Track, Basketball, PAL, SADD,
Campus Life, NHS, Who's
Who
Tracy McCutcheonVOE, Totem Poll
Chad McLerranBasketball, Football. Student
Council, NHS, Who's Who

Joe Mereworth
Cody MillerFootball, FFA, Baseball
Travis MossFootball, Student Council,
M ath/Science, NHS
Carl Motley Jr.Football, Track, Who's Who

Roy NeatheryFFA
Brad NicholsFootball, Basketball, Baseball,
Student Council, FT A,
Tomahawk, Track, D.E.
Tammy NicholsRodeo Club, VOE, Campus
Life, Band, Twirler
Ashely PartridgeDrill Team, Cheerleader

Keith Partridge
Tammy Partridge
Steve Peters
Don PhillipsFootball, Track, Tennis

SENIORS
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Doug Ph1llipsBand, Math/Science, Campus
Life
Kathy Pinkston
Basketball, Volleyball, Rodeo
Club
Richard Pratt
Robert RansomFootball, PAL. Student
Council, Track, SADD,
Coushatta, UIL, Campus Life,
Who's Who

Gina ReeseMath Science, Rodeo Club,
Campus Life, UIL, Tennis,
1000 club
Rickey Robbins- Drama, Band
Jeff RobinsonFFA. Rodeo Club, DECA
Stephanie RobinsonChoir, Cosmetology

Gunter Rodnguez- Football,
Student Council, Math/
Science, SADD, Track
Melissa RushingMath/Sdence, Coushatta,
VOE, Campus Life, UIL
Chris SaccoBand, Campus Life
John Shelley

Kristie ShenoldChoir, Drama, SADD, BTO,
Campus Life
John ShockleyFootball, Track
Niki SitzlerStudent Council, Cheerleading,
Math/Science, UIL, Cross
Country, Track, NHS, Campus
Life, SADD
Leslie SmithStudent Council, Campus Life,
Band, Twirler, Drum Major,
Tennis, Math/Science, !UL,
SADD, NHS, Class Officer,
Foreign Language

Daniel TerryFootball, Basketball, Track,
SADD, UIL, Campus Life
Ariana ThieleVolleyball, Tennis, Math/
Science, Foreign Language
Joe Thomas
Racheal Thompson
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Kelly ToweryTrack, BPA, SADD,' Drill
Team, Campus Life
Mary TravantySADD, Track, Math/ Science,
Totem Poll, Drama Club,
Foreign Language, CrossCoun try
Melissa TraylorCosmotology, Choir, D E.,
Upward Bound
Jeff ValimontFFA

Jason Vissage- Drama
Jonna WallaceRodeo Club, FFA, Choir,
Basketball , Math / Science,
Campus Life, NHS, Track,
UIL, 1000 Club
Racheal Warren
Darrell WehrmannBaseball, Basketball, Student
Council

Gayland WilliamsFootball, Track
Robbie YoungDrill Team, FHA, Student
Council, Math/ Science,
Foreign Language, SADD,
Class Officer
Deborah Charron
Leslie Hale

Leah Lair
Johnnica Tanner
Stephanie CarawayFHA, Student Council, FCA,
Basketball, Track Mgr,
Volleyball, Drill Team, French
Club Pres., FHA Vice
President

Picture Not Available:
Duana Jani s
DeLeana Kirby
Ku rt Klau s
Justin Lawhan
Bobby Roberts
Charles Spradlye
Cindy Victory
Bradly Williams

JUNIORS
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We are uppercl assmen and are enJoy1ng
the privileg es
/ /

... do you admire the most
as a junior?
"Well, I would imagine that
above any others, my closest
friends. Of course, I can't help
but admire the most beautiful
girls of our class. I think my admiration is reserved for people
who I am not acquainted with.
When you know a person, you
realize that they deserve appreciation more than admiratio n,"
John Carpenter .

... do you admire the most
as a junior?
"Lesa Rayford - she always has
something nice to say about
someone, and she is always so
happy," Katie Passanisi.
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.. . My junior year has, by far,
been the most inspirati onal
year of high school yet. It was
the year my grades finally started to look good, when I finally
decided what to do with my life,
and when I found a steady girlfriend. I also realize that after
this year there is only one more
to go. Even though most of my
friends are graduati ng, I am
still looking forward to the
summer.
Kris Stubsten
This year has been terrific
and terrible. One thing that is
good is that I get an open campus lunch when I want, but another aspect is that I've had to
go to the office twice. The first
time was for putting my foot on
the wall in the hall, (Major Offense!) and the other was for
saying "yes sir" to a particula r
teacher. Now I ask you: Could
school get any better than that?
J.D. Killion
My junior year has been a
lot of things. It has been fun
and exciting, yet sad. I have
made new friends, and as a result, lost a few. The work is
harder, but next year will be easier. I guess when I think about
it, this year has been the BEST!
Robyn Darton

. . . This year has been the
best of all yet. All of the people in our class have become
so much closer this year than
we have ever been before. It
has, of course, had its bad
points, but overall you could
call it great.
Carrie Morgan
This year has been a lot
different . We are uppercla ssmen and we get to enjoy the
privilege s. I have had a lot of
fun with all of my friends
this year, but it is depressi ng
to think we only have one
year left together as a real
class.
Bonnie Parsons
My junior year has
meant having a lot of fun and
enjoying being an upperclassmen . I can't wait until
next year so I will be a senior.
Ian Daubach
.. . Being a junior has meant
a lot of work and a lot of fun.
The closenes s of our class
this year surprise s me, but
I'm glad and hope it will stay
with us through next year.
I've had a lot of memorie s
from this year alone that I
will probably always remember. Some good and some
bad, but they are all memories. Being a junior was fun,
and I hope being a senior will
mean the same thing .
Shelly Garner

Cody Adams
Stacey Andrew
Scott Ashby
George Applin
Kristy Babers
Angela Baker
Corey Baker

Karon Baker
Galen Ballard
Amy Barker
Jason Barnes
Tracy Bennet
Jason Biggs
Daneasha Bittle

Kevin Blain
Tracy Bragg
Michelle Brewer
Timmy Brent
Timmy Brown
Jeff Burnett
Travis Caraway

John Carpenter
Jessica Cavender
Kyle Clayton
Crissi Clements
Rebecca Clemmons
Kevin Cox
Brian Crawford

Ke nny Cupp
Amberly Daniel
Robyn Darton
Ian Daubach
Donna Davis
Tamara Davis
Terrence Davis

Connie Deleon
Jason Dudley
Melissa Duncan
Chris Durham
Court ney Ely
Racheal Farris
Britta Fieni tz

Jason Fox
Crystal Furrh
Rodger Furtch
Shelly Garner
Aubrey Gilstrap
Carlos Gilstrap
Daniel Gorman

Jyl Griffin
Becky Hall
Amy Harris
Jennifer Harris
Brandon Hi,bbard
Leeann Higginbotham
Richie Hilliard
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Hatton Humphrey
Melissa Hutchins
Danielle Hyatt
Steven Jennings
Michelle Jones
JD Killion
Subeth Kirk

Todd Lancaster
Mark Landers
Ty Latham
Ron Lee
Stacy Lehde
Sabrina Maples
Jeff Mayfield

Karen McDonald
Jeremy McMillion
Kristi McVay
Michael McVay
LaRhonda Mitchell
Carrie Morgan
Jarrett Munger

Stephen Murder
David Nelson
Stephanie Nichols
Michael Palmer
Kathy Parker
Bonnie Parsons
Katie Passanisi

Melissa Patton
Chrissy Phelps
John David Pilliod
Ruthie Pittman
Chad Ray
Lesa Rayford
Chris Redd

Cressie Renfrow
Kody Russel
Delno Sewell
Kim Sherer
Lori Shikle
Cris,y Simpson
Jeremy Smith

Klay Smith
Angel Spagnola
Stacie Smith
Michael Springer
Josh Stephens
Rebecca Stice
David Story

Kris Stubsten
Jennifer Todd
Carrie Utley
Kristel Vaught
Jamie Vestal
Dena Watson
Chad Welch
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Bret Willis
Audra Winkler
Ashley Wright
Pamela Wright
Patricia Yeager

FOOD AND YOUR MOOD

Picture Not Available:
Stacy Carter
Travis Shelley
Chris Spindle
M,chael Williamson
Don Younger
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What Do You Eat When You're In A
Mood?
The way you behave affects what you crave. What you eat is
clearly influenced by the way you feel.
Ding dongs, cupcakes, ice cream, cookies, sundaes, and chocolate pies are known as the "comfort" foods. When you're sad, you
fall victim to these very foods. Millions of people do everyday.
High in calories, high in fat, and high in sugar, these foods often
make you feel better and more secure. "I eat foods like that
because they make me feel better about myself at the time, but
later I regret it," Shelly Garner.
Have you ever been mad enough to rip someone's head off?
Have you noticed what you eat when you are mad? Perhaps you
eat something spicy and hot. That always seems to do the trick.
"I always eat foods that are hot because I am usually so mad that
it doesn't bother me," Micheal McVay.
Times that you feel like you have the world at your fingertips
calls for a special type of food. Traditionally, something hard and
crunchy, or something you can really sink your teeth into.
"I like to eat fruit, because it gives me energy and makes me feel
good," Daniel Gorman.
Have you ever felt tired, ragged, rundown, and you just can't go
anymore? What perks you up?
"I usually eat something sweet or some fruit when I am tired
because it helps give me energy," Donna Davis.
There are links between what you eat and how you behave.
Don't let eating become a substitute for coping with your feelings,
but when you are in a mood, think about what kind of food you
are eating!!!

. . . do you consider to be
the class clown?
"Ron Lee, because he is funny in
many of the things he does, and
always makes me laugh," Scott
Ashby.

. . . do you consider to be
the class clown?
"Ron Lee because as long as I
can remember he has been the
main attraction in class," Cressie
Renfrow.
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The only thing better about this year is
that I don't have the title "Freshman." / /

... do you admire the most
as a sophomore?

"Julie Skotnik because she has a
lot of stamina and she gives every project she does her all." JOdie Baxter

... This past year as a sophomore has been a lot different
from last year. Last year was a
lot more fun. Ii missed having
pep rallies in the gym. Also, the
tardy and absentee policy is
much more strict this year.
They're starting to run this
· school more like a prison with
just weekend leave than a learning facility. The only thing better about this year is that I don't
have the title " Freshman."
April Keeton
... Sophomore means " foolish,
fool-hardy" a term perfectly apt
to describe my sophomore year,
however, if it were be to be
summarized, the one word
would have to be WORK!
Amit Shah

... do you admire the most
as a sophomore?

"Jarae Porter because of her
views on Black History Month
expressed in her poem for
Search." Jason Sutherland
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This year friendships have
become closer because we can
relate more to our problems
than before, but negatively I
have been bogged down with
homework and the need to succeed.
Jodi Baxter
Could've been better,
Could've been worse, so I'll tell
you in this verse.
Algebra II, Search, and Biology
didn't make this year easy for
me.
Charles Applin

. . . This year has been pretty
fun. As sophomores, we don't
have to listen to people calling
us fish anymore, which can be
very annoying. My schedule
has gotten harder, but I'm
learning to cope with it. Over
all the year has been pretty
good.
Shelly Barnes
. . . My sophomore year has
been a lot better than my freshman year, because we are not
the youngest people in the
school anymore. The work this
year seems to be easier too.
Since I am older I get more freedoms at school and home.
Rob Holman
... This year has been exciting
for me. It changed so much
from last year. I'm not just another Freshman anymore. I enjoyed all the activities that we
have had this year. My classes
have become harder, but the
teachers seem to have gotten
nicer.
Jennifer Case
... This year was filled with
excitement from getting the
new gym and all. It also makes
it fun knowing that this is the
last year I'll be a true underclassman. All the activities that
we have done this year made it
go faster, and alot funner .
Merideth Lamb

Joe Alaniz
Shawn Andrews
Charles Applin
Lori Arie
Carol Armstrong
Carmen Ball
Shelly Barnes

Juana Barron
Loren Barr
Jodie Baxter
Sarah Bentle
Lee Micheal Bowman
Micheal Brinlee
Misty Brown

James Brown
Charlie Joe Cary
Jennifer Case
Jeannette Charron
Chris Clark
Heath Clement
Kristie Crawley

Sara Danner
Sandra Deets
Paula Dennis
Nita Dunigan
Nancy Dunlap
Jessica Ely
Kelli Felmet

Jason Fox
Christie Givens
Blake Goode
Seth Gorman
Melanie Hall
Ricky Hall
Jeremy Hartnett

Clint Hemby
Josh Hilliard
Rob Holman
Sean Horton
Sabrina Howery
Rick Jamieson
Amanda Jebens

Desiree Johnson
Kenny Johnson
Vonetta Jones
John Keene
April Keeton
Brice Kennedy
Damion Kenyon
Jeff Kinkade
Merideth Lamb
Sarah Lantz
Carrie Lawson
Danny Leathers
Wade Lowery
Melissa Marshal
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Karen Mason
Rachel Maxwell
Josh McBroom
David McDonald
Tamika McFail
Bobby McMillan
Jaimmie Mendenhall

Michael Millsap
David Morgan
Samantha Moss
Sara Moss
Charles Motley
Brenda Murphy
Cody Murray

Mary Murrel
Jennifer Nelson
Heather Nix
Ashley Park
Royann Parr
Cynthia Pate
Scott Payne

Robin Petty
Angela Phelps
Angela Pinkston
J arae Porter
John Putman
Jana Reaves
Brandon Reynolds

Matt Richardson
Burney Roberts
Rodney Rodgers
Yolanda Ross
Joey Samp
Amit Shaw
Chris Shastid

Josh Shockley
Jon Sisk
Julie Skotnick
Kenneth Smith
Heather Stark
Shawn Stephens
Jason Stevens

Micheal Story
Jason Sutherland
Don Tarpley
Anna Terry
Amy Tomlinson
Jana Turner
Jorge Ventura

Lincy Varughe~e
Dawn Walker
Keith Wardlow
Shawn Wegley
Emily Whittington
Amber Williams
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Timothy Williamson
Quincy Wilson
Reid Wilson
Allison Wright
Kellie Young
Diana Zoppie

IS IT A BOY OR A GIRL?

WHO.

Unisex Styles Make It Hard To Tell
When you are walking through a mall, maybe you notice guys
with long hair who are wearing earrings or maybe you see girls with
extremely short hair who have on guy's clothing. You ask yourself,
"Is this so strange?" Not in this day and time of unisex clothing and
hairstyles it isn't.
"It wouldn't be that strange to see a guy with long hair, because I
have gotten so used to it now," Jennifer Case.
Unisex is a new way of guys and girls to express themselves.
Instead of young people being constricted to their usual attire, they
are now interchanging and sharing ideas on the latest styles.
In the past few years, times have really changed. Now when you
see girls and guys with the same haircuts, clothing, jewelry, etc., it is
not such a shock. All over the world people have come together to
blend ideas that are a part of our culture today.
"I think that it is cool that guys are getting more into fashion.
They don't wear just jeans and at-shirt anymore. They really dress
up," Lori Arie.
Being able to express yourself more freely is one of the biggest
changes in the world today. Teenagers these days seem to be more
open with themselves because of the freedoms they are allowed with
their appearance.
"I think that it is really neat that guys and girls can share ideas on
clothing, hair, and the latest styles," Allison Wright.
So you see, unisex is becoming more and more widespread everyday. It doesn't matter how you dress or how you wear your hair any
more, all that matters is that you are YOU ...

. .. do you consider to be
the sophomore class
clown?
"Misty Brown, because I am a
clown from the east side of
town," Misty Brown.

. .. do you consider to be
the sophomore class
clown?
"Micheal Brinlee, because he
does dumb things just for a
laugh," Danny Leathers.
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Being a freshman isn't as bad as people say.
II

... Being a freshman isn' t as
bad as people say. I've really enjoyed being one. Sometimes
people try to scare you but it
really is a lot of fun.
Ryan Case

. . . do you admire, the
most as a freshman?

"Lance Davis because he seems
to be a very good leader and has
the potential to do something
great in life," Heather Hope.

... do you admire the most
as a freshman?

... My freshman year has been
the best school year I have ever
experienced. Being a freshman
is hard because people make
fun of you, but freshman also
receive a lot of attention. The
subjects were very hard; yet in.. . My freshman year has been teresting.
great. I've met lots of terrific
Heather Hope
· people. My classes are challenging- from writing research pa- ... My freshman year has been
pers to making Spanish pro- kind of fun because of the art
jects. I've loved it.
table I sit at. I also like it beKristen Renfrow cause of science class. The
teacher is real easy on Ryan and
. .. My freshman year has been me.
exciting. I met a guy I really
Todd Towe
liked and cheering this year
was really exciting because of . . . My freshman year has been
a lot of fun! So far it has been
our new gym.
Jennifer Dudley my favorite school year! It's
gone by fast; though, I don't
This year was kind of con- want it to end!
Courtney Russ
fusing. The homecoming activities were very confusing. I
didn't know what was going
on. But as the year progressed, I .. . This year has been very interesting coming from L. H.
got the hang of it.
Rather. All of the rooms and
Carrie Smith
people, really confused me. But
when
it comes right down to it,
... My freshman year has been
hectic, to say the least. Priori- this year has been my best yet!
Glenn Carpenter
ties have been hard to organize
and the days have seemed long
and tiresome.
Chari Chamberlain

I admire Kasey Vestal because
he doesn't rely on anyone else's
opinions of him." Korey Green.
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Tracy Anderson
Julie Baccus
Eva Barber
Steven Barry
Jonathan Batton
Karyn Bennett
Mitchell Bennett

Bart Biggers
Jason Birdwell
J. Blackmon
Jeff Blain
Ricky Booth
Jennifer Brewer
Kristie Brewer

Ricky Brewer
William Broome
Andel Brown
Kevin Brown
Gerald Bruner
Steven Carey
Glenn Carpenter

Royce Cartmill
Ryan Case
Jason Castle
Chari Chamberlin
Brandon Clement
Don Colley
Anthony Crawford

Dona Crittenden
Julie Cumba
Lance Davis
Hipolito Deleon
Sharon DeWoody
Dominique Dilbeck
Robert Dress

Jennifer Dudley
Jacob Elliott
Richard Elliott
John England
Mark Evett
Lana Fitzwater
Rory Floyd

Gene Fogleman
Keith Laddy
Tricia Gallagher
Allan Garcia
Jeffery Garcia
Amy Garner
Pam Garrett

Joe Gentry
Mathew Gibbs
Tim Gilstrap
Glenda Goodman
Sean Gowens
Korey Green
Brandy Cuffee
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Dustin Haggard
Nathan Hale
Amanda Hall
L. Harrison
Kimberly Harvey
Sutton Helvey
Michelle Henderson

Emily Herrington
Jason Hewitt
David Hine
Heather Hope
Matt Jackson
Joe Jennings
Shane Johnson

Chrissy Jones
Dustin Jones
Cecilia Kennedy
Jonathan Kennemer
Daniel King
John Kirkpatrick
Dustin Kountz

Doug Leathers
Brian Lewallen
Claude Lewis
Bret Lindsay
Justin Long
Samantha McCauley
Brynne Meador

Bobby Mercer
Chris Mereworth
April Miller
Jayme Monks
Merideth Munger
Chuck Neighbors
Karen Newton

Bryan Nichols
Eddie Noga
Tammy Ottmo
Karen Owen
Kim Packard
Casie Partridge
Jessica Partridge

Steven Peebles
Lisa Phillips
Helen Prasil
Angela Raison
Emily Reeves
Nicole Reeder
Carrie Reeves

Kristen Renfrow
Mike Richey
Charla Ritchey
Amy Roberts
Patrick Roberts
Stephanie Rodeffer
Monica Rodriguez
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ARE YOU A T.V.
JUNKY?

WHO.

The Facts Probably Say You Are.
One of the most controversial questions these days is whether
or not teenagers are watching too much television. Some teens
believe people watch too much television, others disagree.
"I think that most teens do if they have nothing else to do, but if
they are involved in things that take up most of their time, then I
don't think that they do," Julie Baccus.
Research completed in 1989 shows that average teenagers watch
over 21 hours of television per week. The main question is- Is that
amount, too much?
"I usually watch about 2 hours of television a night, because I
really don't have the time to watch any more," Carrie Reeves.
It is believed that some teens take television too seriously. In
their own minds they do not distinguish the difference between
make believe television programs and real life situation.
"Soap operas are really easy to get into, but subconsciously you
really know they aren't real." Lana Fitzwater.
Although there are bad influences on television, there are also
good influences.
"Some of the good influences come from the educational programs, but the bad influences come from the shows with too
much violence and corruption," Carrie Smith.
Another aspect of the television programing of today is the
entertainment and quality. Is there too much violence on television? Today's teenagers may not feel that there is, but will they
feel the same way later in life when they may be parents themselves.
"I don't think that the programs are getting too violent because
they are just showing reality as it is, and some people think that it
is violent." Emily Reeves.
The television controversy is a major issue for today's parents.
Think about the issues and arguments, and then make the decision of whether or not you are a T.V. Junky ..

. . . do you consider to be
the class clown?

"Ricky Brewer because he always acts goofy and is making
everyone laugh during class,"
Charla Ritchey.

. . . do you consider to be
the class clown?

"Shawn Gowens because he'll do
anything to get a laugh." Korey
Green.
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Travis Roll
Shannon Ross
Sarahheth Ruffne,
Courtney Russ
elley s,,la,ai
Jamie Salinas
M1,he,1! Shank

Lori Shenold
Arron 51m

Andra Smith
Came Smith
Will Smtth
Charles Spcn<er
Jason Spindle

Barry Stevens
Corey Stevens
Micheal Stroud
Terri Taylor
June Thompson
David Todd
Jame, Todd

Todd Towe
Chad Uptergrove
Jason Vandygriff
Ashley Vas,
Kasey Vestal
John Whitehead
Khalieah Wilson

Andy Woods
Keith Woods
Heather Wright
Jodie 'Young

. . . The freshmen class enjoys themselves at one of the outside pep rallies.
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. .. Todd Towe helps make signs for
the freshmen class during the homecoming activities.

LOCKERS, WHAT DO
WE DO?

WHO ...

Freshmen Adjust To Locked Lockers

Lockers. Can't live with· them, can't live without them. For
freshmen, lockers take on a whole new aspect of daily life.
The difference in the sizes of lockers here and at the junior high
is an experience in itself. Having several books or an athletic bag
can mean no space in a locker whatsoever.
"If you play sports at any time during the school year, you need
to carry a bag. The bag of mine takes up almost three-fourths of
my locker, I have to take out my bag between every class to get to
me books. But what are you going to do? However, bigger lockers
would be nice." Kasey Vestal.
Although the lockers throughout the school were designed with
locks, most locks have mysteriously been broken. Locks have
their advantages. A person never has to worry about jackets,
purses, or homework being stolen.
I try not to leave expensive things in my locker, but when I have
to I try to hide it and check to make sure it's there between classes.
I've had too many things stolen already." Ryan Case.
Locks also have their disadvantages. One giant disadvantage is
that locks can keep a person out of their own locker. This makes it
rather difficult for a person to get their books within five minutes.
"The first day of school I got a locker with a lock that didn't
work, so I had to move to one where the lock was broken. One
day, though, with my locker not being locked, someone took my
bag and threw it out in the hall." Sarahbeth Ruffner.
For two people sharing a locker, an extra book may mean
catastrophe. If a locker is crowded with just one person; imagine
the crampness of two people sharing a locker.
For freshmen, having a locker downstairs is a bit of a problem,
especially when most classes are upstairs.
"I have three different lockers that I put my books in. The
locker that I go to depends on which class I'm going to." Carrie
Smith.
A freshman can really get exercise by running up and down the
stairs. Thank goodness you're only a freshman once!

. . . do you think the best
dresser of the 90's is?

"Of the freshman, I think
Chuck Neighbors is, because he
has a good sense of style," Terri
Taylor.

do you think the best
dresser of the 90's is?

"We all agree that it is Heather
Hope, because you never see her
in the same outfit twice," Todd
Towe.
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The longer I continue to teach the faster the
school year passes. / /

influenced you
most to be a teacher?

the

"Mrs. Snead was my role model
because of her concern for students and she made being in
journalism fun. She introduced
me to journalism and I have
loved it ever since." Donna Caylor.

influenced you the
most to be a teacher?
"Mr. James Borin, high school
principal, Mrs. Clarece Borin,
choir teacher and Mrs. Mary Pat
Hatley, FHA sponsor. All three
influenced me to become a
teacher. While I was attending
Bells High School, these teachers
were involved in my life in
many ways." Colleen Coonrod.
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... This year Bonhi has seen
many changes. At the beginning of the school year, students and teachers were greeted
with an empty hull for a gym.
Many thought this would be a
hindrance to school spirit. But
in the tradition of Bonhi, our
students pulled together and
had successful pep rallies held
outside.
Our school spirit was also
tested in a more serious situation. For the first time in our
students' lives, they saw first
hand the effects of war. Support
was shown to those students
and teachers having family
members overseas.
The last months of school
brought both anticipation and a
touch of sadness. The seniors
left BHS and faced new challenges and opportunities. They
will be missed. For the upcoming seniors new challenges
await them. Memories will be
made that will uphold the tradition of Bonhi spirit and pride.
Ricky Gatlin

and there seems to be a comradery that I have not seen in
many years. Everyone is "pulling" together.
This year, quality has been
the goal and that includes quality behavior of the students I'm
proud of our 1990-1991 school
year and deem it a success. Bonham High School is the best!
Glenda Meador

... This has been a year at the
top for Bonham High School!
When we examine the 19901991 school year almost everything has been positive.
The year has passed so quickly; so much has happened. The
world has witnessed scandals
and scoundrels. These things especially the Persian Gulf Crisis - have affected all our lives.
However, the process, everyone
seems to have become stronger

. . . I have really enjoyed this
year. I'm very proud of the PAL
class this year. They began a
new buddy program with the
sixth graders at I.W. Evans.
They spend an hour every week
helping their buddies, and trying to be their friends. Another
change for me this year has
been the addition of new teaching duties, like my economics
class.
Donna Rich

. .. The longer I continue to
teach the faster the school year
passes. I've been told this is a
sign of growing old. The items
of interest of the past year fall
into two categories. One, our
continued success as a school in
our extra-curricular activities.
Secondly, the events of the
Middle East that have affected
our school. Students and teachers alike having loved ones in
the Persian Gulf has put a tremendous load on some and
raised the level of consciousness thought to others. We all
need to pray for peace.
Joe Smith

Don Anderson
Mike Ashby
Roger Ashcraft
Yvonne Brown
Terri Caffee
Donna Caylor
Debbie Clark

Loy Dean Clark
Colleen Coonrod
Walter Eagleton
Ricky Eatlin
Linda Fox
David Godbey
Ronnie Goodwin

David Goodwin
Steve Hembree
Linda Hopp
Stacy Hunnicutt
Denton Jones
Jo Jones
Linda Kincade

Rebecca Knight
Jerry Kountz
Marilyn LaVergne
Marsha Marsh
Billy Manhart
Kim Matlock
Glenda Meador

Nolan Norns
Gail Orndorf
Sara Park
Glenn Peters
Donna Rich
Stanley Richardson
Dana Phillips

Tony Richardson
Phillip Seawell
Beverly Shockley
James Shockley
SueAnn Simpson
Mary Smith
Joe Smith

VT Smith
Tomagene Snead
Barbara Sutherland
Carolyn Towery
Elaine Whisenhunt
Glen White
Gene Willis
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FAVORITES FAVORITES

MR. & MISS BHS
Carol Ann Cochran
Jody Caraway

ALL SCHOOL FAVORITES
Niki Sitzler
Gunter Rodgriguez

ALL SCHOOL FA VO RITES
Arny Compton
Corey Baker
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ALL SCHOOL FAVORITES
Carol Ann Cochran
Jody Caraway

ALL SCHOOL FA VO RITES
Janay Hicks
Aubrey Gilstrap
ALL SCHOOL FA VO RITES
Jamie Vestal
Clay Lowrey
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SENIOR OFFICERS- Robin
Franklin, Carol Ann Cochran, Katina Given, and Robbie Young

JUNIOR OFFICERS- Katie
Passanisi, Crystal Furrh, Jamie Vestal, and Cody Adams

SOPHOMORE OFFICERSDavid McDonald, April
Keeton, Kellie Young, Lori
Arie, and Misty Brown

FRESHMEN OFFICERSNathan Hale, Emily Reaves,
Ryan Case, Jodie Young,
and Lance Davis
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SOPHOMOR E CLASS-FA- FRESHMEN CLASS FAVORITES- Karen Mason & VORITES- Lance Davis &
Wade Lowry
Jodie Young

JUNIOR CLASS-FAVO RITES-Aubrey Gilstrap & Jamie Vestal

SENIOR CLASS-FAVO R!TES- Robbie Young &
Alando Mason

OFFICERS/ FAVORITIES
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's the Salad Bowl Bunch' Cressie Re
n Higginbotham, Melis~a P.1tton,

• Kristel Vaught. Shelly Garner, and Sta
gather for lunch .

•
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ADVERTISING DIVISION

ABOUT
TOWN
0

0

0

In Bonham, students are always Out and
About. They can be seen eating at Pizza
Hut, cruising the drag, or at Sonic after
school. Many trips are made to Hayes Video or Curtis Mathes to rent movies and
pass the time.
During the- school day, yearbook and
newspaper staffs frequent the square trying to sell advertising. Other students are
in Mrs. Jo Jones' DE classes and work half
a day or in Mrs. Billie Manhart's VOE
classes which also work.
Without the community support BHS
would lose part of its spirit. Bonham has
always supported its schools with donations, time, and willingness to hire students .

thwest Pump h11s t

Th,s is th• North
off of Highway 78

ADS DIVISION
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Bonham State Bank
502 N. Center

and
Convenience Center
2232 N. Center

Delno Sewell, Cody Adams, Lori Arie,
Rick Jamieson, Lana Fitzwater, and Rory
Floyd.

Amy,
Always look to
the future, it
belongs to you.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Jennifer,
From then until
now, you light up
our lives.
WE Love You!
Mom & Dad

Gunter,
Your life brings us
pride and joy.
We Love You!
Mom & Dad

Brett,
Congratulatio ns!
Continue toward
your goals in life
and enjoy!
Love,
Todd,
Mom, Dad,
& Chad
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WHY.

MCCLANAHAN AND HOLMES
CERTIFIED PUB LIC ACCOUNT ANTS

WHY DO YOU THINK SCHOOL SHOULD
OR SHOULD NOT GO ALL YEAR?
STEVEN W

218 WEST F IFTH STREET

MOHUNDR O , CPA

214 -1583 · !5!574

BONHAM . TEXAS

ANDREW A UTO SALES
608 Spencer Hwy.
South Houston , Texas 77587
T ommy Eskue
Bon ham Office
(214) 583-8446
(214) 583-8454

Sid An drew
Houston Office
(713) 946-6525

I don' t think we should go to school all year round
because it' s bad enough to go 9 months, and I like a
long summer vacation.
Charlie Joe Cary
-Soph.

Kids Kastle Day Care
726 E. Sam Rayburn

Bonham, Texas

583-4268
Open Monday-Friday

If you go to school all year long you will get tired of it

6:30 A.M .-6:00 P .M .

and not feel like doing anything. Everyone needs a
summer break.
Kristie Babers

-] r.

Sandra Hall
Owner-Stylist
Martha Bethel
Leeann Capehart
Karen Johnson

The
HEADLINERS

20 1 E. 11 th Street
Bonham, Texas 75418
Consult us tor your ind1v1duat Beauty & Hair Requiremenls

583-8171

I think that the length of the school year should just
remain the same, after all I only have one year left and
I wouldn' t appreciate the change.
Ian Daubach

-Jr.
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Southwest corner of Square
100 E. Sam Rayburn Dr.
583-3181
Computerized Health Records
Full Service Pharmacy

--■

~
FARMS • HOMES • RANCHES • COMMERCIAL ~ , ROGER D. FITZWATER

DBA

;'\i; SOLO

•,~

__

~~~&4!4U
BONHAM , TEXAS 75418

Res. 903-583-5961

513 N. CENTER
Bus. (903) 583-5465
(903) 583-7410

Curtis
lllllllllllllllllllMathes
HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

Bart Nichols-Manager
1609C N. Center
Bonham, TX

A.E.'s
Flower
Shop
"Flowers for
all
Occasions"
Torn & Dana
Sanders
Owners
301 W. Sam
Rayburn Dr.
Bonham, Texas
903-583-3725
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Reaves
Home and
Auto
420 N. Center
Bonham, TX
583-9011

Cody,
We're so proud of you as
you graduate. Take that enthusiasm and ambition of
yours and be a success.
Love, Mom, Dad, and
Rance

Go
Warriors!!!

903-583-2310

Stuart,
We're very
proud of you! We
love you!
Mom, Melanie,
& Annie

Why.

AREA CODE 2144
TELEPHONE 583-74745

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO TAKE
SEARCH?

C.
~,,,,d~

WILLIAM

TERRY

>C>
402 NORTH CENTER STREET

BONHAM, TEXAS 75 418

Anna Terry-Soph.

I thought I needed the writing practice before college,
and I like a challenge.
Chari Chamberlain
-Frosh.

Daniel Terry-Senior
I

Danny
Carpenter
Owner

I joined SEARCH because at the beginning of the year
it presented a challenge, something interesting to try.
Many a night though (often before a major paper was
due) I wonder the intelligence of that decision.
Amit Shah
-Soph.

We specialize in Jewelry Repair, Jewelry Manufacturing,
Casting and Diamond Setting.

Barrow's

BONHAM'S
FINEST

Jewelers

VISA • MASTERCARD
W e offer credit on approved applicants.
PRIVATE SHOWINGS BY APPOINTMENTS ONLY.

DANNY CARPENTER
(214) 583-2441

327 North Main
Bonham, Texas 75418

Actually, I didn't really decide to take it, I took the test
and filled out the application. I'm glad I was chosen to
be in the class. It's different because I do more deep
thinking.
Melissa Patton
-Jr.
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Owens Lumber
Dottce11tm

JOHN C. FARRIS, C.I.C., CLU

520 South Center Street
Bonham Texas 75418
Phone (21 4) 583-8505
rax · (21 4) 583-8507

Farm N ' Home Casualty

Auto - Home - Life - Health

307 N Center
PO Box 387
Bonham , TX 75418

'~ .
'C'° .·l -

~·~~

-

Linda Owens Slawson
Home (214) 583-9381

James H. Slawson
Home (21 4) 583-9381

1-800-299-FARM
214-583-8967
214-583-8862

~I

~-, ...... t,... .
-~
I

Jerry G. Owens
Home (214) 583-4351

Phone: (214) S83-3739

Coast To Coast
Home & Auto

YvotuUJ;

200 E. Sam Rayburn
Bonham, TX
583-5553
Business

BFAUTY SALON
521 E. Sam Rayburn Drive
Bonham, TX 75418

YOURFMIILY
HAIR CARE CE~TER

583-3332
Home

Billy Joe Nelms
Home Owned

HaintJI.• For TM Ennn F-0,

Reed's
Produce
~ailshllgia

Home of
the
Freshest
Produce 1n
town

P t

~

t t ,

583-8072

1

I

\

Kasa ndra .I \\ rtf hl
Na,1 ,1,pc, ..,1i,1

214 E Si.th Slreel
Bonham , TX 75418
9031583-5860

Hwy 78 N

.

~

0

CHARLES CARTER CHEVROLET - BUICK
CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH - DODGE
21 22 NORTH CENTER
BO NHAM, TEX A S 754 18

Compliment s of
Dr. Carney/Reev e's Printing
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Janes Insurance & Claim
Service
214 E. 6th Street
Bonham, Texas

Why.
WHY DID YOU LIFT WEIGHTS
EVERYDAY AFTER SCHOOL?

583-3677

Life, Health, Medicare Supplement,
Fire Health Claims, Sales, Service

TylerD. Todd, PT
Director of
Pnysical Therapy

503 Lipscomb Blvd.
Bonham, TX 75418

"I love to lift weights. It makes me feel good about
myself and builds self-confidence. Coach Anderson
says I'm infatuated with it."
Stefanie Kountz, Senior

· 5 8 3-7433

HEALTHFOCUS
Phy ical Thera y

I lifted weights because I knew I had to get in shape for
the Air Force. Along with that I gained strength and a
sense of accomplishment.
Robin Frankin, Senior
ELAINE ASHLOCK BRENDA MAGNESS KRISTI ROBERTS

.cBo"~'"",

cc~.

!

7!!5418

PHONE .
583-3523

408 N CENTER

I lifted weights for two reasons. First, I like it and
second, I knew my college plans would include sports
so therefore I needed to stay in shape.
Teresa Ayres, Senior
'
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Hickory
Bar-B-Q

Residential
Acreage
Farms and
Ranches
Rental

Says
Go
Warriors!

Fanninland

The Gift House and
Florist
Ray and Elaine Ashlock
414 N . Center

Bonham, Texas

75418

583-3812
583-7144

Stephenia
Castle

~
~

411 N. Main
Bonham, Texas
75418

Window Replacement • Contract Glazing • Custom Mirror Won<
Patio Doors • Screens • Tub Enclosures • Shower Doors
Insurance Claims Adjusted
MOST DOMESTIC & FOREIGN AUTO GLASS
WINDSHIELD REPAIR & REPLACEMENT

'T'l(! CO'll'J{TY (j.W.SS

DON . RUTH & PHIL BLEVINS
OWNERS

903-583-8538

214 • 583-3081
208 E. SAM RAYBURN DR .
BONHAM . TEXAS 75418

LEE HAMBY, Owner
Bus. Phone 583·8351
Home Phone 583·5206

114 E. 16th
Bonham, Texas 75418

SIKES FOOD STORE
RANDY SIKES

603 N . CENTER
BONHAM. TEXAS 75418

STATE FARM

INSURANCE
€
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[214) 583-3832 OFFICE
[214) 583-7717 HOME

808 EATON
Agent
2110 N. Center
Bonham, TX 75418
Bus. (214) 583-9131
Res. (214) 583-8366

Compliments of
James S. Moss and
Joe D. Moss attorneys at
law

WHY .
WHY DO YOU PREFER TO
OLDER? YOUNGER PEOPLE?

DA TE

Gilbert Furniture and Appliance
(214) 583-8814
(214) 583-2726

116 EAST SAM RA YBURN DR IVE
BONHAM , TEXAS 75416

I prefer to date older people because they are generally
more mature. They have had more experiences in dealing with relationships and dating and usually treat
you and appreciate you better than younger people.
-Samantha Moss, Sophomore

Most of the girls I have dated for any length of time
were older than me. I don' t know why, but a girl my
age or older act more mature than the ones I have dated
younger than me.
-Clay Lowrey, Senior

HARPER MOTOR CO.
Bonham , Texas
Jerry Harper

(21 4) 583-7721 Office

(214) 583-7056 Hm .

I don't prefer older over younger or vice versa because
the age doesn' t matter to me. I just go for what the
person is like on the inside not what they are on the
outside.
-Jennifer Lewis, Senior
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Andrew Small Engine Repair

C ~ --- •:1
Tisco Tractor Puts • Stihl Chain Saws & Grass Trimmers •
Firewood • Chain Saws Shupen~

D.J.
God is faithful to
complete that good
work He began in
you.
Congratulation s!
We love you!
Dad and Mom

Kelly,
You have brought
joy and happiness to
us for the last 18
years.
We Love You!
Mom, Dad, and
Kevin

4 Miles North of Bonham on Hwy 78
583-2474

Staley Andrew

Currin's
Mans
Shop
East side
Bonham
Square
583-3415

Corey
Baker

Lone Star
Orthop edics
Medical & Surgical
Clinic
105 Memorial Drive
Denison, Texas 75020

Dr. Zakin
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First Nationa l Bank

Why.

120 W. Sam Rayburn Drive

Member F.D.I.C.

WHY DO THEY CALL YOU-?

583-2101

" PP" ? During summer practices, the other cheerleaders made fun of
me because I couldn't yell very loud, they made fun of me by saying
I had power in my voice. (PP stands for Power Park).
-Ashley Park, Sophomore

Tricia,
Words can't
express how
proud we are!
We love you
very much!
Mom, Dad,
and Nick
Jody,
Love you like
a son. Keep
your hands
off our
daughter! HA!
Love Sondra and H

"Shamu" ? Because when I was a sophomore, Justin Bankston used
to call me Baby Shamu in baseball practice because I was big and
slow like a beached whale.
-Cody Adams, Junior

" Hippie" ? One day I was playing tennis wearing cut off shorts and a
red bandana wrapped around my head. They thought I looked like
someone from the 60' s.
-Jodie Young, Freshman
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000000©00 000000000 0000000

On the square Bonham - 583-5659
Hwy. 69 & 82 Bells, Tx. 965-7569

!

g

Hayes Ylldeo

2801 W. Morton Denison, Tx. 465-6109
101 Hwy. 69 West Denison, Tx. - 4651591

O
YCII A "OYIE IIENT ALS
O
000000000 000 0 0 0 000 00 0 0 000
LARRY HAYES

Nichol's Plumbin g
903-583-5936

McKelvaMorris
Mattress
Factory

Let's Go 7!

1316 N.

515 Chestnut
Bonham, Tx 75418

Radio
Shack
The

Center
Street

Audio/
Video Store

Bonham, Tx.
75418

Bonham,

Tx 75418

903-583-4611
Congratulations
Seniors!

.,

~

·- -

903-5834844
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Why.
WHY DO YOU THINK YOUR RELATIONSHIP LASTS?

Smith-Moore-Williams Co.
fARL , LOIS & JEFF KENNEDY , Owners

Groceries, Hardware, Sporting Goods
PHONE 583-3311

Because we don' t spend all our time together. We let each
other do other things and try to avoid jealousy.
-Niki Sitzler, senior

A North Texas Tradition Since 1940

WOODARD'S WESTERN WEAR
Richard Moore

412 N . Center

Bonham, Texas 75418

583-8213

Bonham Wholesale
Jewelry

For a relationship to last it takes patience and trust. If neither
one has these qualities then a relationship has a slim chance
of lasting.
-Brett Lancaster, Senior

Visa-Lay-Away-Mastercard
Custom Designed Jewelry
Offering Gold Lance and studio I
Class Rings
Complete Jewelry Repair Shop
All Jewelry Repair Done on
Premises
Located South Side Wal-Mart
Shopping Center
2227 N Center Bonham
583-4820

It really takes time and a lot of trust, patience, and cooperation. At some times I thought we would never make it because of our past relationships , but having faith and trust in
each other we stuck it out for three years
-Cressie Renfrow, Junior
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Kristie,
You've finally
made it! We are
so proud of you.
Love ya!
Dad & Mom

Maria,
We have loved
having you with
us this year. Best
wishes always.
Mary, Robert, &
Ron

Robin,
As our first
born, you will
always have a
special place in
our hearts.
Dad & Mom

Chad,
We are so proud
of you! Keep a
positive attitude!
Love,
Mom & Dad

WAL- MART [~*~)

PHARMACY
OPEN:
Mon.-Sat. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
Sun. 12 Noon-5 P.M.
Hwy. 78 N.
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583-5564

Bonham, TX

Barbara Hope

Why.

•

WHY DO YOU LIKE/DISLIKE THE
NEW T.V.'S?

833 W. Sam Rayburn Drive
Bonham, TX 75418
(903) 583-2814
Sonny and Cher? How about
Sondra and H .L. Compton!

" I like the new T .V.'s because I can catch up on
what's going on in the world.
-Courtney Russ, Freshman

I like that I can finish my homework before some of
my classes. I dislike the people on there because
they are really dumb sometimes.
-Chuck Neighbors, Freshman

Fannin Travel
Agency
"When You Think
of Travel . ..
Think of Us!"
583-9538 • 583-7088 •
1-800-87 4-6544
401 N . Main Street
Bonham, TX 7 5418

I don't like them because they take up 15 minutes
that could be 15 minutes less of school.
-Scott Payne, Sophomore
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T ACLA-003853 C
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING COMMERCIAL
REFRIGERATION
CARRIER AIR CONDITIONINC.

ieeeu- E ~

GO WARRIORS!
William W. Robinson, D.D.S.,
M.S.D.
Orthodontics

Sales and Service

PHONES: 583-9535 OR 583-9536

,?ifdk•
®

1700 NORTH CENTER STREET
SONNY SMITH - President
HOME 364-2264
WHITEWRIGHT, TEXAS

BONHAM, TEXAS 75418
MIKE WALKER - 623-3522
MIKE HA YES - 583-7379
DON PARR - 583-3049

2803 Loy Lake Road
Sherman, Texas 75090
214/892-4535

Vaught's Antiques
American Oak
Primitives-Quilts
Estates Bought and Sold

Touch of Class
Full Service Salon
Owners

Marita Phillips

Mike Vaught-Owner
101 S. Center

Bonham

583-5691

M & S Clinic
200 W. 5th Street

Bonham, Texas
583-3111

Dana L. Sisk, M.D. P.A.
Walter L. Sisk Jr.,
M.D.P.A.
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Stephanie Floyd

903-583-2570
2223 N. Center

Wal-Mart Shopping Center
Bonham, TX

Why.
Robin,
You will always be
in our hearts.
We love you!
Grandma &
Grandpa Holmes

. .

WHY DO YOU ENJOY THEATRE?

Jeanette,
Mean ballerina,
Teenage sweetie,
Always a superstar
with us!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Buffy

I enjoy acting. I enjoy being involved in plays. But I
don't like the sponsor's attitude towards things. She is
moody and wishy-washy
-Sean Horton, Sophomore

We can guarantee
the finest quality
protection and
.
service
at fair rates.

I like theatre because acting is something I really enjoy. I plan to major in, in theatre, college, Theatre,
everyone becomes like a family and you get to meet
interesting new people.
-Anna Terry, Sophomore

ALL FORMS OF BUSINESS
AND PERSONAL INSURANCE

13uster 'J{f)mwn
MEADE INSURANCE AGENCY

110 W . 5TH ST
(214) 583-2231
(214) 583-7067

FAX NO. 12145837067
P .O . BOX 519
BONHAM . TEXAS 75418

Theatre is something that should be taken as an art,
and appreciated. Yet it is not for all people. I, myself,
do not feel it is for me. I think most of it depends on
the director. People of the art are a little on the wacky
side, that is why I do not enjoy theatre.
-John England, Freshman
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Nay Nay,
You were something
special then and you will
always be special to us.
Congratulations!
We love you!
Mother and Daddy

/

Doris Shockley, Agent
State Farm Insurance Co.
2228 N . Center

Bonham, TX
583-8111

John and Josh Shockley
Robbie,
Our little girl is
Now a very special
young lady.
Keep smiling sugar.
We love you!
Mom & Dad

Summit Health Care
(903) 583- 7708

Gloria Owens, R.N.

Oxygen I D.M.E .

1234 North Center
Bonham, Texas 754 18

Dori Tarpley, 1st Lieutenant
War Dancers
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Why.
Why do you make pinatas in Spanish?

Pinatas were first made by the Spanish people. We
learned about the culture and hobbies of the Spanishspeaking people. Pinatas are just one of their many
specialties. It's lots of fun, but it sure is messy.
Kristen Renfrow

Love those Juniors ... Cressie Renfro, Lee Ann
Higginbotham, Crystal Furrh, Kristel Vaught, Shelly Garner, Stacy Andrews.

Salad Bowl
and
Eskue Constru ction
505 N. Main

Bonham, Tx.

Why do you play croquet in French?

For one thing, it gives us a break from working. It also
teaches us about the culture of France by playing a
French game. It's also fun to do something outside
with the people in our class.
Emily Whittington

583-8446
Tommy and Sally
Eskue
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r:':J SOUTHWEST
~¥~

Ener3y Conrrol Systems

Gene V. Danner
Executive Vice President

Southwest Pump Company
Drawer 280

Bonham, Tx 75418
(903) 583-3134

.

James Mayo Barber Shop

Jeff Duncan, M.D.

Open 7 A.M.-Close 5:30 P.M.

1220 C. 6th
Bonham, TX 75418

Beard trim, shave, face massage, and
haircut

(903) 583-9565

Good
Luck
Warriors!!
Denny's Gulf
Feed and
Fertilizer
HWY 121
583-7121

Go Warriors!!!

Bonham Printing
Fran Jones
1607 N. Center• Bonham. TX • (903) 583· 541 0
75418
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Proud to be a Warrior fan!!

Why .
. . . Why did you have to go to Saturday School or write a report?

COLE
TITLE

. . . I was absent more than the allotted eight days for the semester of
school. To make for 5 hours over the limit. I could have had two
Saturday classes, one Saturday class and a ten page report, or two ten
page reports.
I felt this bill was unfair to those students who could not help
these chronic health problems such as migraines, headaches, or
severe sinus problems. If the absence was excused and the work was
made up , then the student should not have to go to Saturday school
for four hours or write a ten page report.
An alternative to this could be that the student make up the exact
time they mi ssed in detention.

COMPANY
209 E. 6th St.

David Cole
President

(903) 583-3937
(903) 583-3298
FAX (903) 583-2562
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COOPER-SO RRELLS FUNERAL HOME,
INC.
2022 North Center Street
Bonham, Tx 75418
903-583-5555

Harold Sorrells
Dudley Sorrells
Family Service With Pride and Dignity!
Congratulati ons on a good year at Bonhi!
~

l

\Vhirlpool

HOMETOWN FURNITURE & APPL.
321 N . MAI N
B ONHAM . TEXAS 754 18

PH . 5 8 3-4009

PLUMBERS-SUPPLIERS-E LECTRICIANS
WHERE YOUR DOLLAR
MAKES M O R E CENTS

Tracy,
We are very
proud of our
baby girl.
We love you!
Mom and
Dad
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201 N . MAI N BONHAM , TEXAS 7~11
(214) 513-5-445

Richard,
We're so proud of all
your achievements and we
know the history book
will hold a place for you
in the future. Love, Mom,
Dad, and Christine

BONH AM
CONC RETE

WHY.
Why do you share a locker?

Box 489
Bonham, Tx 75418
903-583-24 22

I share a locker with my boyfriend so I could see him
more often than if his locker was on the other side of
the school.
- Jamie Vestal, Junior

Freshman Cheerleaders

Because I am too lazy to go all the way to the other end
of the Jr. hall. Besides all my classes are on the north
end and my locker is on the south end.
- Karon Baker, Junior

Freshman Football Team
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McCRAW OIL COMP ANY
WEST 1st Street STREET
BONHAM, TX 75418

EXXON
DISTRIBUTOR

903-583-7 481

Katina Givens, Niki Sitzler, Jamie Vestal, Janay Hicks, Jennifer Lewis, Ashley Park, Jennifer
Harris, Carol Ann Cochran

KWIK CHECK
2207 NORTH CENTER
Bonham, TX 75418
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WISE FUNERAL
HOME, INC.
219 West Sam Rayburn Drove
Bonham. Texas 75418

WHY ...
WHY DID YOU COME TO THE
PROM IN A CARRIAGE?

RICHARD MURDEN
(903) 583-2161

President
General Manager

LLOYD PACE
PHOTOGRAPH Y
8700 LAKE ROAD
BONHAM, TX 75418
583-4617

GROUPS, SENIORS, SPORTS,
SCHOOL, AND PROM

Because I like old times. I helped build the carriage so I could
use it for the prom. A carriage is somewhat romantic also.
- John David Pilliod, Junior

WHY DO YOU EAT A TURTLE PIE
BEFORE EVERY TENNIS MATCH?

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

RICK BREWER
AGENCY
MANAGER

Because I ate one one time before a match and we won, so it
kind of became a supersitition.
- Bret Willis, Junior

Life-Home-Auto -IRA
210 East 5th
Bonham, TX 7S.!18
903-583-8535
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TRACEY M. SKOTNIK, D.O.
Family Practice - General Medicine
2105 N. Center

903-583-3191
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GENER AL

Why ...

CABLE

WHY ASK WHY?

800 East 2nd Street
903-583-2181
Even though 11 was my job, I know the real reason is, so I can
hear all those people whine and say, "I didn't know!" when I
ask them these questions.
- Julie Skolnik, Sophomore

If you don't -

how else are you going to get answers?
- Courtney Ely, Junior

Misty Brown, Michelle Brewer, Kyle
Clayton, Klay Smith, Meredith Munger,
Lori Arie.
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Qua lity Clothing For Less
Cornp 1eIe Line of Lad ies & Jr Wear

24 HR
SERVICE

WHEEL LIFT
BOOM SERVICE

~~0~1!grse~}re

Wanda's Place
104 SE. 5 TH Street
Bonham, Texas 75418

UNLOCK
CARS

51 3 W. Sam Rayburn
2 UNITS AVAILABLE RA DIO DISPATCHED
214 / 583-5673

Work 583-4616
583-9079

Night 583-2353
Stan Baker

Night 583-8227
Butch Baker

TOMMY'S MOBIL
901 EAST SAM

RAYBURN
BONHAM, TX 583-5757

FOXWORTH
GALBRAITH

JERRY
HOPSON,
D.D.S.,
F.A.C.D.
220 WEST

SAM
RAYBURN
BONHAM,
TX 75418
OFFICE HOURS
BY
APPOINTMENT
583-5715
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PAUL'S
PHARMACY
PAUL R.
GOOSTREE
OWNERPHARMACIST
200 WEST 5th

STREET
BONHAM, TX
75418
903-583-5693

224 NORTH MAIN
BONHAM, TX 75418
903-583-3186

Jason,
You have
always been
a joy to me.
I'm so proud
of you.
Love,
Mom
Misty,
The
happiness, joy,
and love you
give will return
to you. You can
and will have
your dreams.
I Love You,
Mom

James E. Froelich III,

D.O.
Family Care Clinic
2105 N . Center Street
Bonham, TX 75418
214-583-3191

We support the
Warriors!!

-(SIDR AN)LORETTA LORANCE
Plant Manager

Bonham Mfg./2525 N. Center/Bonham, Texas 75418
214· 583·9595 • FAX: 214· 583·7622

Kathy,
You are truly
our pride and
joy and our
dream come
true.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Lanny,
Congratulations! We love
you. Hope you
success in the
future.
Love,
Mom and Dad

ADS
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CLOSING

WE
HE AR D
IT ALL
0
0
0

... "Wasn' t it great being back in the gym again!"
"Yea, and we were awesome winning 7 district titles,
and the golf team and Lesa Rayford going to state."
"Did you hear that our superintend ent Mr. Grunert
resigned?"
" I heard that, but I also heard that they hired a Mr. Carl
McEachern from Martinsmill ."
We heard many rumors, bits of information and facts
past around during the year. We heard about and some of
us lived through Saturday make-up school. We all heard
about the Gulf crisis and were kept updated with the
Channel One TV's. Then we finally completed our 185
days with no bad weather and graduated the Seniors of
'91 on May 30.

hri stma s the
vi sited the
and sang song
Whi senhunt an
delivered car
a

atie nt.
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Klay Smith and Kyle Clayton share a bit of
gossip and humor during Spanish II in
Mrs. Whisen hunt's room.
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